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Fountain Name: Davin Memorial Fountain
Location: Rotary Palk, Albert Street entrance to Wascana Park

Designer: Regina Machine & Iron Works Ltd. Client: City of Regina

Date of Construction: Victoria Park, 1909; moved to Rotaly Park in 1938

Cost of Construction: $675 plus $50 installation fee at Victoria Park location

Typology: Dish & stand, play pool Water Forms: Spout jet, spill & splash, pool

Basin Form: Curvilinear Function: Sculptural focal point, wading pool

Site Characteristics: The fountain is located in a quiet residential neighbourhood palk

to the west of the Albert Steet Bridge along the Wascana River. Vehicle access rs obtained

via a back alley off Regina Avenue. Primary access to the fountain is along a

walking/bicycling path v/hich connects to the Wascana Partway. The park is linear in

form, running along the 'Wascana River'. It is cha-ractenzed by informal tree and shrub

plantings, a single annual bed, and mown glass.
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Site plan. n.t.s.

Dedications & History: The fountain honours Nicholas Flood Davin, a disúnguished

parliamentalian from 1887 to 1900. He is best know for establishing Regina's first
newspaper, The l¿ader, in 1883. The fountain was originally installed in Victoria Pa¡k, in

downtown Regina, in 1908-09 and served as the city's central focal point. It was pairited

dark green with light glecn on the inner bowls ærd gold tnm on the edges. It stood on a

rough finished black stone base in a formal pool lined with cut stone. The fountam was

.1"K
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later replaced

by a cenotaph

after the First

World War
(year?) and

moved to the

corner of the

park . It was

then moved to

the new Rotary

Park, in 1938,

where it stands

today. A number of trees in the park were also dedicated to Davir..172

Symbolism & Design Concept: The fountain

i1se1f is stately and romantic, a reference to a rigid

European aesthetic. It would have been a greal

highlight ìn the tum of the century Victoria Park.

f,'ountain Design & Materials: The fountain is

constructed of cast iron. Today it is painted white

and sits in a large kidney-shaped concrete wadlng

pool painted bdght baby blue. A large timber bridge

with benches is built onto part of the pool (added in

rhe late 70's?).

Water Assessment: The fountain has a single

nozzle at the top of a central outlet from which water

spouts and falls into a small bowl, then splashes into

a larger bowl, and finally spills into the pool.

Fountain deøil.

Fountåin, bâsin, and bidge vicwed ftom south.

172City of Regina Arcliives
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Human Use: It is occasionally used as a play pool for children and a picnic site for
families but remains relatively unfrequented.

Winter Observations: The white fountain is mercifully lost in lhe whiter snow of
winter. A cross-country ski trail is on the path neatby. There are no activities promoted in
the park other than sküng or snow shoeing in the winter.

Operation, Maintenance
& Costs: ln 1993, 45.5

hours of labour went into
maintcnance. excluding daill'

site inspections and $212.95

wclc spent on equipmenl at a

total cost ot $901.08. This

does not include major repair

items. The cost of watet is
also not included as it 1s not

metered. Maintenance

involves daily rnspection, and

bi-weekly draining, cleaning,

and refilling. Debris ale

removed fi om the basin twice per week. The water is also treated with a dye to help reduce

algae growth.

The fountain has been vandalized several times. The original jet at the top of the fountain

was easily damaged and was finally encased with a section of steel pipe which was welded

to the fountain stand.

The basin rs difficult to clean and maintain because of the lalge size of the basin, the

inaccessibility of the pump housing, and the location of the underground piping. Debris,

insecls, and worms are trapped in the basin as 1ts edge is flush with the ground level.

Marntenance is also incleased by the high incidence of vandalism. Broken glass in the

basin is the most common problem.

Gàzebo and bridge detail viewed from north.
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Remarks Fountain Rating: * + * * Basin & Site Rating: r/z
What was once a ceiebrated and honoured symbol of the community is now

an ornament in a hornbly designed and misplaced pool rn a back aliey

conidor. The fountain is hidden, forgotten by the community, and subjcct

to vandalism and disrespect. It looks awkwald in its setting where its fine

formal details contrast sharply with i1s infomal sloped pool and the heavy

wood beam bndge whrch âlmost touches it.

Sources: 1. lnteruiew with Al Lamb, City of Reginâ Parks, Regina, Saskatchewan,

Febrtary 22, 1994.

2. Interview with Jeff _, Parks Mâintenance employee, Regina,

Saskatchewa¡, JùIy 14, 1994.

Site Visits: Sept. 3, 1993; Februxy 27,1994; March 14, 1994; Mzy 20, 1994.
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Fountain Name: SaskPower Fountain

Location: Saskatchewan Powel Corporalion, Victolia Avenue & Scarth Street

Designer: Joseph Pettick, architect Client: SaskPower Corporation

Dâte of Construction: 1963, converted to planter 1985

Typology: Tri-dish Water Forms:

Basin Form: Curvilinear', circular Function: Focal point, planter

Site Characteristics: The fountatn fronls the SaskPower tower on its northwest cornel

along Vlctoria Avenue and Scarth Street. A driveway and parking lot occupy the north-

central and northeast pofion of the site. The fountain has been convefted to a planter of

junipers and annuals.

Dedications & History:
The fountain originally had a

flame as well as spraying

water, but the flame,

continuously doused bY the

watef spray, was removed.

The fountarn was convefied to

a planter as a result of the high

plojecled costs for replacing

the badly colroded piping.

The fountain was also a

constant victìm of "soaPing".

This practìcal joke was

repealed several tmes,

causing marntenance staff

many frustrattng houls each

week tryrng to clean up the mess (one night the fountain was soaped three times). Winds

also blew spray from the fountain onto the sidewalk, drawing complaints from pedestdans.

Fountain Design & Materials: The building and fountain follow a Modernist style.

The fountain, buiìt at the same time as the building, uses a complementary curvilinear fotm

and matedals. It consists of three circular basins which are staggered in level and position,

overlapping one another. These are located within a large, roughly teardrop shaped basin

SaskPower Fountain. summet 1994
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constructed of reinforced concrete with
broken mosaic tile and cement facing. No

cracks, chipping, or signs of wear are

apparent. The detailing compliments the

building very well. Fibelglass v/aterproofing

sealed fhc basin.

Human Use: The structure acts primarily

as a focal point. Il draws the eye towards the

entrance drìveway as one drives east along

Victona Avenue and is a notrceable landma¡k.

The broad flat walls of the fountain allow for

sitting. When the fountain contained water its

main use would have been visual.

Bâsin ând fountâin plan detail and ground plain. n.t.s.

Winter Observations: Sculptural quality of the fountain would be better enhanced

without the plantings as the junipers are not attlactivc ur winter. The whìte tile blends in

with the winter snow.

Operations, Maintenance & Costs: When the fountaln was operating, the water.rvas

turned off evely night to reduce water costs. The fountain was operated using 'soft' v/ater

as the cily's hard water caused scaling in the pipes.

Mosaic detâil on basin

z
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Section de[al. n.t.s.

Remarks Rating: * x x

The fountain would have been quite

successful rn highlighring the entrance

to the SaskPower Building. It is a

simple but well built and designed

structure which fits nicely into its
street comer context. The plantings

do not work and appear out oT place.

The movement and splash of water

are the only functions which the

structure can successfully

accommodate. View fiom Victoria Avenue, suml¡te¡ 1993

1r.. -

Sou¡ce: Lìterview wifì Stewart Bengert, Buildings Supervisor- Head Office Inventory & Property

Division, SâskPower, Regina, Saskâtchewân, Iúy 12, 1994.

Site Visits: September 3, 1993; Februuy 22, L994; l¡luch L4, 1994-
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Fountain Name: Trafalgar Fountain
Location: Saskatchewan Legislature Grounds, east side

Designer: Sir Charles Barly Client: _____
Date of Construction: London, England ìn 1845; Erected at present site in 1963

Typology: Sculpture fountain Water Forms: Bubbler jet, spill & splash, pool

Basin Form: Circular (with imposed square) Function: Sculptural focal point

Site Characteristics: The fountain is

located on a form al axis on the east side of

the Legislature building. The area

immediately adjacent to the fountain consists

oI a smooth feÍtazzo floor with a stal pattem

in yellow and black with a white background.

Four benches line the norlh and south sides

oT the fountain. East-west running hedges

frame the plaza, creating two strong views,

one to the Legislative building, and the other

towards Wascana Park.

Dedications & History: The Trafalgar

Fountain is one of two designed by Sir

Charles Barry, an Architect of the British

Houses of Parliament, lbr Trafalgar Squate

in London, England. The fountains stood in

Tlafalgar Squale fÌom 1845 to 1939. They

wele no longer needed after a renovation of

the squale and the National Art Collections

Fund of Britaln presented the pair of the

lountains to Canada in 1963. The other

lbuntain is located in Ottawa.

Symbolism & Design Concept: Thc

fountain honours the establishment of the

headquarters of the North West Mounted

Police at Regina in 1882 and the officers and

û"-h-*á

Site plan, n.t.s.
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memberswhocontnbuledtotheorderlySettlementofthewestemplains.Itwasdedicated

in lhe presence of R.H. Viscount Amony of Tiverton, British High Commissioner to

Canada, and presented to the National Gallery of Canada'

Fountâin Design &

Materials: T h e

lountain is created

from solid pink and

black granite. It is

or namented with four

sculpted fish heads on

the base stand and

plain otnamental

curves and striations

on the bowls and

upper column stand.

The 6m diameter basín

is concrete with stone

facing with a 0.5m high coping about 0.3m wide. Its sculptural qualities are its strongesl

asset.

Water Assessment: A single bubble jet is

localed at the lop cenfi e of the fountain. The

water f-lows over the first lip into the fìrst

Ialge basin and a sheet of water spills fi'om

the basin into the pool. Its auditory effects

are powerful and stimulating and maintain a

majestic and stately air.

Human Use: The Trafalgar Fountain is a

cultulal and historical landmark, providing a

valuable point of interest. It is the best

known fountain in Regina and is a popular

spot for wedding and family photos and for

lovers in the evening. Oddly, the site is not

used heavily dui'ing lunch time by visitots or

employees.

Trafalgar Founøin with Legislature building ín background

Dlsplay detail.
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Winter Observations: The sculptural

quality of the fountaln and the colour of the

stone allow it to stand out in winter.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: Full

cleaning of the fountain is done four or live

times per year. The operation takes two men

two ful1 days. The water is treated with

algaecide. The fountaìn docs have a filtet

basket to keep the circulated water free oT

debris. It is cleaned every day. This

operatlon takes 1 to 1.5 hours. The fountain

is relatively problem liee, although it docs

get'soaped' occasionally.Plan detail. n.t.s.

Remarks Rating: *'N+*112

The Trafalgar is a visually powerful

European fountain but is not out of context

with the massive and stately Legislature

building less than 50m away. The

installation of more filter baskets would

probably considerably reduce maintenance

time.

Site Visits: Sept. 2, i993; Feb.22, 1994; Mar. 14,

1994; May 29, 1994; Jtly 12, 1994,

Fountain detail in winter. February, 1994.
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Fountain Name: 'Albert Avenue' Fountain
Location: Saskalchewan Legislature, southwest conìer of building

Designer: Client: Plovince of Saskatchewan

Date of Construction: (>30 years old)

Typology: Spray Fountâin Water Forms: Spray jet, pool

Basin Form: Circular Function: Focal point

Site Characteristics: The small circular

pool is located at the centre of a lriangular

tlaffic island on the west side of the

Legislative grounds. It is framed by a

walkway and accesses from two points, tlx'ee

benches, and a I m hedge. Behind the hedge

are pcrennial beds. Three elms arc located at

each comer of the triangle providing the sire

with shade. The fountain is just noticeable as

one drives past on the slow quiet service

loads. It is accessed by two pathways

framed by the hedge on the noftheast and

southeast sides of the triangle.

Dedications & History: The fountain is referred to by malntenance crews as the 'A
Avenue' or Albert Avenue' fbuntain. It is at least 33 years old and may be several years

oldef. It was probably rclurbished in the 1960's or 70's. A more accurate history could

not be obtained. Landscape architect W.H. Mawson was involved with the landscaping of
the grounds for several years. He was most likely involved with the original fountain

design and placement although no record of this could be found. There may also have been

other fountains like ìt elsewhere on the grounds. Two other small fountains did exist

somewhere on the sout-h end but have been lemoved.

Symbolism & Design Concept: The pool n]ay be the last of sevelai similal fountarns

whrch were rncorporated into an eally grounds deslgn but removed before the last 30 years.

Site plan
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Fountain Design &
Materials: The fountain

consists of a circular concrete

basin 3m in diameter. The

interior is painted light blue

and the exterior and coping

lined with black and white

ferÍzr7.7.o finish. The stlucture

is in good condition.

Water Assessment: Thc
simple. low volume. calyx-

shaped spray produces a fine

rain sound as it hits the water's

surfâce. It is very soothing.

Human Use & Winter Observations: The fountain and space is a quiet, cool, and

inviting place good for relaxatlon and contemplation. It is open yet secluded and a popular

spot at lunch hou¡. The arca is calming but meditation is broken by the occasional car

driving by. The founta:n disappears in the winter and is rediscovered in the spring.

Operation, Maintenance

& Costs: The fountain is

maintained by the Wascana

Authority. Debris is cleaned

off the water surface daily.

The spray nozzle is adjustable

to regulate spray. The pool's

circulating pump operates

liom 8 AM ti1l 11 PM from

the May long weekend to the

September long weekend.

Fountain display with benches and clipped hedging,

The fountain disappears in winter
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Remarks Rating: r" * + 112

The fountain and its tight surroundtng landscape create a wonderful and

mystical space in a vety small area. It presents a unìque and inlerestlng

opportunity for traffic islands.

Site Visits: Sept. 2, 1993; Feb. 22, 1994; Ma¡. 14, 1994; May 29, 1994; lttlv 12,
1994.
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Fountain Name: Kiwanis Park Waterfall
Location: Kiwanis Gardens, Regina Avenue

Designer: Kiwanis Club Client: City of Regina

Date of Construction: 1954

Typology: Waterfall (L) Water Forms: Watefall, pool

Basin Form: Curvilinear Function: Focal point, landscape reference

Site Characteristics: The pa[k, located about 1 km west of the Legislative grounds, is

a rectangulal area about 100m east to west and 140m nofth to soulh. The waterfall is

located in the centre of the south side of a su¡ken and roughly 80m by 80m circular area.

The arca is surrounded by trees (willow, ash, and maple on the west, noflh, and east and

spruce on the south) and hidden from all surrounding context. A small parking lot and a

walking/bike path are located on the east edge. Spruce frame the waterfall and the site is

well plotected from wind
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S.ite plân. n.t.s

Dedications & History: The waterfall's original desrgn was quite different. In the

1950's watel would spout out from pipes placed randomly in the stone wall and froth over

the stones into the pool. It wæ latel converted to a watefall sometime in the 1960's.
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Symbolism & Design Concept:

The watedall is completely removed

from any nearby land form

associations. Its intent is uncleal.

The overall design appears to be an

attempt to cleate a mountainlike

setting with the dark thickly planted

spruce fÌaming the powerful watcr

element. (The closest natural visual

equivalent is Waterton Falls in
Waterton Lakes National Paft,

southwestem Alberta.)

Fountain Design & Materials: The

fountain rs framed by large river boulders

which wrap part way around a roughiy oval

pool. Boulders are granitc and sizes range

fi'om greater than 1.5m X 2m X 1.5m to

about 0.3m3. They are secured with mortar.

The wall reaches about 6m in height. The

wall is framed by lOm spruce which form a

solid dark green backdrop. The waterfall

starts at the top of the wall and fa1ls freely

liom a smooth metal Ìip slightly longer than

2m. The concrcte basin in which the water

falls is roughly oval and about 6m X 12m

with a depth of 0.6m. It is painted white.

Water Assessment: Water poul's over a

2m long metal lip and plummets 6m to a

small pool. The water is generally clear. The

waterfall creates a unique micro climate

which affccts the entl'e sunken area. The

clashing water rcmoves all t¡affic noise fi'om

nearby loads but is quiet enough to give a

Waterfall detai.l, fâce vie\v

Boulder wall and waterfall looking fiom norl¡

sense of overa.ll seremty. It is visually attracuve and dominates the area completely
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lluman Use: Children are able to play safely in the waterfall. It ts used heavily for

photographs for several occasions, including weddings. In fact, a newspaper poll found

that the waterfall was the most popular spot in Regrna for wedding photos. It is also a very

popular picnic spot in summer.

Winter Observations: Cross-country

skiing is cvident on the pedphery of the site.

Snow is much deeper in the sunken area and

snow mounding is noticeable. There are a

few footpdnts leading to the rock feature but

the a¡ea remains largely desetted.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: The

waterfall is quite easy to marntain. The pump

is housed in the berm and easily accessed.

The pumping mechanism is also easily

opelated and maintained. Water flows into a

very large holding tank below the bas1n. It is

then pumped up to the top of rhe berm to

supply the source for the falls. The small

pool shorlens vacuum time considerably

when compared to the time taken to vacuum

the Davi¡ Memorial Fountain basin.

The major source of extra costs for operaúon

of the waterfall is vandalism. The type of

vandahsm was not specified in the interview

bur possible acts could be the dislodging of

stones, damage to the area at the top of the

falls from foot traffic, or soaping. It is

marntained by City of Regina.

In 1993, 84.5 hours of labour vr'ent into

maintaining the fountain excluding daily

inspections. The total cost fol maintenance

Display detail, view from cast side
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and equipment was $1510.35. This figure does not i¡clude major repair

items (source: A-l Lamb, City of Regina Parks). The feature is dratned,

cleaned, and refilled every two weeks or as required. The waterfall operates

from 8 AM to 11 PM and runs from mid-May to late September. Water is

not metered.

Remarks Rating:8**1i2
The base of the falls is acceptable as a simple dcsign solution but the area

surrounding the source of water at the top of the falls has been poorly

executed. Plantings have been sought as the solution but this does not wort

becâuse of trampling. A hard su¡face solution is required. Although the

watedall is out of place geographically and its setting artìficial the place ìs

successful in several aspects: traffic sound is removed; it ìs a safe place for

exciting adventure; it is unique to the city and region; it improves the

quality of its surroundings greatly as a focal point; it creales a refreshing

micro climate; it is a very popular place; and it is visually pleasirg.

Frozen water in the form of a waterfall would be an attractive winter featurc-

The park appears to be unused in the wlnter. The sun ounding frees prevent

tobogganing and the landscape prevents other possible winter functions.

Site Visits: Sept. 3, 1993; Feb.22, 1994; Ma¡ch 14, 7994; May 20, 1994.
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Fountain Name: CitY Hall Fountain

Location: Queen Elizabeth II Court, Regìna City Hall, Victoria Street

Designer: Joseph Pettìck' architect Client: City of Regina

Date of Construction: 197 I
Typology: Reflecting pool, jet fountain

Water Forms: Columnar jets, reflecting pool

Basin Form: Circulat

Site Characteristics: The circular

pool is placed on axis with the

entrance of City Hall. It is located

closer to Victoria Avenue than to the

building and is surrounded bY a

lelatrvely formal and open paving and

planting pian.

Dedicdiom & Hisú0ry: The court was

named by Queen Elizabeth tr on JulY

29 , I9'7I during the 75th anmversary

of the City of Regina. A plaque on the

site rcads: "Queen Etizabeth II Courí

Function: Focal Point, sYmbolic

Named by her Majesty the Queen/ 29th July, 1978/ ?5rh Anniversary of the City of

Regina".

Symbolism & Design Concept: The fountain is an extension of a European tradition

in which all city halls have fountains. The fountain may also be a symbol of power in

Regina more than in the other prairie citles¡ecause of the scarcity of water in the area'

rli#

.lt1jtu

Fountain
Design &

Materials:
The fountarn is

a flat circular

concrete basin

0.lm deep and

15m in

diameter. Five.:.:..:,,.....:...:a.::t.:.:at::a;4.:'.:a)a;1:..1'..-2...Å::i2r:|14ÊæM

Fountain display viewed ftom soutlì towa¡ds city hall'
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jets are located in a straight line through the center of

the pool running from eâst to west in a basin whích

is painted Light blue. The structure was designed and

built as part of the onginal plans with the buildìng.

Water Assessment: The retlecting pool is

shallow with a depth less than 0.15m. The five

columnar jets have varying heights with the central

jet being the highest at about 3m, the two on either

side at 2m, and the outer two leaching 1m. When

thc jets are off, the basin serves as a simple reflectìng

pool. The jet display offers a pleasant background

noise.

Human Use: Children wade and play in summer.

Occasionally, adults will soak their feet in it as well.

At lunch and duling cofïee breaks oflice wolters sit

on benches around the pool. The location is often

windy which prevents further leisule activities

ar-ound the fountain.

winter observâtions: The basin largely disappears in the winter. It is also uscd as the

site fof a massive snow sculpturc durrng the waskrmo winter Festival in mid-February

Operation, Maintenance &

Costs: Water is run at random

intervals depending upon viewet's.

wind, and time of day. Normal

operation is from 8 AM till 4 PM

The fountain is switched on and off

manually by the grounds maintenance

crew. Two pumPs, which are

replaced every two or thrce Years, run

the system. They are removed rn the

fall and replaced in spring. The pool

is drained and refilled evely two to

Nozzle and grate detâil.

Snow mound left from the r askimo Wintel Fcstival.
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thee weeks. In 1993, 84.5 hours were spent on maìntaining the fountain

with a total cost of labour and equipment of $i, 478.30. The fbuntain runs

from mid-May to late September. Its daily operation is sporadic and

dependent upon wind. Watel is not metered.

Remarks Rating: * *

The space demands a fountain. There is definitely an opportunity for a

sculptural element to be introduced to the fountain to make rt recognizable

for mole thân its present lew hours of operation during the day. The

opportunity was missed to create a lbuntain which is much morc intercsting

and appropriate for the site.

Sou¡ces: 1. Interview witlì Al Lamb, City of Regina Parks, Regina, Saskatchewan,

March 12, 1994.

2. Interview with _, Regina Ciry Hall maintenance crew, Regiûa,

S âskatclìewan, May 20, 1994,

Site Visits: Sepf. 3, 1993; February 22, 1994; March 12,7994; May 20,1994.
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Fountain Name: Library Courtyard Reflecting Pool
Location: Norlh Lrbrary Courtyard, Univcrsity of Regina, Wascana Campus

Designer: Redesigned by Physical Plant, University of Regina

Client: University of Regina Date of Construction: 1966, rebuilt in 1992

Typology: Spray fountain Water Forms: Multiple finger jet, pool

Basin Form: Circular Function: Focal point

Site Chârâcteristics: The pool is located to the

east side of the north axial entrance to the university

library. The alea is sunken with parallel berms

fiaming the axis and running from the circle road

south 60m to a paved plaza al the library entrance.

The plaza is approximately square and cuts into the

eastem be[m. Three benches are located to the east

of the pool and are backed by 1ow shrubs (unipers).

The site borders the Wascana Parkway, but is largely

hidden from view. The pool is in a sheltered area

whìch gets lots of mid-afternoon sun.

Dedications & llistory: The pool was built with

the library and was originally designed to hold a

Iarge sculpture, but rt was never installed due to

expense and the lack of an appropriate sculpture.

This would have been the university's central

showcase. It vr'as also to be supported by two

fountains inside the library. These never operated

and were evenhrally removed.

Fountain Design & Materials: The basin is

approximateiy 7.5m in diameter. I¡ is constructed of
poured-in-place concrele and two-tìered with sloping

walls painted light b1ue. The basin edge is just above

the plaza level. The fountain pump is a thp submersible and runs 30 gaVmin. The

crculating pool pump is housed in thc basement of the library.

Site plan. n.t.s
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water Assessment: A single cenÍal multiple fingel jet emits fine strings in a circular'

afi.ay approximately 2m high and 2m in diametef. when the jets are off the pool acts as a

reflccting pond. The success of the reflectlon is limited, however, as the pool is off the

cenlÌal axis to the building cntrance.

Human Use: The
fountaln promotes

passive activity. The

spray has a cooling

effect and is nice to

watch. The pool has a

calming effect.

Winter
Observations: The

pool completely

disappears in the

winter with snow covel and appeafs to undergo a sense of rebirth in the spring as the

snow melts and its form is rediscovered.

operation, Maintenance & costs: The basin water is piped into the library building

wher.e it is ültered and chemically t¡eated. Two basket filters catch lalger debris. The pool

is cleaned once per week. This job takes one to tvr'o hours. An estimated cost for labour

and chemicals is $2000 per year. The fountain runs from May 24 to September 24, 8 AM

ro 11 PM.

Remârks Râting: ***

Opportunities do exist for

inslallation of a sculPtural

element. The originai intent

for the fountain as a rcflecting

pool wlth a sculpture in it stil1

seems most approptiate-

However, the present small

splay is quite a nice touch.

The gtÏect of vanishing in the

Founfåin displây, viewed from nordrwest.

Fountain display viewed from south.
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wìnter to be rediscovered the

following spring is a positive

aspect ìn this location.

The fountain disappears in winter.

Sou¡ce: 1. Interview with Ken Jaclmâr, Mechânical Services Supervisor, Physical Plant, University of

Reginâ, Regin4 Sâskâtchewân, March 14, 1994.

Site Visits: Sept. 3, 1993; Febnary 27,7994i l¡larch 14,1994; It¡ly 12,7994
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Fountain Name: Innovation Place Fountain, SEDCO Bowl Fountain

Location: SEDCO Centre, Innovation Boulevard

Designer: Hilderman Witty Crosby Hanna & Associates, landscape architecls

Client: Saskatchewan Resealch Council Date of Construction: 1987

Cost of Construction: $625 000 (includes all landscaping)

Water Forms: Columnar jets, pool

Basin Form: Polygon (66m2)
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Typology: Jet fountain, sculpture fountarn

Function: Axial focal poinr

Site Characteristics: Innovation Place is an elegantly designed landscape. Its setting

seems alnost suneal with the gold wrndows of the SEDCO Cenue framing the Bowl.

Stairs from thc formal circulzu driveway and parking area lead straight to the fountain

before sphtting into two paths which lead directly to building entrances. There is abundant

seatrng and lighting in the areâ. Plantings a¡e omamental.

Symbolism & Design

Concept: The purpose of
rhe landscaping is [o crcate a

focal point and to funnel

traffic to appropriate
entrances. The fountain is

mea.nt to be the beginning of a

grand entry. Desi gn

requirements stated that the

place was to be "unique to the

province ". The Bowl was to

serve as an important yeff-

round visual featurc. The area

was also to be functional for small and large group gatherings, especially at lunch time.

Fountain Design & Materials: The framing for the design ìs poured-in-p1ace concrete

and the walls along the walks are 1àced with brick. The paving surface consists of concrete

and two-toned clay unit pavers. The edge of the basin is precast concrete- The basin floor

is dark in colour. Bronze(?) pelican sculptures are incorporated into the pool. Lighting is

an impoftant feature in the Bowl. Non-neon lighting is used under the stairs to highlight

the geometries around the lbuntain and lights in the basin highlight the water jets.

Entrance to foùntåin plaza area from pârking lot.
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Water Assessment: There

are three water j ets

incorporated into the fountarn

with 3m, 2m, and 1m heights.

These heights are controlled in

response to the wind which is

sensed by a wind detector.

The primary purpose of the

water jets is visual, but they

also have a cooling effect on

the area and make a great

sound. The basin holds

11 000 gallons.

Human Use: The surreal landscape is used as a

backdrop for television commercials, wedding

prctures, televised aerobics classes, and other public

functions. The area is also used as a gathering place

for tenants of the SEDCO building. The sunken

bowl and fountain are designed to cool the area and

increase comfort levels. This is necessarJ because of

the high glare and extra heat given off by the SEDCO

building windows. The fountain does have a

pronounced physical and psychological cooling

e1ïect.

Winter Observations: The Bovr'1 maintains ìts

aesthetic qualities in winter. The snow cover actually

enhances the sculptural qualities of the space as it
looks like an interesting painting. The materials (soft

and hard landscaping) accent the wlute snow and the

sculptules stand out.

Foùntain as viewed fiom east.
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Operation, Maintenance & Costs: The water is recirculated through a 75mm (3in.)

pipe with a 10 hp Peerless 10254 pump rvith a capacity of 24.25 L/s. PVC piping was

used but had to be replaced after damage from freezing water. The jet fitúngs are standard

stock from PEM Fountain Company. The pool drains to a sump in the building.

æÞ<D
e,Nt Ptt{ç1

7
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N
Site plan. n.t.s.

About one hour is spent malntaining the fountain each day. A majol cleamng is done úree

times each summer. The fountarn is easily drained and cleared. The basin is drained by a

central 150mm (6in.) drain, cleaned with a mop and a mixture of bleach and water, and

then sprayed down. The fountain ìs not equipped with a filter. Debris are collected each

morning by a hand-held skimmer.
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Remârks Rating: ****1lz
This is one of the most beautìful fountains ìn the inventory and well

woúh visitìng. Not ìnstalling basket f ters may have been a serious

oversight. The lack of baskets to catch debris costs a great deal of

extra maintenance time. The large drain pipe (150mm) allows for

quick and easy drainage of the basin and ensures a minìmum chance

of clogging.

Sou¡ces: 1. Inl.erview witJi Rob Crosby, Hilderman Witty Crosby Hârna &

Associates, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, l¡4arch 22, 1994.

2. Interview with Gary G¡onsda¡I, Innovâtion Place landscâpe

maintenance, SaskatÕon, Sâskatchewan, Iúy 13, 1994.

Site Visits: Fet:rtny 22, 1994, March 15. 1994, March 22, 1994. July 73,

7994.
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Fountain Name: Robert Murray Sculptule Fountain

Location: Civic Square, Saskatoon City Hall

Designer: Robert Munay, sculptor & Webster, Fol.rester, Scott & Partners' architects;

RebuittbyHildemanWittyCrosbyHarrna&Associates,LandscapeArchitects

Client: City of Saskatoon Date of Construction: 1966, rebuilt 1989

Cost of Construction: $1600 (rebuilt cost unavailable)

Typology: Sculpture fountain, jet fountain

Water Forms: spout jet, spill & splash, columnar jet, water curtain, pool

Basin Form: Rectangular (15m2) Function: Sculptural focal point

Site Ch aracteristics: The
fountain ls located in front of a large

blank wall at the northern edge of the

civic square. It is placed amongst a

war monument, an open Plaza, a

lecture podium and flag Poles, and

plantings. The fountain is the

strongest visual atttactíon in the

composition giving balance and life to

a quiet collecúon of al1ifacts.

Site plan. n.t.s.

Dedications & History: The fountain is dedicated in memory of Andrcw Leslie'

Commissioner of the City of Saskatoon fi'om 1921 to 1949. Itìs also dedicated to thc 1989

'! Canada Games for thc

- conlribution of refulbishin g

the civic square and fountaln

ín 1989. The fountain created

fantastic debaLe when it was

erected in 1966 because of its

'modern' design. APParentlY,

the abstract sculpture was not

appreciated by manY 'down-

lo-earth' Saskatoon natives.

Aknost thifty years later,

emotíons have calmed and itSculpture and display witlì encased wâtcr curtain



has become a largely accepted landmark. The

sculpture was repaìnted by sculptor Douglas

Bentham in 1989.

Symbolism & Design Concept: A concept of

the fountarn design is hands shooting wâtet 1Ìom one

to the other. Its design is in the Modernist style. It
is a statement of art and was meant to stlmulate a

discussion on art and its lole in society. This

stimulaúon of discussion was successful.

Fountain Design & Materials: The sculpture is

constructed of wclded steel, painted dalk green, and

stands 2.5m above the basin. The fountain basin is

poured-in-place concrcte with limestone facing. The

double leveled basin is lm in height. Water flows in
a watel curtain from an uppcr level to a narrow canal

below. This creates a good finished edge to the

composition as well as discouraging human

interaction in the fountain. Vandex@ seals the basin.

The pump is a 3/4 hp Aurora Pumps Series 320 wirh

a capacity of 2.08 Vs (33 U.S. gpm). Coppel and

279

Water Assessment: A small

finger jet comes from one

'palm' of the sculpture and

gently splashes into the pooi. It
was originally inlended 10 jump

from one 'palm' to another but

has never wolked properly.

Three columnar jets lm, 1.5m,

and 2m in height dlown out

traffic noise. The main purpose

of the jets appeal's to be to offset

the steel structurc and give

Sculpture detail

fiberglass ASJ pipe insulation is used to protect the piping.
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balance to the tbuntain composition. Water flows as a curtain over the upper pool into t¡e

sunounding tlough.

Human Use: The fountain is a sculptural aesthetic

and is fol viewing only. It also cools the â1r nearby

and provrdes a nice acoustic element.

Winter Observations: In winter, the sculpture

stands out well with its dark colour and is an

interesting highlight against the light coloured walls

of the civic center.

Operation, Maintenânce & Costs: There have

not been any major maintenance or operation

problems since the 1989 renovations.

Remarks Rating: *xxi'
The sculpture fountarn is a balanced work of ârt. Its
simple Modern design and scale are in keeping with

the building and the plaza. It is interesting, visually
pleasing and not too imposing. The juxtaposition of
angles rn the composition add further interest.

Source: Inte ieìv with Rob Crosby, Hilderman Witty Crosby Hanna & Associates, Landscape

A¡chitects & Planners, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, March 23, 1994.

Site Visits: September 3, 1993, February 15, 1994, March 23,1994,lt:ly 13,1994-

Jet displây
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Fountain Name: Civic Square Wall Fountain
Location: The Cívic Square, Saskatoon City Hall
Designer: Hilderman Witty Crosby Hanna & Associates

Client: City of Saskatoon Date of Construction: 1989

Typology: Wall lbuntain (dlinking fountain) Water Forms: Spout jet, water wall
Basin Form: None (metal grate) Function: Sculptural focal point

Site Characteristics: The
fountain is part of a lm high

wail which separates the plaza

from the glounds on the south

side of the city hall. It is

located just 25m from the

Robert Murray Sculpture

Fountain.

Dedications & History:
The fountain was originally
designed as a drinking

fountain but fears of water

quality (due to contâct with

the stone) by officials changed the purpose of the fountain to a purely aesthetic one.

Symbolism & Design Concept: The wall fountain was or.iginally designed to relate to

the original puryose of civic squares rn Europe as a place to obtarn drinking water.

Fountain Design & Materials: The fountain is constructed of polished red granite. It
is sized at a hcight which the average person would find best to ddnk from.

Water Assessment: Water flows over the rock wall and into a gratng at its base. The

flowing water makes a very quiet murmuring sound. It is unobtlÌsive but quite attractve
when one takes the time to look at it. The water is not recycled and is connected to the

untreated irrigation water system for irrigation of the grounds.

Human Use: The wall fountarn does not really have a purpose since it cannot be used

for what ìL was intended. The original purpose is sensed in its dcsign as the temptaúon is

Wato¡ gendy bubbles and flo\¡r's over the stone
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strong to ddnk from it.

Winter O bservations:
The fountain behaves as a

simple retaining wall directrng

traffic flow and holding back

earth. It is noticed only as a

differently finished surTace

along the wal1.

Operation, Maintenance

& Costs: It appears that the

(Maintcnance information wasmaintenance for this fountain would be alrnost negligible.

not obtained.)

Remarks Rating: ***1/2
Since the small but beautiful fountain is not

allowed to function as a drinking fountain its

purpose and allusion to the traditional

European fountain is lost. It is beautifully

and sìmply designed. It does look a little

odd with the plantings on the same level

behind it, but it is pleasing to look at.

Source: 1. Interview with Rob Crosby, Hildermal

Witty Crosby Hanna & Associates,

Landscape Architects & Planners,

Saskatoon, Saskâtchewan, March 23,

1994.

Site Visits: September 3, 1993, February 14, 1994,

March 23, 1994, July 13, 1994.

Display detâil
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Fountain Name: School of Veterinary Medicine Fountain

Location: School of Veterinary Medicine, Unlversily of Saskatchewân

Designer: Denis Wilkinson, landscape archltect

Client: Universily of Saskatchewan, School of Veterinary Medicile

Dâte of Construction: 1969 Cost of Construction:

Typology: Sculpture fountain Water Forms: Bubbler jet' complex cascade, pool

Basin F orm: Circular (28m2) tr'unction: Focal point

Site Ch aracteristics: The fountain is

located at the loweI lront entÌanceway to lhe

School of Veterinary Medicine. It stands at

the base of an asphalt path, which leads 25m

ftom the entrance driveway dov/n 6m to the

lbuntain, and then curves alound the fountain

lo the building doors. An upper ramp leads

dìrectly from the entrance driveway to the

upper doors (which are directly above the

lower doors). Flom the upper ramp the

lbuntain oan be viewed from above. The

sunken plaza contains the fountain and

bicycle Íacks. It rs framed by the building,

birch lrees and a simple laìsed planter-

Site plan. n.t.s

Fountain Desi gn &

Materials: The fountain ìs

constructed of reinforced

concrete. The basin is

appfoximately 6m in diametel

wirh a depth of 0.75m. The

central feature is a rough,

wood formed, concrete

cascade and waterfall fountain

l.8m in height. 11 has lour

large double winged

protl-usions geometrically

placed on an inveÍed conc set

;146*1r
@Gi,@ l¿ow_+,

TIìe fountåin is almost hidden ftom tlìe enlJance sidewalk
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on a cylinder. Each wing

frames a narrow chute. The

water is supplied by a 80mm

(3in) pipe and drained with a

100m (4in) pipe. A 80mm

(3in) pipe is also used for

removing overflow. The

fountain was originally
equipped with a 'chemical

feeder' but it was removed.

The basin sits on 0.15m high

paper mesh base. The base

provides stability in the

flexible clay soils.

Water Assessment: The water gushes

f¡om a 'Venturi' aerated head in the well of

the sculpture, r'eaching a height of 0.4m

above the sculpture. The water then froths

and cascades through the chuted wings and

splashes into the poo1. The acoustic effect is

powcrful in the enclosed spacc.

Human Use: The fountain ìs tucked away

and hrdden fi'om view. It is only visible

when one is actually at the entrance of the

building. The edge of the basin can be used

as seating.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: The

fountain takes about 3.5 days for one man to

prepare for stalt-up in the spring and about

the same time to prepare for winter. The

fountain is easily maintarned. It is drained

and scrubbed two times durilg thc summer

Fountain display in partial sunlighl

Display detail.
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and repainted every two years. The water is kept running continuously to

prevent the bulldup of debris. Problems do occur with the collection of
debris in the water as mâture birch tlees overhalg the fountain. However,

the 100mm (4in) drain handles most of the floating debris without any

trouble.

Remarks Rating: + * *

Siting is the main short-fall for this fountain. The powerful display is

poorly presented in the very cramped, below ground spot and would be

better suited to a larger and more prominent site. Its value as an attraction is

ncgatcd by being hidden lrom view.

Source: 1. Interview with He¡b Schultz, Maintenance Engineer, University of

S askâtcirewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Ma¡c.h 1 5, 1994.

Site Visits: Ma¡ch 15, 1994, J|ly 13, 1994.
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Fountain Name: Kiwanis Memorial Fountain
Location: Kiwaris Memorial Park

Designer: Kiwanis CIub Client: Kiwanis Club of Saskatoon

Dâte of Construction: 1947 Cost of Construction:

Typology: Jet fountain Water f,'orms: Finger jets

Basin Form: Twelve-sided polyhedron (7m2)

Function: FocaI point, symbolic, historical monument

Site Characteristics: The fountain is situated in a park separating the downtown core

from the dver. It is framed and protected by planted cedal groves. The fountai¡ is located

along a walkìng/bicycling path which splits and passes along the east and west sides of the

lbuntain. Benches on either side along the pathways fàce the fountain .

¿¿Á4-
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Site pla¡. n.t.s.
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Dedications & History: The fountarn was designed and constructed by the Kiwanis
Club of Saskatoon as a memorial to all Canadians who gave their lives rn the Second World
War. It was officially dedicared on June 17, 1947 "... to the everlasting honour and glory

of those who fa¡ed forth fo war and died that Freedom's cause might triumph." It was also

built to compliment the bandstand located 200m to the soulh. There were originatly three

fountains, the existing
formal multiple je1

fountain, and lalge
inlormal pools which
flanked it on the north and

south. The southcm basin

has been removed in 1992

and teplaced with sod.

The north basin is

constructed of concrete and

rimmed with a br oken

stone edge and annual

beds. The basin is cracked

and unìlsable. Fountain viewed from hillside pathway to the wesl

Detåil sie plan of centra.l fountain. n.t,s
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Fountain Design & Materials: The fountain's construction uses simple geometlies

and materials. The raìsed, twelve-sided, 3m diameter, concrete basìn is in excellent

condition. Inside che basin there are three rings of 75mm stainless steel pipes with

adjustable nozzles. They are also in excellent condiúon. The conclete paving sunounding

the fountain slopes sharply away from the basin and has many cracks

Display deøil.

Water Assessment: The water is what makes this oversized birdbath a success. More

than a hundred line alcing jets of water move through a complex computer controlled

program. There is litt1e spray from the water. Its sounds like a gentle rain. At night the

ever shifting patterns are accented with changing light displays. It is quite a spectacular

site.

Empty northenì bâsin
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Human Use: The fountain is located in a highly visible and safe site. During a hot

summer day it 1s a cool quiet place with a great view of the river. It is a majoÌ thoroughfare

for pedestdans and bicyclists. Thc main function is as a visual aeslhetic serving as a

highlight for downtown. Especially in the evening, the fountain provides avely romantrc

setting.

Winter Observations: The
fountain is covered with a 19mm

(3/4'') plywood shect in lhe winrcr.

There is littlc winter appeal as the

basin has little sculptural appeal and

poor colour contrast with snow. An

ice dnk is created every winter on the

bank above the tbuntain.

Operation, Maintenance &
Costs: The fountain is cleaned once

per week. The opefation takes

approximately 3 hours. The under

powered pump is usually replaced

every year. The fountain is tapped into city water which is circulated and fed in as the

water level drops. Water' levels arc rcgulated with a sensor. The fountain operates about

3.5 months per year from 7:30 AM till midnight daily. The fountain's exposed piping is
usually vandalized an average of twice each ye .

Remarks Rating: ***1/2
The Kiwanis Memonal Fountain is the best known and most popular fountain in
Saskatoon.

Sitc Visifs: September 2, 1993, February i5, 1994, March 23,1994, Illy t3, t994.

Detail of stones placed in northem bâsin



Date of Construction: 1960- 61

Typology: Spray fountaìn

Basin form: Curvilinear, circular (70m2)
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Fountain Name: Labatt's Appeal Fountain
Location: Labatt's Gardens, Herman Avenue & 8th Street S.

Designer: Marv Henderson, landscape designer'; constructed by Don Adams Concrete

Client: Labatt's Brewery

Cost of Construction:

Water Forms: Multiple finger jets, pool

Function: Focal point

Site Characteristics: The fbuntain

is situated as the central attlaction in a

park on the edge of the recently

demolished Labatt's Brewery. The

Idylwyld Freeway borders the east,

Labatt's brewery lands border the

south and west, and an aflluent resi-

dential community begins across 8th

Street to the north. The park is in a

protected quiet nook and is well

shaded and framed by mature trces.

Dedications & History: Labatt's Brewery was demolished in 7993-94 but the garden

was saved. Negotlations ¡o donate the fountain and part to the City of Saskatoon were

ongoing at the time of the study.

The thirty-tbur year old fbuntain does show signs of 1ts age. The onginal underglound

piping has corroded and been sealed off. Replacement piping runs aiong the surface of the

basin. The odginal columnar jet style has been leplaced with a qureter multiple filger jet

slyle. Three lights were onginally located at the base of each jet. These were installed as

part of the basin, lying flush with the surface. Now only one light is used for each jet and

the lighls and electrical wiring sit on the suúace of the bâsin. The replacement of pipes and

new wiring for the lbuntain ln 1993-94 cost about $60 000. Much of this cost occurred

when the wiring and water was rerouted from the old Labat¡'s Brewery building and

connected to tlìe city's systems.

Site pla¡, n.t.s,
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Symbolism & Design Concept: The park marks the entrance to the Labatt's Brewery

Iands and was developed as a neighbourhood park for the enjoyment of those who hved

nearby.

Fountain Design &
Materials: T h e

fountain basin consists

of a large curvrlinear

concrete wall 0.7m

high and forming a

loose cloverleaf
pallern. The outer

wall is faced with
lough gray brick and

the wall is topped

with smooth gray

cement capping

blocks. The basin measules 9m between the furthest points of each lobe. A small crrcula¡

basin, 2.5m ln diameter is located within one of the folds of the lafger basin and is made of

the same matedals. A small raised planter containing pygmy calagana and a juniper fìlls the

gap between the two basins and lines paú of the larger basin. The basin stânds on a series

of 1.5m (5ft) piles. Its floor is constructed of heavily reinlbrced 0.15m (6in) thick

concrete. The basin is painted blue-gray (spdng 1994).

Water Assessment:

The fountain
incorpolates f our'

multiple finger jets,

each with seven finger

sprays. Three are

located in the main

pool and one in the

small circular pool.

The three nozzles in

thc lalger pool are

located in the cenhe

':,.:.t
1:.:'.

View of cloverleaf basin and display from northeasl

Detail of cophg, basin, ald fountain display from west,



of each leaflet of the cloverleaf

falìing rain.
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The jets reach a height of 1.5m. The sound is like a gentle

Human Use: The
palk is a quret place to

come and visit and is

used often for
wedding photos. The

basin's coping is ideal

for sitting on.

Winter
Observations: The
site is decorated at

Christmas by Labart's

for the enjoyment of
rcsidents in the area.

operation, Maintenance & costs: The poor is creaned once every one to two weeks
and takes half a work day to do. The onginal fountain dìd not use filters. The water revel
can be filled to a depth of 0.7m but is kepr to â 0.25m depth as a safery prccaution for
childlen.

Rating: +*¿<7/2

Source: Intcrview with Marv Henderson, Saskatoon, Sâskatchewan, Julv 13, 1994.

Site Visirs: Ma¡clr 16, 1994, f\\ 13, 1994.

Ci¡cula¡ basin and display. Note broken gray brick wall ând smooth coping.



Fountain Name: Kinsmen Park Play Village
Location: Kinsmen Park, bordcled by Spadina Crescent,

Designer: Hilderman Witty Crosby Hanna & Associales

293

25th Street, & Queen Street

Client: City of Saskatoon

Date of Construction: 1983 Cost of Construction:
Typology: Play pool

Water Forms: Finger jet, spray jet, pool, brook, columnal jet

Basin Form: Curvilinear (75m2) Function: Play pool

Site Ch aracteristi cs:
Kinsmen Park is a

multipurpose leisure park. It
ìs designed to accommodate

ball fields, cross-country

skiing, an amusement park,

picnicking the YWCA, the

City Hospital, a children's
program area, a play village,

garden gazebo, watercourse,

and pedestrìan and bicycling

routes. The children's play

village is sltuated in a

plotected area rcmoved fiom
the other activiúes in the part.

Dedications & History: Kinsmen Park is Saskatoon's oldest park and was built in
1903. The idea for the water play area comes from the children's play areas at Ontario

Place and Granvilie Island. The play village is part of a largel part dedicated to "the

children of Saskatoon and to hope for the fiture". It was built as part of the celebration of
the Kinsmen Club's 50th anniversary and was lunded by thc Cathofic and Public School

Boards, the Federal Govemment, and the Saskatoon Klrsmen Club. The play village has

become an accepted and loved place by young children and therr parents and has been

heavily used since its opemng in 1983.

?4(tr\
A^t¿L
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Symbolism & Design Concept: The children's play village is designed to

accommodate toddlers and disabled childlen. Water play is an essenúal part of the design.

Its purpose is to provide an environment rn which children leam how to piay and is a place

for chrld growth,

development, and

enjoyment. The park

is Saskatoon's first
(and only) children's

water play area.

Fountain Design &
Materials: T h e
children's park is an

integrated play area with

sand box, play
structules, benches,

bathrooms, and water

play area. The water

starts at a point removed from the fountain and in a raised play sand area where it flows

from a hand pump. The water falls and winds its way through a concrete and stone stream

and into a hidden container where it is circulâted back to the pump. The water, however,

appears 10 ilow into the play poo1. The pool has thlee fire hydrants, rvo hosejets, a

showel, a columnar jet, a slide, and a one meter deep pool. The pool and play surface is

constructed of
concrcte and the splay

and play uníts are

made of steel. The

area is surounded by

a landscape
incolporating trees,

sand, benches, play

structures, and a

mixture of paving

sulfaces- .:,:t.:.):::: .:.:::.:::.a . :. .:a :a .: .a.....;:. . ..|::.:.

Power jels are difñcult to operate and ùnder powered because of supervisor

policies forbidding 'rough' water play.

Children playing in pool with columnar jet and powerjet in foreground
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Water Assessment: Several devìces are used to

do a variety of things with water. These devices

include pumps, showers, a stream bed, a pool, a

slide, hydrants, water spray units, and water

cannons. The speed, volume, look, and feel of

water is different with every element gìving a wide

range of water experience.

Human Use: There are a variety of possible

activitics for childlen which give opporrunirics to

learr about waler. The park has becn a grcat success

in the past and enjoyed by many childrcn.

The play village is very safe for children and thcle

are very few rnjuries. Most occur on the slide,

whìch was not included in the original desrgn.

Almost all injuries involve scrapes to knees and

elbows. The brook flows through â concrete

troùgh lined with boulders,

Winter Observations: The play village is locked during the winter. It is definitely only

a warm wealher park-

Operation, Mâintenânce & Costs: The system used PVC piping which did not hold

up to use or wrnter conditions and had to be replaced with heavier pìpe. The stream bed

continually washes sand into the return piplng which clogs. The system uses two

circulating 1/2 hp pumps for the stream and a Jacuzzi 1 ULSC2, 115V, 60Hz pump and

motof fol the watel guns and spray devices. The pool wâter is also cilculated by a Jaatzzi

1 ULSC2 rron single phase pump and motor. The park runs from 10 AM till 8 PM on

sunny warm summer days. The water is chlorinated and filtered using a sand filter system.

Two people work in the park, providing activilies, ensuring safety, and maintaining the

pool and equipment. The pool's sand filter is cleaned every few hours. The three basket

filters are cleaned each evening. The pool is drained from the pool every night and



refilled in the morning. The

operation rakes t hour and 10

mlnutes. The water 1s

chlorinated.

Remarks Rating: ** * 1/2

The watel features are often

not used for the purposes they

were designed. The 'free

leaming experience' intended

by the designers has been

removed by some of the play supervisors who have installed theìr own ruIes for park use.

This has apparently resulted in the loss of some of the intended functions of the park as the

level of water interaction with hydra¡ts and water guns has been severely limited.

Even though the children's play area is supposed to be accessible for the disabled it has not

achieved full accessibility. This may not be a concern as it makes it possible for morc

fealures which challenge those who ale not disabied and need elements which provide

higher risk or greatel challenges.

When dealing with sand, special traps and filters are requu'ed to make retneval of the sand

simple and easy and also to prevent pipes from clogging. Hcavier and larger pipes need to

combat freezing and tügidity.

Sou¡ces: 1. Rob Crosby, "Kinsmen Play Village," Landscape Atchiîectural Rev¡ew (July 1985) pp.24

25.

2. Interview witlì Robert Crosby, Hildemlalì Witfy Crosby Hanna & Associates, Landscåpe

Architects & Planners, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Ma¡ch 15, 1994.

3. Interview with play park staff, Saskâtoon, Saskatchewan, July 13, 1994.

Site Visits: September 3, 1993, Ma¡ch 23, 1994, Jluly 13, 1994.

The pa¡k is empty without water.



Fountain Name: Saskatoon Funeral Home Fountain
Location: Saskatoon Funeral Home, 25th St. E & 4th Ave. N.

Designer:

Dâte of Construction:

Typology: Tri-dish
Basin Form: Square (4m2)

Client: Saskatoon Funeral Home

Cost of Construction: ___

Water Forms: Spout jet, spill & splash

Function: Focal point, symboiic

Site Characteristics: The fountarn is located at the northwest entrance to the funeral

homc and is incolporated inlo the extended eaves of the doorway. It is a small fountain

which blends into the one floor bui-lding.
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Site plan. n.L.s.

Symbolism & Design Concept: Water's general message of celebrating life sharply

oontrasts and also compliments the symbol of the funeral home.

Fountain Design & Materials: The basin is 2m by 2m and 0.4m in heíght. Three

metal pipes of varying lengths, capped with 0.4m concave saucers, protrude from just off

the center of the basin. The tallest pipe and saucer reaches a lm height. The basin is a
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poured in place concrete basin with rough squared stone placed on the coping and outer

suúàce. The inner sudace is painted light blue. A concrete pile cuts through the basin to

support the roof. Almost all of the fountain is covered by the extended roof 2.7m above.

Eight small river stones are placed randomly within the basin. The onginal pump no longer

functions and a small submersible pump ìs pÌaced in the basin to drive the water.
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Water Assessment: The water flows fiom rhe top saucer as a bubble, splashes into thc

second saucer, then the third, and finally into the basin.

Human Use: The
fountain scrves as a visual

attraction. The playful

sound of flowing water

and the fieshness ol the

air alound the fountain

accents the s omber

almosphere of the funeral

homc, ploviding a

refreshing break fi'om the

malarse of death.

,@"'u.'- Ço

Fountain display



Remarks Rating: + +

The slight sculptural qualities of the fountain break up the monotony

of the building. This ìs one of two fountains documented in the

inventory which were locaþd at funeral homes. The only other was

in Calgaly. These are the only examples of water used in

conjunction with death. No fountains were discovered in any

cemetenes during the study.

Site Visits: Ma,rch 15, 1994, I'tly 13, L994.
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Fountain

Location:

Designer:

Name: Butler Byers Insurance
Butler Byers Insurance Ltd., 301-4th

Client: Butler

Lrd.
Avenue N & 24th Street E

Byers Insurance Ltd.

Dâte of Construction: 1982

Typology: Tri-dish Water Forms: Spout jet, spill & splash

Basin Form: Circular (5m2) Function: Focal point

Site Charâcteristics: The fountain is located in front of an informal entrance to a one

story commercial building on an open sû'eet comer. It sits about lm in from the sidewalk

edge. The area immediately sumounding the fountarn is paved with red rectangular brick

pavers which form a pato styie entance to the building. The patio is lmed on the east and

noíh edges by plantings ofjuniper and mugo pìne.

, "+-/ ¿;7Ls

lrv+'
Z .2 t^.t

Elevation and detail plan. n.l..s.

Dedications & llistory: A plaque on the Byers Building wal1, within 2m of the

fountain, reads: "The Byers Building/ Built 1978/ By Jack Byers and Drew Byers/

Dedicated to the founders of Butler Byers Blos. Limited,/ James Butler, Newt Byers, Ivan

ByerV Who founded the company March 1907/ Dedicaæd May 16, 1982/ On occasion of

the 75th Anniversary".

Fountain Design & Materials: The fountain is a sholtened cylinder of poured in place

concrete with brick and mort¿r facing and coping. The bæin measures 2.5m in diameter

and 0.75m in height. The coping is 0.25m wide. Three metal pipes, each with 0.45m

diameter metal saucels at varying heights, are located in the center of the basi¡r with the
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top saucer rcaching a height of

approximately 1.6m. The

second saucer ìs Placed 0.3m

below and slightiY underlYíng

the fìrst. The third saucer

completes a triangular form

0.3m below and underlYing

the second saucer.

Water Assessment: Water

is pushed bY a small

submersìble PumP which ìs

placed in the basin and

âttâched to a hose leading to

the taliest tube and saucer.

water emerges from thls saucer and flows over to lhe second saucer and again to the third

before fallìng into the basin. It is a refreshing sight on the hot open colner'

Human Use: Many people walk by the fountain on their way into and past the buildìng'

Thefountain,whichisplacedalmostonthesidewalkattlactseveryeye'

Remârks Rating: + *

During the March 15th visit'

there was still snow and ice in

most of the basin and just

enough water to submerse the

pump to drìve the fountain.

Many peoPle smiled at this

tiny spring as they walked bY,

rcmindcd that sPring and

summet werc very closc. Ii

was a simPle but Powerful

celcblation of wintet s end.

Although the fountain is very

small it has a distinct

presence in The area.

Fountain with building enlrance in background'
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This little fountaìn at first glance seemed to be recklessly placed.

But it may indeed be approprìately sìled as ìt is a solid expression of
the rmportance of the building to its builders, Jack and Drew Byers,

and of their pride in their company. It is also a welcome site for
pedestrians.

Site Visits: March 15, 1994, Ildly 13,7994.



Fountain Name: Erindale CommunitY

Location: Kenderdine Road & Kerr Road

303

Retention Pond

Date of Construction: 1992 (?)Designer: Client:

Typology: Floating fountain, geyser fountarn

Water Form: Geyser jet, retention pond

Basin Form: Curvilinear Function: Focal point

site châracteristics: The site's main leature is a large man-made teardrop shaped lake

approximately 300m long and 180m at ils widest point. LaIge, upper-scale houses clÌc1e

the lake on the west and north edges. open fields cunently occupy the south side. The

main path access to the lake is fi'om the north. A pier, nrns palallel to the lake for about

50m wherc the path meets the water. The palh conttnues from the pier around the lake in

an informal paved pathway until it intersects with a boar dwalk on the opposite side of the

lake. The water source for the iake rs city water which is pumped into a concrete and stone

stream bed from the top of a southwest hill. The landscaping consists of mown sod and

omamental shrub beds wìth random tree plantings.
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Symbolism
& Design:
The primary
practrcal

function of the

lake ìs to

collect storm

runoff from

the residential

area. It also

provides a

lalgc park-like

setúng for

residents. The fountain is a floating aeratrng geyser placed in the middle of the lake

water Assessment: The aerated geysel spray reaches a height of 6m. Its fine mist is

caffiecl quite far by winds. The fi.esh water supply flows along a winding 50m course of

concrete with inset dver boulders.

Hum an Use:
People walk their dogs

around the lake.

Others sit on benches

and look out upon the

Iake in this quiet arca.

The lake was not used

for an ice skating

surface during the

winter of 1993-94.

Some cross-country

ski tlacks and dog

¡'acks cilcle the lake.

Remarks Râting: * * 1i2

As tâcky and out ofcontexl as the design featurcs may be the parklìke setting is qulte n1ce.

Il is already achìèvirg some maturity and developìng positive qualities. This is one

Fountain display as viewed from south.

The pond's source enters from a constructed riverbed
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example of the growing

number of s ub urb an

communities whìch
incorporate storm ponds as a

centÌal feature. There may be

over forty similar sites within

the limits of thrs study.

Site Vísits: Scptember 4, 1993,

Ma¡ch 13. 1994.

Gulls enjoy the setting early one moming
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E. Winnipeg Inventory
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Fountain Name: Bonnycastle Park Fountain
Location: Bonnycastle Park, Assiniboine Avenue

Designer: Scatliff & Assocrates Landscape Architects Inc. Client: City of Winmpeg

Date of Construction: 1992 Cost of Construction: $120 000 (estimate)

Typology: Reflecting pool, mist fountain, jet fountain (RL)

Water Forms: Columnar jets, cascade, mrst, reflecting pool

Basin Form: Rectangular with curvilinear elements (144m2)

Function: Landscape reference, sculptural focal poinr, retlecting pool

Site Characteristics: Bonnycastle Park is located on the north side of the Assiniboine

River, a few blocks west of The Forks historical site, and directly south of the Fort Garry

Hotel and apafiment complex. The park plaza is connected to the Riverwalk to the south by

a grand starrcase. Four pathways lead into the paved sunken plaza, two from the east and

two from the west. The plaza's central feature is the rectangular fountain and reIlecúng

pool with sculpture. Seating and shade trees arc also incorporated into the plaza. The

south two-thirds is framed by a retaining wall a¡rd plantmgs while the northern third of the

piaza is framed by a berm with dense shrub plantings.

Dedications & History:
Bonnycastle paft is dedìcated

to R.A.G. B onnycas tle
"...Chairman of the Councíl

of Metropolitan Wrnnipeg,

1960- 1966, Sportsman,

Businessman, Public Spirited

CiflzeÍ." The memorial

plaque was "...erected by a

group of his frìends".
Another plaque on site

declares the City of Winnipeg

as a "Sri Chinmoy

Intemational Peace City,

October 14, 1992". A rose garden which circles the north refìecting pool has a plaque

which reads: "Winnipeg Parks. This Rose was intoduced by the Morden Resealch

Station and named in honoul of the i00th Anniversary of the Parks & Recreation

Departrnent of the City of Wiruripeg- 1993." The fountâin also incorporates a sculpture

Fountain display and scùlpture with cascâde in foreground
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of flying geese by Leo Mol. The sculpture sat in the park for about twenty-five years

before it was incorporated rnto thc fountain when the park was rebuilt.

Symbolism & Design Concept: The mass planting of phragmites represents the

combination of the two phrlosophies associated with 'beautful' landscape design

between "Natural
Purists" and
"Ornamental Purists"

by using an

indigenous plant
malerial in an

ornamental fashion.

The fountai¡ combines

the elements of a

wetland setting with

the formality of an

urban settrng to creatc

a new aesthetic. It also

offers a transition

between the dver and thc ciry.173 The fountain is meant to appeal to people on several

Ievels of recognition. It is hoped by the designers that there will be at least a subliminal

rccognitron by individuals of the link to their experiences in nature with the events depicted

in the fountain. The fountain

is designed to provide people

with an avenue for making

associations wìth these

experiences. The mist, which

roles out of the patch of
phragmltes, picks up on the

early morning mist seen

hanging over lakes and

ponds. The water jets allude

to the disturbance of water

111
'''An explanaLion of uhese philosophies and
can be found in "carden Thinking Evolves:
is Beautiful . "by Michel Scatliff and Sheryl
Garden 1993, pp. 84 87.

the philosophy of the frrm
Expanding the Notion of What
oakden, ln The Prairie

Phragmites, steam, and columnarjet display yiewed from east

Colurnnar jet detail
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from the geese (the sculpture above) which have just taken off from the pond. The

reflecting pond also reinforces the wetland imagcry associated with a pond or lake. These

devrces all use thc language of experiences from nature and yet they all have slrongly

framed sculptural qualites which highlight and emphasize their presence in the urban

context.

Fountain Design & Materials:
The fountain is consûucted in a long

roughly lcctangulal form running on

a noúh-south axis. It is splìt by a
cuw rneal pathway towalds the north

cnd. Thc south cnd of the basin is

curved outward, acknowledging the

grand staircase immediately to the

soulh and connecling the park to the

Assiniboine Riverwalk. The south

basin is rouglùy 9m by 16m and

0.4m deep. A squarc pedestal, 3m

by 3m, and 2m high, is placed in the center of the south half of the basin and suppoÍs the

bronze sculp$re of Canada Geese, by Leo Mol. The basin and pedestal are consuucted of
conclete and l'aced wirh cut Tyndail limestone. Phragmites is planted in the area between

the sculpture and the south end of the basin. The bottom of this secúon of the basin ìs

Iìlled wrth pea gravel which supports the phragmiæs and hides the copper pìping for the

mist jets. The north basin is

sunken with the coping even

with the ground and is

surroundcd by a rose bed-

Both basins are edged with

cut Tlmdall limestone copilg.

The lountain uses à

submersible pump to circulate

the water and a high pressure

pump to drive the mist. The

pump (220V) is equipped

Cascade det¿il viewed from west.

North rellecting pool with Morden roses.
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with an automatic shutoff if the system

becomes clogged. One 200mm (8in)

diameter filter is used with a back flow
cleaning method. The fountain also

incorporates a wind detecting device to

control the height of the columnar jets and

rcduce water loss and is equipped with a

night lighting system (110V). The main

source of watcr loss in the system is

evapora[ion.

The forms of thc fountain were ddven by the

desígn concept and by economics. Its

elongated form provided a scale large enough

to lncorporate a contcxt for flying bilds, mrst,

marsh grass, and a lake while aiso meeting

the financial constralnts of a limited budget.

The width and height of the fountain is tied to

the dimensions and form of the grand

staircase leading to the Riverwalk as well as

the Fort Garry Apartments directly to the

nofth.

Water Assessment: The fountain
provides a work of three dimensional moving

art using stone, metal, plants, and water.

Waær provides lhe most powerful imagery

in the composrtion. The fountâin

incorporates four dflèrent water elements. The first is mist which is driven fi'om sevelal

nozzles (25) located within a plantrng of phlagmites. This area is edged by a sedes of

vefical jets (127) Iaid out in a tight grid within a curuilinea¡ pattem. The nozzles are

divided i¡to 1wo sections by the sculpture stand. On one half, all of the water jets are fired

about 1.5m high. On the other side, the jets are fired about 0.3m high- Beyond the section

of waûer jeß is a smooth surfaced refìecting pool. The water flows along this pool and falls

as a water curtain over a long curvilinear ndge of Tyndall limestone into a narrow basin. A
sidewalk passes between the south basin and another leflectrng pool to the north.

ü
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Site plan. n.l..s.
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The fountarn is constantly replenished with fresh water due to the high evaporation rate. A
'tdckle vâlve' is used to accomplish this task. This discourages the growth of algae and

other organisms.

Human Use: The fountain ofÏcrs something for everyone. It bridges the gap between

llre physical and the psychological. There is plenty of seating located around the plaza. II
is eæily accessed from several points by bicyclists and walkers and acts as a cenú'al

collecting node for people. The plaza also provides a major point of interest for people

strolling along the Riverwalk. The mist and sculpture can be seen from the walkway which

acts to draw people up the stairs. The entíre display, especially the mist and phagmiles

provides grcât interest for everyone. It is a uniquc fountain featureCanadian

prairie. Though it is discouraged,

chrldren wade in the pools and play in

the jets. Few people will walk by the

fountain without stopplng to have a

closer look.

Winter Obseryations: Technic a1

ploblems t'or wìnter operation could not

be ovcrcome. The basin is drained and

all exposcd metal piping ìs removed.

Thc phragmites stand as wìnler intercst

below the tattered sculptule. The

pathways around the fountain are

cleared of snow for walkers.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: Start-up and shut-down procedures involve the

installation a¡d removal of pipes and nozzles. The nozzles also requile several hours to

adjust. The operations take about three days each. The basins are drai¡ed and washed

with a high prcssure hose every two weeks. A single 200mm (8in) diameter basket filter',

attached to the pump, is cleaned at the same t1me. The cleaning operation takes one person

an enhre day. The water is treated with chlorine to conû'ol algae but rn a weak enough

solution so not to damage the phragmites.

FouDtain in winter as viewed from south,
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In its first year of operation the basin had to be draìned and cleaned six times because of
soil blowrng in from construction on and off the site. The misting system was operated

constantly instead of just running in the evenings and momrngs as originally intended (a

City decision). The waûer b 1for that first year totaled about $12 000. The avelage yearly

Tva¡er bill for the fountain is about $9 000. The original copper lines for the mistrng system

were replaced with galvanized pipes to help prevent damage from vandalism.

Remarks Rating: **x'rx
Vandalism has been suryrisingly minor considering the ease with which the lbunrain could

be damaged. Only limited attempts have been made to dp out the copper piping supplyìng

the mist portion of the fountain. There are several functional concerns. The fountain uses

an inadequate filtering system for the size of the pool, volume of water, amount of debris,

and number of people who visit it. Basket filters would help collect large debris such as

leavcs and garbage- The pump is also difficult to access for maintenance as the pit rn which

it sits is too small for someone

to easìIy climb into. Another

fault lics in the site design.

During rain storms soil washes

from the rose beds into the

north basin adding to cleanup

problems. Wind also blows

debds into the basin.

Despite its functional shonfalls,

the Bonnycastle Park Fountarn

is the most innovative fountain

in Winnipeg. It is definitely

the most interestrng, even though its complement of pails is qurtc simple. It servcs a

dynamic role by being both exciting and provoking while also being hlpnotic and rclaxrng.

Many other fountains have these qualilics but not at the same level as the Bonnycastle Palk

Fountain.

Sou¡ce: 1. InteNiew with Michael Scåtliff, Scatlíff & Associates, Winnipeg, Manitoba, }'4ày 19,1994.

2. Intervierv with Jack Street & Don Verway, City of Winnipeg Parks, Winnípeg, Manitoba,

August 11, 1994.

Site Visits: Numerous visits, 1993-94.

Phragmites is an i¡teresting winter atFactio¡
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Fountain Name: Leo Mol Sculpture Garden Pool & Fountain
Location: Leo Mol Sculpture Garden, Assiniboine Park

Designer: Hildermân Witty Crosby Hanna & Associates Client: Leo Mo1 Trust
Date of Construction: 1992

Cost of Construction: $1.4 million for garden, approximately $50 000 for fountain

Typology: Lily pond, sculpture fountain (RL) Water Forms: pool, tìnger jets

Basin Form: Rectangular with one rounded end (170m2)

Function: Sculptural focal point, reflecting pool

Site Characteristics: The garden is an ouldoor exhibit arca located along the northem

edge of Assiniboine Park and just west of the park's English Garden. The garden is

nestled in a forest-like seu.ing of indigenous and omamental tree and shrub specles. It is
lard out using a combination of axes tempered

with curves. A plaza with a pool acts as a

focal point in thc garden, linking pathways,

the gallery building, and exhibit areas. The

plaza and pathways are surfaced wrth pre-cast

unit pavers and edged by low hedges.

Wooden benches are located throughout the

garden.

Dedications & History: The garden

fealurcs approximately thirty scuiptures by

Leo Mol. Leo Mol is a sculptor known

world-wrde for his work. He was born in
Polonne, Ukraine but has lived in Winnipeg

since 1945. The Leo Mol Sculpture Garden

was a pûect spearheaded by Harrley

Rrchardson in a bid to keep the Leo Mo1

sculplure collectron in Winnipeg, rather than have it sent to Toronto or Munìch (two citics

whrch had offeted to take the collection). Other key people involved with the project were

David Loch (alchitect), Les Stecheson (subcontlactor), and Garry Hilderman (landscape

architect & contractor). The garden was privately and publicly funded while the land was

donated by the City of Winnipeg.

Pool with lily pads, sculpture and water display



Tlìe site is a popular destinâtion for tou¡ists (in background).
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Symbolism & Design

Concept: The watcr
element was designed as

part of the garden concept

based on the classical

sculptural style oI Leo

Mol. The pool is the focal

point oI the garden and

provides the forecourt for
the gallery building.

Fountâin Design &
Materials: The

reinforced concreûe basin
is appÌoximately 9m by 18m and 1m <ieep. Its bottom is covered with river stones 0.lm to
0.2m in diameter. The coping around the poor is 0.3m wide and 0.15m trrick ryndalr
limestone. Two stone stands and bronze sculptures are located at the east and west ends

of the pool. A lbuntain element circles the east sculpture. Several pots of
uopical lilies sit below the water surface and ale placed throughout the poor.

Water Assessment: The use of water is quite simple in the elegant pool.
A double circle of 40 tìnge' jets shoot arcs towards a centrar bronze
sculpture. The inner ring is 1.3rn in diameter and contains 16 nozzles with
the 'rvater alcs reaching a height of about 0.7m The outer ring is 2.2m in
diameter and contarns 24 nozzles which fi'e the wateÌ ro a height of 1.0m.
The sound of the falling water is rain-like and provides ihe dominating
acoustic feature in the quiet garden.

Human Use: The garden is frequented by more than 200 000 visitors per
year, proving to be one of Winnipeg's most popular attractions. It is
desìgned for stroning with the poor as úe visual and physical centre of the
garden acting as the main gathering point for people. Benches provlde
comfortable seating and allow for good views of the pool. During evely
site visit peopre were observed shnding on the edge of rhe poor mesmerized
by the water, wâter lilies, and fountain.
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Winter Observations: In winter, the pool is drained and the lilies temoved. The scale

and design of the pool allows rt to be attractive, even in winter when ít ìs filled with snow.

Tt acrs as a lrame lor irs rwo ot"l^ orqlpl äTsculpturcs and guides pedesrrian traffic " * . " -
towalds other parts of the garden. lt::).' þ-^ *'-.

rq

operation, Maintenance & Costs: ,n"ffi. i'.Ñ$
..:i

garden and fountain are maintained by the

Assiniboine Park maintenance crews. A
circulating pump for the pool water is looated

in the mechanical room of the nearby

building. The system is the same as one used

for swrmming pools and uses a sand filter
and basket filters. A second pump drives the

fountain jets.

The use of tlopical watcr' lilies in the pool

rcquires carclil maintenance. Storage of the

hlics in wintcl is diiftculr and mainrarning a

constant pool temperature of 27oC (80oF)

during the summer is also difflcult and expensive. The stones on the

bottom of the basin also cause trouble for maintenance. Cleaning the basrn

is vely difficulr and algae and debris build up in the rocks. This creates a
problem in keeping the water clean. The fine watet nozzles also becomc

easily clogged.

Remarks Rating: ****
The basin and water jets are srmple and clean i¡ design, Iending an elegance

to thc design. The pool provides a contrasting focal point to many

sculptures spread throughout the garden. The water itself has become a

sculpture, enhancing the bronze sculptures, but also demanding its own
recognition. Many people look at the vr'ater longer than they do at the

sculptures. The fountain does, however, have some serious drawbacks for.

maintenance. The use of tropical watel lilies and the of river stones cause

significant increases to malntenance time. The warm watel and inability to

clean the basin result ir the build-up of debris and algae and the clogging of

,.t
i,
:,:.t.:

Display detail
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filters and jef nozzles. Removal of these two elements would make the

fountai¡ much easie[ and less expensive to mainøin. The water lilies are a¡

attractìve feanrre but should probably be replaced wìth native species.

Sou¡ces: 1. Interview \'r'ith Ga¡ry Hilderunn, Hilderman Witty Crosby Hanna &

Associates, Winnipeg, Mâdtoba, July 5, 1994.

2. Ranclal Mcllroy, Winflipeg Free Pr¿ss, June 18, 1992, "Mol irnds â home

for his scùlptures." p C32 in Legislatùre Librâry, File Assiniboine Pârk &

Zoo.

3, Wendy Stephenson, The Winnipeg Sun, Jantary 16, 1994. in Legislature

Library, File Assiniboine Park & Zoo.

Sfe Visits: Numerous visits. 1993-94.
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Fountain Name: Air Canada Place Plaza Fountain
Location: Portage Avenue & Ca¡lton Street

Designer: Stechesen Katz Architects; Lombard Norrh Group

Client: Arr Canada Corporation

Date of Construction: 1984

Typology: JeV sculpture fountain

Basin Form: Ellipúcal (75m2)

Cost of Construction:

Wâter Forms: Arching columnar jets, pool

Function: Histodcal leference, focal point

Site Characteristics: The fountain basin

is located withrn an elliptical sunken plaza

(approximately 28m by 14m). Ramps and

stairs lead into the plaza tiom the Portage

Avenue and Carlton Street sidewalks and the

Air Canada building. Omamental tlees and

shrubs are planted in thiok groupings on the

four colners of the s1te. The plaza ìs paved

with exposed aggregate concreûe. A conclete

and pink tile colonnade and hedge back the

east side of the plaza v/hile the west side of
the plaza is sodded with green ash trees. TaIl

stonc columns frame the south enûance of the

plaza.

Dedications & History: There atc lbur
historic panels bolted to the coping on both

the east and west sides of the basin. The

filst panel gives a brief history of the tum-of{he-oentury Wrnnipeg and gives an

explanation of clements in the park's design: "The lustoric elemenls in this park ceiebrate

the dchness of archirecture that dominated the city's boom period, when Winnipeg was the

undisputed meuopolis of the west'. The second panel gives a qurck history on the

Mclntyrc Block, which stood at 416 Main Strcet since 1899. It was Winnipeg's first

building with a rusticated stone front. The cast ìron pìllar, which stands in the middle of
the fountain basin, is liom the Mclntyre Block. The tlurd plaque describes the Northem

Crown Bank building (1905-1983) from whioh the 8m Tyndall limestone Ionic columns at

the south end of the plaza come. The tburth panel describes Devon Court (1908- 1981).

The Tyndall limestone balusters, which are located on the cenrral pedestal in the fountain

Site plan. n,t.s.
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basin, are from dre front tenace of the Devon Court apartrnents.

symbolism & Design concept: The fountain and praza were created as a prace for
passive recreatron. It incorporates building elements from wìnnipeg's past, tr-eaúng them
as sculphrral pieces in a historical context.

Fountain Design &
Materials: The elliptical
basin is constructed of
reinforced concrete and

measures 16m in length and

6m in width. It slands 0.5m

in height. The pool dcpth is

also 0.5m. The basin's
central pedestal stands 0.5m

above the basin floor. It is
fi'amed by a Tyndall

limestonc balustrade with

concrete ratì.ing- A cast iron
pillar stands in the center, 4m in height, and is painted si-lve¡. The basin is not pamled
Several lights are located within the basrn to give a sûong nighr-time display.

Water Assessment: The
fountain uses 48 jets, aligned

in a rcpetitive pattem, to create

a dramatic water display.

Along the edge of the central

pedestal are sixteen evenly

spaced 0.02m (3/4") diametcL

nozzles. The jets reach an

average height of 0.3m and

â[c over the pool, covering a

distance of 0.5m before

splashing into the waler. One

nozzle on each end of the

:i.

n
::.:::::: a=

Fountain displây as viewed from west entra¡ce

The display is splashy and playful.
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pedestal fires water in a 1ow arc approximately 2m into the pool. Thifty-two heads (0.02m

drameter) a¡e located along the inner edge of the basin. Their jets reach an average height
of 0.4m and also arch ilto the pool. A-11 of the jets are aligned with the cenre of the ellipse.
The entrre plaza is fiIIed with the gentle but strong soun<l of water. The area is also slightly
cooler ln hot weathel.

Human Use: The retaining wall
around the plaza is a good sitting
heìght. The area ís heavily used by

office employees during cotïee and

lunch breaks and is a popular place

for many shoppers. The sunken

piaza provides a quiet calm place in
the middle of a busy area. There are

almost always people in the plaza,.

The plaza a.lso receives hcavy use

dudng numerous noon hour concerts-

Winter Observations: The plaza and fountain have strong enough sculptural appeal

that they are not lost in the winter. It is súll a nice place to sit and relax on warm spring and

fall days.

Operation, Maintenance &
About 1wo hours per week ale

spent skimming the water

surface and cleaning the

basrn. The fountain uses two

large pumps which are

removed each wrnter. The

pumps are very heavy and

rcquire scaffolding and chains

and take two or three men an

entilc day to remove and

replace. The fountain has

suffered very litde damage

frorn vandalism.

Nozzle and displây detail.

Costs: The fountain has been viltually maintenance free

Snow is shovelled from the plàza into the basin in winter



Remarks Rating: * * {' 'r'

The fountain is well designed with an

effective and complex water display

using simple materials and

arrangements. The pipes and nozzles

arc also ìargc enough that clogging

does not occul'. Complaints by
maintenance crews involve the pumps

which are too heavy to handle.

Access to the sile lbr trucks carlying

the pumps is also difficulr.

Source: 1. lnterview with Jack Street & Doû Vcrway, City of Winnipeg parks, Wirnipeg, Mânitobâ,

August 11, 1994.

Site Visits: Numerous visits. 1993-94.

Plaza in winter as seen &om Ponâge Avenuc sidewâlk.
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Fountain Name: Waddell Memorial Fountain
Location: Central Park, framed by Edmonton Street & Cumberland Avenue

Designer: John Manuel, alchirect

Client: Donated by the estare of Emily Mar garet Waddell

Date of Construction: 1914

Cost of Construction: $10 000 (approximarely $250 000 to $350 000 in 1994)

Typology: Sculpture fountain (drinking fountain) Basin Form: Octagonal (38.5m2)

Water Forms: 4 fan jets, spill & splash, pool (spour jets dismantled)

Fr¡nction: Hìstorical monument, focal point,

Site Ch aracteristics: The fountain is
located at the north end of Central Park on the

edge of a large open area. A tot lot and day

carc is located under a canopy of tlees just to

the north of the fountain. It is framed by a

triangle of pathways and a low fence. Flom

the south, the fountaìn appears to be fÌamed

by thc large elm and ash tÌees behind 1t.

Dedications & History: The history of
how the Waddell Memorial Fountain came to

be is an odd one. The will of Mrs. Emily
Margaret Waddell was written up in 1904,

four years before hel death. In the wi1l, she

bequeathed all of her belongings to her

husband, Thomas Waddell- The eslate was

considelable at $56 000, mostly in land

holdings. There was, however, one

stipulation. I1 Mr. Waddell were to many again, after her death, he was to erect a $10 000

fountain in Central Park in her name. The fountain was to be left in tmst to the City of
Wimipeg. Mr. Waddell did remarry in 1911 and the will was broughr to the attentlon oT

the city. At this time the estate had accrued a debt of $14 000 and Mr. Waddell had to sell

off much of his land to give the crry the money for the fountain. Over considerable debate â

design was settled on and the founrain was construcred forjust under $10 000 ($9 722.19).

No plaque dedicating the fountain or describing its history is present.
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Symbolism & Design Concept: The

fountain is quite grand and resembles, in

many ways, â Gothic church. Its design is

based on the monument to the Scottish

Romantic poet, Sir Walter Scott, which was

erected in Edinburgh, Scotland in 1844

(designed by Geolge Meikle Kemp). Many

citizens of Winnipeg knew Scott's poetry and

his monument and supported architect John

Manuel's suggestion lbr a fountain similal in
design. It was also 1è11 Lhat the fountain

enhanced The romarìtic building nan'atìve of
Winnipeg.

Fountain Design & Materials: The fountain is a rare example of high Vìctorian
architecnue constructed in a gothic revival style. It is constt'ucted of cut white stone an<i

graniþ.174 The basin is constiucted of concrete but

surfaced wrth stone. The 9m fountain is supported

by four ornately carved stone flying buttresses. The

fountain measures 5m across from buttress end to

buttress end with its octagonal basin measuring 7m

in diameler. The coping of the basin was once

adomed wlth foul dnnking spouts but these no

Nozzle detåil viewed from side

174The .tor]" was cut in f{innipeg by Wl11iam penn Stone company based in
Minneapolis, North Dakota.

Fountain as it appea¡ed in the fall of 1993.

Nozzle detail witlì cork for winter
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slfucture like a moat.

Human Use: The tbuntain is an important

historic monument to the city and one of the

first fountains erected in Winnipeg. It has

been described as "a decaying but still
majestic fountain that was once one of the

city's Crown Jewels."17s Today, the

fountâin stands in its triangular-shaped open

space as a reminder of the neighborhoods

former preslìge. In winter, the fountain

slands as an ornate sculpture, alone i¡ a whitc

field. Childlen will occasionally play on it.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: The

approximate breakdown for costs of building

the fountain, in 1914, are as follows: legal

fees $100, plans and supervision 9500,

tbundation $ 1000, plumbing, etc. $800, cut stone & granite $6500. Currenrly, the

masonry is crumbling ând cracking, palt of a buttress is missing, the foundation is heavrng

and the top is broken off. City engineers have estimated that full restoratton of the fountain

could cost $380 000.

Remarks Rating: ****
A church service could easily be

perlbrmed at the base of the fountain.

It is, even in its present dilapidated

form, awe inspiring. The fountain is

one of Winnipeg's last vestiges

rcferring to the 'ornamental park'. It
is a shame that this worthy monument

has not had more encrgy put into its

maintenance.

Dispìay detâil

Fountain in December, 1993

175 Winnip"g.gun Jan. 6, 1994, p. 1



Sources: L Winnipeg Stn, January 6, 1994, p4

2. Winnipeg Tribune, l:une 19, 193g. pi
3. Wiftnipeg Free prusj, February 4, 1992 p5 by Bomúe Bridge

4. Winnipeg Free press, July 6, 19g3, p6

5. Cheryl Bray, ',City park,', student paper, }y'-:uch 1992. in p¡ofesso¡ C

University of Manitoba.

Site Visits: Numerous site visits, 1993-94.

Thomsen coÌlection.
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Fountain Name: Central Park Extension Fountain

Location: Central Part extension on Ellice Street & Edmonton Avenue

Designer: David Wagner & Associates, landscape archìtects

Basin Form: Polygon (L-shaped) (19m2) Function: Sculptural focal potnt

Client: City of WinniPeg

Typology: SculPture fountain

red painted tight metal gate liame, sod, and

plantings.

His tory, Symbolism & Design

Concept: The park land was appropliated

by the city to link Central Park to Eilice

Avenue. The 1.3 acle area was designed to

be an active space in a contemporary style.

Date of Construction: 1986

Water Forms: Water wall, cascade, canal

Site Ch aracteristics: The fountain is

located near the south entrance of Central fH
Park, near Ellice Avenue. The area near the

lountain is malked by a paved plaza with a "

ñ\o
-tV/.'r.t

, Í^"7 
/

Fountain Design & Mâterials: The fountain is

constfucted of concrete with an exposed aggregate

finish and comprises of four main parts, a wall, a flat

arch, a semicirculai wal1, and a canal. A 5m tall

wall, one meter wide, and stepped on one side

inates the fountain. It is suppofted on the soutl

by a 7m long, 2.5m hlgh rectangular arch. A

1m high semi-circulal wall frames the south base of

the flat arch. A shallow below-ground canal runs

from the east face of the 5m wall, along 1ts no(th

face, and bencis in an 'L' to the south. A pump

house is located at the south end of the canal.

Water Assessment: The water llows from the

top of the tall wal1 in two directions. On the east side

Site plan. n.t.s
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Foùntain in winter.

it flows in a long unbroken

waterfaìI to the canal. On the q¡
west side, the water drops in a

series of 0.75m high steps to

the canal. Water flo\üs from

the waterfall along the canal to

the steps and then from the

steps to a drain to the south.

The water is dominated by the

massive conclete structure of
the wall. The cascades on the

stepped side however, are

quite attractive.

Children find dìe stepped cascade fun to climb on
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Human Use & Winter Observations: Children
climb to the top of the structure usìng the water cascades

as stairs. It is a fun fountain for limited climbing,
jumping, and splashing. In winter, the fountain stands

as an odd combination of geometric lbrms wìth no real

visual appeal.

Remarks Rating: * *

The form o1'the fountain is surprisingly similar to Dali,s
wolks involving crutches but is pure in its regular.ity of
mass, material, and form. The fountain would have

been more impressive if morc water was allowed in more
places. The water is presently so restricted in its
presence ùat it is only noliceable on the narrow cascade.

The lack of balance between the massive structute and its
small volume of water is a significant drawback in the

overall attractiveness of the fountain. With relatively
ninor changes to the basin and water volume this could

be a very successful fountaìn.

Site Visitsi Numerous visits. 1993-94
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Fountain Name: South Legislative Grounds Fountain Plaza
Location: South Legislature Grounds Plaza, west end of Assiniboine Riverwalk

Designer: Scatliff & Associates Landscape Architects I¡c.

Client: Core Area Development, City of Winnipcg Date of Construction: 1990

Cost of Construction: $60 000 (including dock structure)

Typology: Source fountain, sprlng Basin Form: Linear, circular

Water Forms: Bubbler jet, spring, cascade, canal, columnar jets

Function: Symbolic, axial focal point, cultural reference

Site Characteristics: The fountain
bolders the Assiniboine Rivet and ties the

Manitoba Legislature and tts grounds to the

river through a strong north-south axis. The

fountain emphasizes the Louls Riel Statue

(removed 1994) and the 'Golden Boy', both

on the axis. The fountain plaza is also the

last node in the Assiniboine Rivelwalk,
which stretches east towards the Forks.

Dedications & History : The area has a

strong historical prcsence, especially in terms

of government. An interpretive panel

describing the fountarn's elements was placed

on the staircase ín the summer of 1994. The

unique fountarn has spent a good part of the

time under water, rather than spraying it.

The entile fountai¡ su-ucture was completely

submerged by the 1993 summer flood whrch

engulfed thc Rrverwalk fol most of the summer. The structure rcmained mtact although it
was covered by 0.lm of mud when the waters ¡eceded. Structural damage included the

brcaking of two carved stone slates and chipped concrete. The vines and grasses in the

planters alound the fountain were all killed or washed away. The five linden trees wluch

tiamed the plaza also died. The lbuntain and Riverwalk were also submerged briefly in

1994 sprilg and summer floods. (The plaza level is less than lm above the normal river

level.)

Fountâin display on 'low' with stong axis to north
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Design Concept:
The plaza and fountain

tell a story from an

aboriginal perspective.

There is a great deal of

hidden symbolism in

the plaza's details and

layout. They provide

a commentary on

aboriginal peoples, the

vanous levels of
govemment, natural

and cultural history,

and even the degradatlon of the environment. The form of the sunken plaza is derived from

the general idea of an aboriginal 'medicine wheel'. The extending linear element describes

the relationship between the legisiature buildìlg and the medici¡e wheel (or between the

govemmcnt and the aboriginal people, the aboriginal way of life, or even 'natule'). A split

in the north point of the wheel allows watel

from the hill (the source of government) to

flow into the circle. This split indicates an

intcnlption of the wheel- It may symbolize â

violation of harmony between 'Man' and

'Nature' or 'Man' and 'Man'- Even the

oÌientation of the plaza is important as the

direction in which waler flows also has

significance in aboriginal cultures. Water

flowing from the north indicates the source

. which influences Iife's dircction. The

::,:rr: fountaìn may even be interpreted as calling

attention to the pollution of the Assiniboine

River. The interpretive panel describes the

story illustrated in the plaza's design:

Site plan. n.t.s
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Fountain Design & Materials: The plaza is constructed almost entirely of reinfbiced

concre¡e and is part of a dock along the river. A sunken circula¡ plaza, I4m in diameter,

juts paftially out from the dock wall and into the river. It is Linked to a raised concrete bowl
placed rn the axial staircase above by a narow canal 7.5m long. The canal is covered at

various points with concrete slabs to allow bicycle, wheelchair, and maintenance vehicle

access. The circular plaza contains four 1.5m high triangula blocks which frame the outer

edge of the cilcle and point inward. Carved stone slabs arc i¡set on the rnner facing edge

of each block. The carvings depict an

eagle. a yin-yang symbol. a sunrise

and cross, and a sweetgrass symbol.

The north triangular block, which is

on axis with the staircase lbuntai¡ and

canal, is divided into two halves,

breakrng the circle. The ca¡a.l extends

to this breâk where the water flowing
in it disappears into a holdrng basin

beiow the sunken plaza. In the cenler

of the plaza five circular metal grids

lrame the fountain nozzles which ate

located slightly below grade. The

plaza is paved with gray brick.

Wâter Assessment: The fountain source appears as a contained spring which wells

fi'om t-he hillside. It runs through a channel and is dropped into a blick and concrete Íough
100mm deep to a sunken cìrcular plaza. Five aerating jets fire watcr from the center of the

basin in five short geysers ( lm at time of site visir). The disgolged water disappeal s

tlu'ough ci'cular steel grids.

Human Use: The fountain provides a great axial focal point to thc Legislature for those

strollmg along the Riverwalk. It also provides a good anchor for. the present ending point

of the Riverwalk. Bicyclists sometimes have fun ridìng into the fountain on hot days.

Anglers w 1 store thei¡ catch in the na¡row canal while fishing for more. An interpretive

panel, placed on the stairway 1n 1994, helps visitors to understand the plaza design. The

dock is also used by the nvcr taxì and by boatets.

The ¿xis with the Legislature is a dominanr design feature
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Winter Observations: The massive concrete forms dominate the site in wìnter.

Sculptwal qualities ale good and create an interesting winter landscape even though they

are very simple.

Operation, Mâintenance & Costs: A a5kg (100 lb) submersible pump continually

draws water from the river and circulates it through the fountain. One filter is attached to

the pump. The pump shuts off automatically when the filtel bccomes clogged. This occurs

o1'ten due to the turbid nalure of the dver water and the placement and position of the pump.

The pump is placed on the floor of the pump housing where the silts and garbage collect

ensuring that the pump 1s always circulating the dirtlest water. The pump is also apparently

desìgned to stand veftically but is placed horizontally, reducing the filter's efficiency. It
must be cleaned once or twice every day.

The fountain is also equipped with wind sensors to conlrol the heights ofjets in high winds

but rcpeated vandalism has lesulted in the discontinuation of the sensors. The jets

aIe maintained at a set height.

A lighting system is

incorporated fol evening

viewing. No chemicals are

added to the water.

Thc founta.in has been placcd

so closc to the river leveì that

a lm lluctuation in water

levels will flood the fountain.

Since its installation, rhe

fountain has been flooded at

least twice every year. When

the waters recede 20 to

200mm of mud is left behind. It is removed using shovels and high prcssure water hoses,

taking three people 3 to 4 dâys to clean up (>$1500 cost).

Remârks Rating: ****
Although this fountain's message is lost to most observers, the design concept of South

Iægislature Grounds Plaza is perhaps the most inûereshng of the prairie fountains as it is the

only one which provides a commentary on aboriginal issues. It is also the only fountain

Mud filled plaza after spring flooding



which poinls a finger at sociefy's misueatment of natural resources, in
particular, at the abuse of water.

The water presents powerful imagery in a strong setttng. However, it could

be slronger. A larger fountain complex followng a longer axis with more

water would make the site even more dramatic.

The fountain has been an expensive maintenance item, largely due to its

subjection to flooding. But daily maintenance could have been greatly

reduced if lhe pump used a different filtering device, if the pump were not

placed on the floor of the holding tank, and if the holding tank were lalget
allowing fol easier access by marntenance workers.

Sou¡ce: 1. Interview with Michael Scattiff, Scatiiff & Associates Landscapc

Archítects Inc, Winnipeg, Manitoba, May 19, 1994.

2, Interuiew with Jack Sûeet & Don Verway, City of Winnipeg Parks,

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Augusr 11, 1994.

Site Visits: Numerous visits, 1993-1994.
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Fountain Name: Southwood Green Fountain

Location: Southwood Green Condominlums, Snow Street & Dartmouth Bay

Designer: Denis Wilkrnson, landscape uchitect

Date of Construction: 1964-1967 (2)

Typology: Sculpture fountain Water Forms: 4 aetated bubbler jets, cascade, pool

Basin Form: Polygon (20m2) Function: Sculptural lbcai point

Site Characteristics: The fountaln is

located at the confluence of four pedestrian

pathways at the nolth end of a courtyard

framed by townhouses. The area is

landscaped with bermed grass areas and

shaded by almost mature ornamental tree

species. Sevelal concrete edged beds with

plantings of shrubs and annuals are placed

along curvilinear pathways, which thread

themselves throughout the complex. The

front doors of the condominiums open into

the quiet, pedestrian only, plaza.
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Site plan. n.t.s.

Symbolism & Design Concept: A fountain in a quiet pedestrian plaza, as in

Southwood Green, enhances and enriches thc space. The placement of the fountain in thc

complex may alìude to the European tradition of a well or fountain placed in a central

location withìn a closely housed community. The layout and density of the condominium

units appear to leflect a form

rcminiscent of Medieval

European cities. A fountain,

thereforc, 'fits' acoording to

historic precedents.

Fountain Design &

Materials: The fountain

basin and sculpture are

constructed of r einforced

concrete. The sculpture is

left with the imprinrs of itsFoùntåin display
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wooden frame and stands approximately 2.5m above the plaza level. 11 is shaped as an

equilateral triangle open at each end with a¡ extending chuæ. This 'winged' triangle spans

about 2m on each side and sits on a triangular pedestal approximately 0.7m on each side

and 1.8m in height. The pedestal is covercd on

one side by stainless steel facing. The

mechanical and electlical features are located

within the pedestal and accessed through the

metal fàcing. The basin has seven sides, each a

different length, which form an irregular.

polygon. The rim of the basin is 0.6m acr.oss

and sits 0-2m above the plaza level. Upon the

rim are placed a total of twelve various sized and

propoftioned box shapes, also constructed of
concrete. Red, blue, yellow, and white lights are

inslalled tn the basin to cleate a great light show

at night.

Water Assessment: The water bubbles from
four 0.3m to 0.5m high aerated jets, placed ar

each corîer of the triangular basrn of the

fountain sculpture. The water then gushes

through three flumes and falls in a twisting parabolic folm to thunder to a 0.5m deep basin

While gushing through the flumes, thc water appears

to fight thc straight forms of the concrete, trying to

carve its own curving path up one side of the flume

wall. The water achieves an lusion of power with a

minimum of volume and force- The sound of the

water can be heud long befbre it can be seen and acts

to enhance further the coolness of the shaded space.

The water spalkles in the dappled combination of
sunlight and shade-t¡ees.

Human Use: Two long benches are located along

the pâthway and face the fountain. It can be seen

from the Snow Street access, where few cars and

people travel. The main views, however, are from

Shadow, light, and water combine

Bubble jet detail
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within the complcx. The water form is unique from

other fountains because of the twist it follows while
lumbling into the basrn. This twist makes the water

quite interesting to watch.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs

The water is kept clean and free of debns. The bastn

and sculpture are also clean and well maintained
(othcr rnl-ormauon unanalncd).

Remarks Rating: ****
It is an exciting display. This excellently designed

fountain is unfortunately enjoyed by very tèw
people, serving only those few who live within the

condominium complex. After thirty year.s this
fountarn rcmains in excellent condition. Its
matenals and overall design lend well to a long

existencc.

Site Visits: Iuly 4, 1994.

Cascade derâil
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Fountain Name: Memorial Park Hydro Fountain

Location: Memortal Palk, noúh of the legislative buildings

Designer: Cameron Man, landscape architect Client: Donated by City Hydro

Date of Construction: 1962 Cost of Construction: $25 000

Typology: r'eflecting pool, jet fountain (RL)

Water Forms: Columnar jets, reflecting pool

Basin Form: Square (1300m2) Function: Memorial, reflecting pool, focal point

Site Characteristics: Memorial Park is

located on the Legislature grounds just north

of the Legislature Buildings. The park

consists of two halves, one being designated

as an open space, usually used as a soccer

field, and the other as a large reflecting pool

and fountain. The pool is surrounded by a

dense planting of mature shrubs, prímarily

cedars, along the south and east edges.

Matule shadc trees and smaller shrubs line

the western edge while the north is left open.

Dedications & History: The fountain was officially opened septembet 28, 1994 with

500 winnipeger.s looking on. A bronze pÌaque at the northeast entrance leads: "To Lhe

honoured dead/ this park was dedicated/ in memoty of their sacrifice/ in war and peace to

create this provlnce and

preserve this nation/

September thc z\Lhl 1962/

The Honourabie Duff Roblin/

Premiel".

Fountain Design &

Mâterials: The basin is

constructed of reinforced

concrete and is 0.3m deeP.

The edge of the basin ts

characterized by 1m high

Site plân. n.t.s

Founøin display viewed ftom wesl
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staggered blocks surfaced with white teüazzo facing. The paving blocks which extend into
the basin are construcled of exposed âggregate blocks (1.5m2). At the center of the basin is

a small raised plaform. The cenlral fountain is located at its centor. The bash is pajnted

turquoise.

Water Assessment: The
fountain incolporates 1ìve

major jer groupings. Four

identical groupings are placed

in each quarter of the basin

while a more complex
grouping is located in the

center. The foul surrounding

jer groupings include 32

'needle' heads circling a

single 0.02m (3/4") head on

set pipes. The sprays leach a

height of 8m. The central

Iountain configuralron is

similar but uses a free-spinning wheel. Fine sprays over 10m in height crisscross and

rotate on an ever-changing pattern. The heighls and patterns of spray are var.ied by a set

routine whlch takes several minutes to complete. The display is luminated with colored
lights at nighr.

Human Use & Winter Observations:
The fountain is a noticeable feature for
motorists driving along Osborne Street. The

raised blocks which surround the fountain âre

good for sitting on. There are seldom a lot of
people at the fountarn but there is always at

least one. It is a great atttaction for children.

Snow fills up the basin rn winter and the area

is usually ignored.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: The
fountain is maintained by three diffelent

Display ald walkway viewed form southwest.

Displây detâil





Fountâin Name: Steinkopf Gardens Fountain
Location: Queen Elizabeth II Plaza, Centennial Concert HalI

Designer: Denis Wilkinson, landscape architect

Dâte of Construction: 1967 (?) Client: City of Winnipeg

Typology: Jet fountain Wâter Forms: 12 bell jets, 4 plume jets, pool

Basin Form: Square (144m2) Function: Vìsual contrast, focal point

Site Characteristics: The fountains are

located in a sunken plaza garden in a long

narrow corridor (18m by 70m) between two

buildings. Steps from an upper plaza along

Main Street descend over the fountain basin

into a 30 by 18m plaza. At the east end ofthe

plaza a series of steps and small plazas lead

up to Lily Street. The fountain plaza is

framed by linden trces while rhe rest of the

plaza is framed by raised planters of Borcal

Forest style shrubs and trees. The site

contains l-wo monumenls, the 90th Battalion
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Volunteer Monument which stands above the

fountain on the Main Street plaza, and thc Queen

Elizabeth II Monument, which stands on the east

staircase. The space is usually shaded and seems to

be quieter than the surrounding area.

History, Fountain Design & Materials: The

lountain is named aftel the former owner of the land

on which the plaza sits. The concrete basin is 12m
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by 12m. It is finished with a black pebbled exposed aggrcgate facing and coping. The

coping is lm in width. The basin is 0.5m deep and painted white.

Wâter Assessment: Sixteen jets are spaced evenly, formìng a square 1.5m in fi.om the

edge of the bâsin. At each corner is a plume jet which reaches a heighr between 1.5 and

2.0m with â sDrav ç
diamcter ol 0.8m. ?'ut '. 1.'i

iåiä,*iiii-tffilprpes sfanorng u.)m
above the pool watcr 

$

hcight. The jeLs alc i

Between each plume

jet are three calyx jets

quitc loud and drown -,-_ -4:",

out all surrounding

noisc. They are also

quite afúactive.
Founlain display as seen from the south seating area

Human Use & Winter
Observations: The shaded

plaza is a welcomely cool
place in the hot concrete

surroundings. A lestaurant in
the basement of the Centennial

Center opens onto the plaza

and several tablcs and chairs

are placed along the fountaìn

edge. People are not
encouraged 1o interact with thc

fountain. The plaza has little
use in the winler, serving only

as windy a cold walkway
between buildings.

.ffi,.

Empty fountåin in late fall, 1993
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0peration, Maintenance & Costs:

The water is chemically treated. It f-lows

through wide diameter (150mm [6in]) pipes

which sit on the basin sulface. A large

1.4m by lm metal grate with a 7.5mm

diametel grìd catches large debris before the

water goes to tlìe pump.

Remarks

Being placed under a stailcase is detlactìng

and slightly demeaning for the fountain, but

the stairs do give people the opportunity to

enjoy the water jets fi'om different
perspectives. Steinkopf Gardens is a perfect

example of the hidden fountain. There 1s no

possible way to find the fountain without

getting off the beaten path and explodng.

Source: 1, University of Manitoba A¡chives photo, October 6, 1975

Site Visitsi Numerous visits, 1993-94.

Basin as it appears in winter.
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Fountain Name: Broadway Avenue Boulevard Fountain
Location: Broadway Avenue boulevard at Donald Street

Designer: Brian Bancrol't, Smith Carter

Client: M.E.P.C. Group & City oT Winnipeg

Date of Construction: 1970

Typology: Cascade Fountain Basin Form: Square, rectangular (100m2¡

Water Forms: Reflecting pool, water cuftain, cascade Function: Symbolic

Site Characteristics: The fountain ts
located to the west side of Donald Street on

the meridian of Broadway Avenue. The area

is characterized by business towers and

apartment blocks. The streets are enclosed

by a mature canopy o1'elms. The fountain is

also framed by boulevard plantings.

Dedications & Symbolism: A plaque on

the fountain reads: "Presented to the Peopte

of Winnipeg October 1970 by the M.E.P.C.

Group of Companics and the Metropolilan

Corporation of Greater Winnipeg to

Commemorate The Centenaly of Manitoba

and the Fiftieth Anniversary of the first
supply of water from Shoal Lake to the

Metlopolìtan Aca." The lounrain is a

symbol of efforts to obtain clean drìnking

water for Winmpeg.
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Site plan. n.t.s.

Fountain Design & Materials: The fountain takes up a rectangula[ form 6m by 17m.

At the east end of the fountain, thlee broad steps, 2.5m long and 6m across, drop fÌom
ground leve1 into a rccessed area about lm below ground. At the end of the steps is a

nanow rectangular basin which is filled with river boulders. Above and behind the basin is

a sloped wall which rises to a ground level basin, 6m by 6m. Within this basin is a another

basrn, 4m by 4m, which is laised 1m above ground level. The enri-r'e concrele structure is

faced with exposed aggregate. The lips of the basins are edged with metal guides.
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Benches and lrash recePtacles are

located against the walls on steps

which reach from the river boulder

basin eastward and uP to ground

leve1.

Water Assessment: Water wells

from a 4m by 4m reflectíng Pool and

passes ovcr the basin's entirc rim alca

as a cuÍain where it falls into a

nanow collectfirg trough with very

little splash. The water flows from

the collecting rough ìn a modfied cascade over a steeply sloped surfaoe (the effect is like a

glossysheethangingontheclothslinewithaslightbreeze).Ttthencascadesoverlhe

surlàce's 1ip and lands in a splashy finish on river stones'

View of founl¿in looking west from Donald SÛeet

Water cu¡tain detaíÌ,



Winter Observations: In the fall the fountain is drained and its reddish rust streaks

become emphasized. In winter, the fbuntain is basically lost in the snow.
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Human Use: The corner is

a busy pedestrian area. The

fountain provides a peaceful

environment in an unlikely

place. People will stop bdefly

at the founfåin to relax. Office

workers will occasionally

come to the fountain to eat

lunch. It is a nice feature for

east-bound motorists to look

at while stopped at a red light.

Remãts Râling' +++!L2

This is a beautiful little
fountain in an unexpected

locatlon.

Site Visits: Seve¡al- 1993-94.

View of fountain looking east.
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Fountain Name: York Street Hydro Fountain
Location: 263 York Street, northwest comer of York Srreet & Garry Avenue

Designer: Scatliff & Associates Landscape Architects Ltd., GBR Engineerrng

Client: Winnipeg Hydro Date of Construction: 1992 (fir'st operated in 1993)

Cost of Construction: $74 000 (approximate)

Typology: Sculptural founrain

Water Forms: Water curtain (enclosed in Lexan@ tubes), bubbler jets, cascade, pool

Basin Form: Rectangular (9m2) Function: Symbolic, sculptural focal point

Site Characteristics: The fountain is
located 1n front of the entrance to the

Winnipcg Hydro main office building. It is
placed on a sùnny corner of two one-way

downtown streets. Street trees have been

planted on the corncr bùt they are currently

small and provide little shade. The area is

dominated by hard comers and walls of
concrete, brick, metal, and g1ass.

History, Symbolism & Design
Concept: The fountain is modeled after

hydroelectric generating plants and dams,

especlally the Seven Sistels dam. The

original design concept was to create ar

Site plan. n.t.s

acoustic effect resembhng the constant rumble of gushing water and the hum of electdcity.

The stIuctüe of thc fountarn uses forms simi-lar to those seen at hydroelectric dams. The

water was to gush out of lar ge tubes into a turbulent drop aÌea. The basin was designed to

express the various forms of water neal a dam including a reseruoir, nr[bulent areas, and a

chute. Shrubs in planters sumounding the fountarn were to be simila¡ to plant material

found at dam sites. The original concept also included 'fiber optics' technology but it was

not incorporated rnto the design.

Fountain Design & Materials: The basin is roughly 3m X 3m. The multi-tìered

basin is constructed of concrete clad in gray tile which matches the exterior of the building.

The support structurc and truss system are constructed of painted steel. Specially made

clear Lexan@ tubes guide the water from the uuss to dre basin.
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water Assessment: The water is a much gentler version of the real thing- It gushes
down the inside of three clear Lexan@ tubes where it fi'oths into an upper pool. water
cascades fi'om lhe pool down a double chute into a lower pooi in front. Behind the tube
pool is another pool with bubble jets designed to show turbulent water.

Human use: Benches are incolporated with the fountain. The location is not "a real
hangout spot", although people do sit along the fountarn edge to eat lunoh or tâke coffee
breaks and will occasionally meet at the fountarn as well. It has become a unique landmark
in an area devoid of notable landscape feaûrrcs. It serves as an interesting feature 1br those
who happen ro be srrolling by.

Winter Observations: In winter, the tbuntain stands as a dirtied monument, It is
assailed by the salt-sand spray from vehicÌes and serves as a reseloir fol shoveled snow.
It blends in with its background of dismal concrete and gray tile.

operation, Maintenance & costs: The fountain uses a submelsible pump which sits
in the reservoi¡ below the fountain. It is accessed from the building. The fountain
continually cilculates the \À¡ater which is not chemically treated. The fountain runs all day

Foùntiain viewed from south Fountâin viewed from southeast
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from spring to fall. Two major cleanings were performed in the first year of operation,
once in the spring and once in the fall. A single filter is used in the system and minor
cleanings are done when it clogs.

The main causes of damage

have been corrosion from
winter salt and ihe clackìng of
the truss system from ice

expansion. The cracking

occurred because the hollow

tubes used in the system were

not seale d Water
accumulated in the tubes and

expanded when it froze
cracking the tubes. The salt

damage occurred from vehicle

spray and snow piled on the

fountain from shoveling and

resulted in rustrng of the metal

elements of the fount.ain.

Vandalism has not occuned.
Fountain with snow mounding in winter.

s.q:
'.¡.: ...

Lexan tubes removed

Remarks Rating: ***Ilz
The concept for the fountain is bold and vivid. If it was built as ir was originally intended it
would have been a powerful and excepûonal fountain. As it is, the fountain is mer.eiy an
oddly designed but pleasant fountain which plovides only a ghost image of what it is meant
to portray.

The fountain probably does not incorporate an adequate filter system. This is evidenced by
the very turbid water in the fountain during a site visit in June of 1994 (he 'brown, water
may have been an attempt to give a üteral visual impressron of Manitoba's river water
qua-Iity or an rndication of very poor maintenance).

sou¡ce: Interview wíth Deron Miner, scattff & Associates Landscape Architects Inc, \ryinnipeg,

Ma¡itoba, May 19, 1994.

Site Visits: Numerous visits, 1993-94.
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Fountain Name: The Forks Plaza Fountains
Location: The Forks Market

Designer: Steve Cohlmeyer, Cohlmeyer Hanson & Associates, architects

Client: The Folks Development Colporation

Contractors: Crystâl Fountains (Toronto) Cost of Construction: _
Date of Construction: 1993

Typology: Source, water wall Water Forms: Bubbler jet, pool, water wal1, canal

Basin Forms: circular, semicircular

Function: Visual contrast, symbolic, skating rink

Site Characteristics: The Forks Plaza is

sltuated between two market buildings, a

tourÌst pavilion and an open staircase to the

Assiniboine River at its junction with the Red

fuver. In the center of the plaza is a circulal

open-air covered structure which creates a

smallel, more intimate plaza within the larger'

area.

Dedications & History: A bronze plaque

posted next to the water wall display states:

"Thc Forks has been a meeting place for
thousands of years. This plaque applauds

the vrsion and commitment of the

Government of Canada, the Province of
Manitoba, and the City of Winnipeg in
returning the former rail yard at the hìstorìc

junction of the Red and Assiniboine dvers to

our citizens." The plaque was dedicated in

t992 by Jake Epp, Minister of Energy,

Mines, & Resources, Canada, Jim Ernst.

Minister of Urban Affarrs, Manitoba, andBill

Node, Mayor of Winnipeg.

Upper fountain and wal.er wall plan sketch. n.t.s

Upper fountain ard water wall section sketch. n.t.s.
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Symbolism & Design Concept: The Forks Plaza is perhaps the most popular public

space in Winnipeg. It incorporates two fountain systems into its desìgn.

The fountains at the base oT each column of the pergola were placed to enhance the idea that

the pelgola was a 'place within a place' to make the plaza a litrle more intìmate in

scale. The columnar

fountains do not use railings

to rernlorce the casual

envilonment.

Fountain Design &
Materials: There are seven

individual paru to the fountain

display but all run from one

system. Four are located at

the base of each pair of

columns supporting the

pergola. The other three are

joined and include the

bubbling upper circular pool, the connecting shoræned canal, and the water wall and lower

basin. The fountain basins arc constucted with reinforced concrete. The canal and water

wall sûuctures also incorporate tiles and blonze. The tiles were constructed in

Winnipeg and were curved to

fit the concrete wall. The

water wall is sloped slightly

and finished with a rough

gravel and epoxy finish to
give the water more 'play'.

Water Assessment: The

water jets of the upper cilcular

pool were intended to form a

mound of bubbling water in

the original design concept.

The logistlcs proved too

One of four bubblerjels and semi-ci¡culzr basins in central plaz a

View of upper foùntåin looking west.

<iifficult and lbur separate bubbler jets were installed instead. The water flows f¡om the
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c cular basin into e short canal an<l then over a 1.5m high water wall into another

semicircular pool. Each of the column founlains uses a single central bubbler jet. The

water leve1 of the Pools is

about 150mm below Plaza

level. Mist jets were also

incorporated into the design.

A mist jet is place on each of

the columns about 3m above

the plaza level. They are used

infrequendy.

Human Use: Childlen are

attracted to the water and are

especially intngued with the

upper circular pool and wal€r

wal1.

Winter Observations: The circular plaza

is converted into an ice skating sulface in the

winter and the four column basins are

covered with metal grates.. The upper

circulal fountâin is used as a podium for an

ice sculpture.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: The

fountains are drained every week and

cleaned. Problems have occurred with

clogging of the pipes, nozzles, and pump.

Maintenance crews also have difficulty
getting the jet displays the same height. Difi

and debris blowing into the column baslns

has been a constant problem as well.

Remarks Rating: x*+712

All of the fountains are incotporated ìnto one

system. This has led to complications in the

View of water wall looking east.

De tâil of wâter wall.



maintenancc ol- thc fountains.

Maintenancc would be casier

i[ each basin was run with a

separate system. ConsideÌing

ùc locauon and rhe number o[
people who visir The Forks,

the fountain displays are not

adventurous enough. They

should be able to promote far
mole interactive play and

should also provide a more

dominant visual role. The

Forks Plaza is an ideal

location for a fountain.

Source: Interview with Steve Cohlneyer, Cohlmeyer and Assoctates, Winnipeg, Manitoba, _
7994.

Site Visits: Nume¡ous visits, 1993-94

Wâter wall and ice sculpture above in winter
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Fountain Name: Winnipeg City HallPlaza Fountain

Location: City HaIl, Main Street and James Avenue

Designer: Green, Blankstein, Russell Associates, architects

Client: City of WinniPeg Date of Construction: 1962

Typology: Geyser fountain Water f,'orms: 6 cascade jets

Basin Form: Square (100m2) Function: Focal point

Site Ch aracteristics: The fountain is

located in the centre of a plaza framed by the

Administration Building which wraps around

thc west, north, and east sides of the plaza,

and the Council Chambers Building, which

frames the south edge of the Plaza.

Symbolism & Design ConcePt: The

fountarn fits in wìth the golden rule that evety

city hall must hâve a fountain. It takes a

central and dominant place in the layout of the

plaza anci buildings. The fountain is

presented in such a v/ay that it is both

honouled and resPected. Site plan. n.t.s.

10m. The outer wall of the basin and coplng

are faced with black polished glanite and

stands about 0.6m above the plaza level.

Immediately behind the wall is a 0-2m wide

and 0.1m deep gutter in which thc water

collects. A sloped black exposed aggregate

surface slopes upwald, from the gutter

towalds the centre of the basin. In the

basin's centre is a slightly raised 6m diameter

circular disk, also of black exposed aggregate

finish. At the very centre of disk is a

hollowed core, about 0.6m deep with a

sunounding octågonal liame. Six nozzles

Fountain Design & Materials: The basin takes up a square area roughly 10m by

.,".p.re/-U

Founta.in display on a Sunclay in sunlner of 1994.
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extend from this central cylinder to just above the cyLinder height. Four 0.2m wide cuts in

the disk extend from the central core to the edge of the disk on line with each comer of the

basin. The cuts contâin lighting fixtures and are covered by metal grates-

Water Assessment: Six cascade jets are forced from

0.05m (2in) diameter nozzles arranged in a tight circle. The

jets reach a height of 5m and the spray spans approximately

2m. The effect is similar to a plume jet (see definition). The

water crashes down onto the disk and flows off and into a

surrounding pool. The water then collects in a trough

located just inside the basin edge. The white water contrasts

sharply with the dark stone of the basin and plaza.

Human Use: The fountain is an attractive feature which

catches the eye of people walking or driving along Main

Sfieet. HoweveI, fhe plaza offers little in the way of sitting

space or social gatheríng space so most of the activity is

waik-lhrough traffic. People will sit on the fountain edge

and occasionally someone wíll wade into the waters The

water provides morc of a sculptural form and is quite formal

in its plesentation. The fountain may be appreciated most

for helping to cool an unbearably hot plaza.

Winter Observations: The basin

form provides a pelfect alfangemcnt

fol a large Christmas tree and it is
used for this during a two month

period malking the cily's, 'Festival

of Lights' celebration.

Operation, Maintenance &

Costs: The fountain is cleaned

cvery day. One person maY sPend

abou! one hour each daY on

maintenance. It is a simple iounÉin

to prepare for use in the spring with

Display detâd.

Structùrâl detâil of basin
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a set-up time of only tlìlee hours. Most of this time is spent taking down the frame which
supports the christmas tree. The relatrvely trouble-free fountain is equipped wrth several

basket lïters and the ',vater is kept very clean.

Remarks Râting: *+1/2

The fountain is a well placed highlight

when it is operating. When the water

is turned off or rhe Chlistmas rlee is

not present, howevcr, the basin does

not provide enough interest to
promote a positive contlibution to the

plaza. Without the gushing water, the

plaza seems lìfelcss and empty.

Source: 1. 1978 Photo, Unive¡sity of Manitoba Archive Collection.

Sil,e Visits: Numerous visits, 1993-94.

Fountain in February 1994 after Christmas hee removed
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Fountain Name: Centennial Library Pool & Fountain Garden
Location: Centennial Library, Graham Avenue & Donald Street

Designer: MacDonald Cockbum Mcleod Mcfeetors, architects

Date of Construction: 1911-1980 CÕst of Construction:
Typology: Reflecting Pool Water Forms: Ret-lecting pool, fan jets, columnal jets

Basin Form: Polygon (500m2) Function: Reflecting pool

Site Characteristics: The
plaza is srtuated on top of an

underground car park and is

cha;acferized by wide
pathways and bermed

plantings supported by

retaining walls. The plaza is

dominated by a large

reflecting pool. Two other

watcr features exist on the

site. One incorporates two

geysers and a cascade in two

pools on the northwest

comer. The other, in the

northeast comer of the sile,

incorporates the 'Rising Form' sculpture

Design Concept & History: The gardens are part of a building and car park which

cost $ l0 000 000. It is designed as a relaxing place to read outside.

Fountain Design & Materials: The basins âre constructed of reinforced concrete.

The coprng is 0.4m in height fol the large reflectmg pool and 1.2m for the northwest basrn.

The lar-ge leflectrng pool is shallow. Sevelal fluted heads, spaced approximately every 4m,

arc located along the basin edge above the water height. The noÍhwest fountain

incorporates ralsed basins and a plaza level reflecting pool. The raised basins are fi'amed

by iron fencing and plantings. All basins are painted light blue.

Water ,{ssessment: In the large reflectrng pool, fan-shaped sprays arch ìnto the pool

fì'om fluted nozzles placed along the side. The northwest fountain incorpot ates two geyser

View of reflecting pool from south
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jets 1n two raised basins. The

water flows out to the basins

as a cascade and into another

rellecting pool. The sound of
falling water also c¡eates a

pleasant atmosphere by

diminishing the sounds of
vehicle t¡affic.

Human Use: The park is
often used by people on their

lunch breaks. On hor days

people soak theu' tèet, and

sometimes all of themselves,
in the shallow pools. The abundance of water offers a dramatic cooling effect. It ìs a great
place lor teachers to collect students on libraly tours.

Operation, Maintenance,
& Costs: The pools requìre

new patching and paintrng

every year. Two days evely

two weeks are spenl cleaning

the pools with a portablc

vacuum. The watel is

circulated through the pools

with a single pump. No

filters are used. The pools

did have a major problem

with algae build-up. This
was alleviated when a chlorination system was installeci. The park suffers from the usual

inner city vandalism as the exposed spray nozzles are constantly being broken or removed
skateboarding also causes significant damage to the pool coping and other park features.

winter observations: The pools ale drained and the major pathways cleared of snow
rn the winter.

Jet pool located to the west of the reflecting pool

Reflecting pool in winter



Jet lbuntain basin detâil wlìen wâter removed,
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Remarks Rating: *+1/2

The layout of the park is such

that security must patrol the

park during the evenings.

This adds an extrâ $5 000 to

the groun d's operating

budget. The drains were not

correctly placed when the

pools were buill and, as a

result, the drains appear lo be

in the hígh points of the pool,

causing problems with

drainage.

Reflecting pool detai.l when water removed,

Sources: l. Wínnipeg Tribufle, No\ember 74, 1977,p.49.

2. Interview \vit¡ Jack Street & Don Verway, City of Winnipeg Parks, Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Augùst 11, 1994,

3. "Opportunity in WinnipeS", Volume II, No. l, 1976, in Winnipeg Centemial Library file

Site Visits: Numerous visits, 1993-94.

'l- .}. 1'..&
.',.::;l:l'.t47:.::,:
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Fountain Name: Rising Form
Location: Centennial Libla¡y, Graham Avenue & Donald Street

Designer: Tony Tascona, Sculptor Client: Centennial Library, City of Winnipeg

Dâte of Construction: 1977 Cost of Construction: $i5 000 for sculpture

Typology: Sculptural fountain Water Forms: Fan jets, spout jel, reflectrng pooi

Basin Form: Polygon (50m2) Function: Sculptural focal point

Site Characteristics: The fountaln is located north of a large leflecting pool (see

'Centenmal Library Pool & FountÀin Galrlen') and adjacent to southeast facing windows of

the library. It is separaled from t¡e other water featules of the park by a raised retaining

wall and berm planter. The planters contaln a dense planting of Lindens. The pool is

visually and physically sheltered with the main viewing opporlunity from the main flool of

the library. The a¡ea can be accessed from the northeast cotner and the south end from two

nalrow pathways.

Design Corrcept Formtdn

Design & Materials: The

fountain was constructed as

part of a fountain plaza

compositron. The concrete

basin is a shallow irregular

polygon. The 4.5m ( 15in)

sculpture is placed just off

center. It is constructed oI

orange and yellow acrylic and

fiberglass discs and weighs

about 450kg (900 lbs).

Water Assessment: Water

squirts out of the sculpture at

several points and falls in a

ligh1 rain into the poo1. Fluled nozzles also push water about 2m from the edges of the

pool in fan-shaped sprays. The waær in both devices is clear a¡d is more easily hea-rd than

seen. When propelly wolking the entire fountain and basin car look like ahuzy, mitage-

like image.

R.ising Fomì sculpture ând empty basin, fa.ll 1993.
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Human Use & Winter Observations: Thc
fountain is purely sculptural. It could be used as a

wading pool or a play place for chìIdren, but the

nearby windows of the library create a looking-glass

effect. This may inhibit any inreraction. The

sculptural element is odd and more than able to raise

a tèw eyebrows. In winter, the bright olange and

yellow of the sculpture stands out against white

snow and dark liblary windows, but it does look a
Iittle out of place.

Rating: * * 1/2

Sou¡ce: W¡nnipeg Tribune, November 14, 1977, p49.

Site Visits: Numerous visits, 1993-94.

Sculptüe detait.
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Fountain Name: Old Market Square Floor Fountain
Location: O1d Market Squale, Exchange District

Designer: Llewellin Simon Associates Client: City of Winnìpeg

Date of Construction: 1989

Typology: Source tbuntain

Basin Form: cilculal metal grate

Cost of Construction: $12 000

Water Forms: Columnar jct

Function: Symbolic, focal point

Site Characteristics: Old Market Squale is set in the center of Winnipeg's Exchange

District, noted lor its wealth of tum-of-the -century brick and stone clad warehouses, many

of which have been converted lnto offices, stolcs, and residences. In the centcr of this

wæehouse district is a small park, named Old Market Squale. The floor fountain is located

several metres inside the east enú'ance of the park ìn a space formerly occupied by the Bijou

Theater. It occupies a small central openìng amongst a grouping of brightly covered canvas

covered arcades used for a farmers' market. A few benches face the fountain from the edse

of the opening. The entire area is paved with

unit pavers and stone blocks. To the west of
the alea occupied by the farmers' market is an

open grassed area with a central concrete and

metal stage. The park is popular during the

day with office workers on coffee and lunch

breaks. On weekends, during the sumrner,

the farmers' market adds a festive family-

style quality to the park. This feeling is

enhanced by vai'ious entertainments held at

the stage area during some of the city's many

festivals. During the evenìng the bdght

peaceful pzuk is transformed and takes on a

dæker and seedier qua'lity.

Dedications & History: Next to the

fountain is placed part of a cafled stone p lar. A plaque on i! reads: "These shards are

from the Merchants' Bank whlch was located on the southeast comer of Mâin Súeet and

Lombard Avenue (a block away). The seven story building was designed by Montreal

Architects Taylor and Gordon and built by Black and Co. of Winnipeg. A-lso called the

Lombard Building, it was demolished in 1966." The Lombard Building is recognized as

Winnipeg's first steel frame skysclaper. Although paÍ of a building from another site sits

Sôulce fountain with historic building fragments
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in l, the Main street lot has ìts own history of buildings. The city's courthouse stood on
the site from 1869 to 1884. The West Clernents Block, or Bijou Theatre, was built the

same yeaÍ the courthouse was demoLished and stood until 1979.

Symbolism & Design Concept: The
form of the basin was designed to be as open

and unconfining as possible. The design

concept takes advantage of the site's hìstory

of habitation. Beneath the Square are the

remains of thc Bijou Theatre (its basement

was filled in with rhe buildìng's own rubble).

In a sense, the water emerges from the past

as the fountaln's origin lies within the ruins

of the historical building. In this way the

fountain becomes a source of imagery for the

buried history of the site. People are able to

interact dircctly with this history rhrough rhe

water. It is hoped by the dcsigner that a
continuity of history is achieved through the

cxpression ol thc source lounrain.

Fountain Design & Materials: The

design is very simple. The pump, pipes and

nozzle are heid in a below glound concrete box. Above it is placed a circular metal grici

which is sunounded by a slightly dished crcle of granire btocks which rise flush wirh the

sunounding plaza of pre-cast unit pavers. The proper base for the fountain was not

constructed due to financial consUaints and may have implications for its long-tem use.

Water Assessment: The lbuntain is a single aerated geyscr. approximately 1.0m to

1.5m in height and 0.4m to 0.5m in diameter. It provides an effecrive visual display an<l

has a strong effect on the surrounding area. It also presents a pleasant acousric backdrop.

Human Use: On hot dâys ûe fountain is a welcome srte for walkers and cyclists.
Occasionally, people will stick arms or legs into the geyser and some even stand in it to
cool off. It is a needed feature as therc is so little accessible water in the area (there are

Display detail
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three other water elements within one block of Old Market Square, but the

floor fountain is the most accessiblc.) The nanrre and placement of the

fountain makes it possible for people to have direc¡ contact with water in a
relaxed and informal settng. This may allow for moie adventurous

exploration of the geyser.

Winter O bservations:
The slightly sloped stone dish

and central metal gtate are all

that can be seen of the

fountain when it is not
gushing with water. In winter

1t completely disappears.

Operation, Maintenance
& Costs: The fountain is

operared with a Flygt Model

B-2050 pump. The 1.lhp,

3450 rpm pump forces

5.0 L/s at 8.0m of head. The

city watel is circulated

through the pump from a small concrete holding tank, all below t-he paved

surtace. It is not equipped with afilter. Drain valves ate 50mm in diameter.

The fountain is maintained by the city oI Winnipeg. It has not suffered

from acts of vandalism because there is little to vandalize. A steel grate

protects the founfatn rozzle.

The fountain is run on a timer. It usually flows from 9 AM until 10 PM

from May to September. (During site visíts, however, the fountain was

seldom running in 1993 but was running during several visits in 1994.)

The fountain has been relatively maintenance free. Stâr1-up in the spring

requires only two quick connections with little adjustment required.

Marnlenance requires one houl per week.

The ongrnal design catled for an electrical juncûon box to be placed in the

underground pump housìng. Moistule caused problems at this point. The

Evidence of the fountain disappcars in winter
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ploblem was alleviated when a conúnuous line was run from the pump to an

above-ground outlet.

Remarks Rating: ***
The style and placement of the soì-Ìrce fountain is quite approprlate to the

space and provides for the needs of the people which use it, even though the

concept of the fountaln as a spring of history is not readily evident. The

simplicity of the fountain's design does not detract from its attractiveness

and reduces maintenance cosfs significantly.

Sources: 1. Intereiew widr Alf Simon, fomrerly of Llewellin Simon Associates,

Winnipeg, Matitoba, June 10, 1994.

2. Tendef documeût for "Construction of landscape and underground works oû

the Old Market Sqùare;/Búou Theaûe Site". Tende¡ No. P.D.88-227, prepared

by Llewellin Simon Associares, August 1988.

3. Interview with Jack Sûeet & Don Verway, City of Winnipeg Parks,

Winnipeg, Manitobâ, August 11, 1994.

Site Visits: Numerous visits. 1993-94.



Fountain Name: Hampton Green Fountain

Location: Hampton Green Condomìnìums, 323 Wcllington Crescent

Designer: (Lombâ.rd North Group or Shelter Corporâtion'/)

Client: Hampton Green Condominiums Date of Construction: 1969

Water Forms: Bubbler jet, spill & splash, pool, cascade

Typology: Sculpture fountain

Basin Form: Rectangular (multiple tiers) (15m2) Function: Axial focal point

Site Characteristics: The fountain is located along

the eâst side of a central staircase and walkway on axrs

with the marn doors of a high-rise condominium unit.

On either side of the pathway and fountarn are two tiers

planted with hedges, shrubs, and grass. The site is

Iocaled on the picturesque Wellington clescent and is

sided by othet high-rise apartments and condominiums.

Mature boulevard trees reach out to the fountain which

remains ìn sunlight for most of the day.

Fountain lÞsig4 l\4aÞrials, & Wafer Assessnrent The

fountain is constructed of concrete and uses the

rectangular box form

repeatedly in its

design. The basin is

two-tiered with three

drops. Water bubbles

1Ìom a large block

supported on two

2.75m high concrete

posts and falls fiom

the stiucture in a rain
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and splashes into the 2m lry 2m basin lt then flows

lhrough a gateway marked by four concrete blocks and

into a short canal 4m long and 1m wide At the end of

the tough the water passes by foul more concrete blocks

and drops 1.2m into another 6m long basin. The water

is then ci¡culated back to the outlet. The pump is located

Site plan. n.t.s

Display detâil,
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under the fountatn and is accessed from the basement of the lower.

Human use: The fountaìn provides interest to the entrance of the building but goes
largely unnoticed by people driving by. However, it 1s an attractive fealure which is
enjoyed by pedestrians.

Founain display with cascade and lower pool.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: The system uses a basket filter 10 remove
collected materials. It is drained and cleaned three times per summer. The operation takes
approximately one day. The drain is 60mm (2.5in) in diameter. The basin takes aboul one
hour to drain and 50 mmutes to lill. The fountain has been 'soaped' twice in thc last six
years. The structure is in sound condìtion and appears to be well maintained.

Rating: x 't' +

Sou¡ce: Intcrview with Danny Ackman, Ackmân Management, W.innipeg, Manitoba, August 12, 1994.

Sie Visits: Itne 12,7994; June 28, 1994, Augusr 12, 1994.

Splashy bubbler jet display.
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Fountain Name: St. James Bridge Fountain
Location: Northeast corner of Portage Avenue & St. James underpass cloverleaf
Designer: Gunter Schoch, landscape architect Client: City of Winnipeg
Date of Construction: 1982

Typology: Jet Fountain Water Forms: Arching columnar jets, geyser jet, pond

Basin Form: Cilcular (90m2) Function: Focal point

Site Ch aracteristics: The fountain is
located on the norlhern edge of the nofiheast

cloverleaf of Portage Avenue and James

Steet. A long north-south crushed limestone

path runs from the Portage Avenue sidewalk

80m to rhe fountain. Rectangular annual

beds run parallel to the path. The path wraps

around the citcular basrn with three short

extensions running outwards and ending with
benches facing the fountain. Four curved

annual beds also wrap around the outside of
the pa¡hway. The area ìs characterized by

mowed grass with I andomly placed

olnamental trees. The outer edge of the road

connecting the St. James underpass with
Portage Avenue is framed by the backs of
commercial and business buildings. A mall

lies immediaæly to the north.

1,
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Site plan. n.t.s.

Symbolism & Design Concept: The fountâin is one of two water features on the sìte.

The other feature, located on the west side of the highway, is markedly different as an

ìnformal element. The clean axis and strong geometric relationships of the east fountain

rcpresent the 'formaÌ' in a formal-informal water display (see St. James Bridge Northwest
Pond & Rock Spring).

Fountain Design & Materials: The basin is marked by a series of concentric circles.

The outer cilcle is a shallow (0.1m) and narrow (0.2m) 'moat'. It is approximately 10m
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in diameter. The inner edge

oI the moat is a raised

concrete wall, 0.3m high.

Just inside the wali are 36

nozzles guarded by stainless

steel pipes. Metal grates,

which guard the spling, sit
flush with the basin floor
located 0.5m below the heighr

the wall. A central concrete
Fountain approach from south wall, 3.0m in diametcr,

extending 0.5m above the

basin floor, holds four large

heads.

Wa ter Assessment:
Thirty-six 20mm d iamc rcr
jets, fired from rhe cdges of
ithe pond, leach a height of

The centraljets were not functioning during site visits.

2.5m and tall ìnto thc centre

of the basin in long arches.

The flow follows a rcgular

timed pattem a few minutes rn

length. Four large geysers

firc from the centre of the basin, completing the show (these wele
not working during site visits).

Human Use: Seating is provided atound the fountain. The space

provides an intercsting detour from the poÍage Avenue sidewalk,
but takes some effort to get to. The fountain goes completely
unnoticed when the water is not running. It is vir.tually invisible to
motorists, whether it is running or not.

Remarks Rating: x *

This is one of the largest fountalns in Winnipeg and the least visited.
The fountain is fairty impressive but placed in a completely
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inappropriate location. The cost to build the fountain and to
maintain tt cannot be justified based on the lack of human
appreciation and use.

Site Visirs: J]une 28, 1994, Juty 4, 1994

ArchiDg columnarjets and basin edge deøil.
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Fountain Name: St. James Bridge Northwest Pond & Rock Spring

Location: Northwest corner of Portage Avenue and St James Bridge cloverleaf

Designer: Gunter Schoch, landscape architect Client: City of Winnipeg

Date of Construction: 1982

Typology: Spring, pond Water Forms: Spring' complex cascade' pool

Basin Form: Retentìon pond Function: Visual contrast

Site Characteristics: The pond is located

towards the west edge of a qualter cloverleaf

enclosctl by thc acccss road from Poltage

Avenue to the St. James underpass. The area

is characterized by open mowed grass except

for a small copse of trees and shrubs adjacent

to the norhwesl edge of the Pond.

Symbolism & Design ConcePt: The

pond is one of two watel features on the site.

The other feature is malkedly difl'erent as a

formal element. The natural looking pond

and boulders take a role as the 'informal' in a

formal-i nformal water disPlaY.

-r-Þ
N

Site plan. n.t.s.

Fountain Design, Materials & Water Assessment: Water trickles from a pipe

which protrudes ffom a limestone boulder. It pools upon and then falls off a series of other

limestone boulders befole

dribbling into the Pond. The

mound of bouidets is

recognizable from Portage

Avenue but the water can onlY

just be noticed to verY keen

eyes. The pool is shallow

with a plastic liner covercd

with soil and debris. A drain

sticking above the water level

is located at the cenûe of the

pond to control the water
Pool and boulder mound as scen from Portage Aventlg
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height. The water is quite clear with a minimum of algae growth.

Human use: The area in the trees has been used extensively fo¡ small gathedngs.
Garbage on the siûe indicated some beverage consumptlon but littte other activily. The

boulders are good for sitting on and arc well hidden

by the road (a cold beer store is just 50m away). The

water feature provides a quick break fi.om the views
of hard edges and regulal plantings along the street

tbr motonsts traveling on Portage Avenue.

Remarks Rating: * *

The feature would be much more effective lf the boulder elcment was larger and more water
gushed fi'om the upper 'rock spring'. It is presently lost fi'om view and pr.ovides httle
interest lbr passing motorists.

source: Interview by telephonc wit¡ Gunter schoch, randscape arclìítect, winnipeg, Manitoba, Augusr.

12, 1994.

Site Visirsj Jwte28,7994, luty 4, t994.

lvåter dribbles off boulders into pond. Spring source detail.
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Fountain Name: Chinese Heritage Garden
Location: James Avenue & King Street

Designer: Po Chi Li, Stechesen Katz Architecrs

Client: Winmpeg Chrnatown Development Corporation

Date of Construction: 198l

Typology: Reflecting pool Water Forms: Reflecting pool
Basin Form: Polygon (400m2¡ Function: Symbolic, focal point, reflecting pool

Site Characteristics: The site is located

on the western cdge of Winnipeg' s

Chinatown and just northwesl of the
municipal building. It takes up a corner lot
about 36m by 26m in area. It marks lhe

entrances to both Chinarown and rhc Chinese lf I I 4f;}
Heritage Buitdinc L¿J "tåg

Dedications & History: A plaque r."udr, ffi 1"1^'
"In Recognition of the leadership anri supporl

provided by Winnipeg Core Area tnitiæive \Ni#t;
and Destinatron Manitoba, the Chinese
Heritage Garrlen, the Chinesc Gate, and the 4'fr È
King Street Beautìfication Project are Sire ptan. n.r.s

dedicated to all the Citizens of Winnipeg,

Manitoba, and canada by thc winnipeg Chinatown Development (19g1) Corporation."
The garden was inherited by the City in 1990.

symbolism & Design concept: The gardens are designed in a way whìch resembles
a lraditional chinese garden style to enhance and announce the chinese character of the
alea.

Fountain Design & Materials: The wate'sirs in a large shallow stìll pool. Roughly
placed black shale lines the bottom and sides of the concrete pool. A large chinese gate

marks the main entrance to the site and is set at 45o to the corner. A concrete bridge wirh
two double 90o bends spans the waûer to a central plaza. Two gazebos are placed in the
southwest colner of the site, also at 45o to the city grid. A large open plaza is located to the
noflhwest of the pool while concrete amphitheatre-style seating frames i1 on the north and



Pool wit¡ plantings and boulder.

Pigeons have taken over the gazebos making

ofïers small surprises for those who take the

3'76

west. Materials for
construction consistently

incorporate reinforced
concrete with metal and wood

detailing, and rough shale in

the pond area. Tiles ale used

as roofing materlals. The

pool's form is defined by

several angular extensions

which are used as planters for

small shrubs and annuals.

Water Assessment: The

black slaie makes the warcr

look dark. Ir has good

rellective qualities. It also

acccnts i.hc strong bt igh r

colours of the annuals

Human Use: The gardcn is

not heavily uscd but someonc

can usually be spotted

strolling through it on the way

to some other destination. It
is a quiet place when the

traffic is not roaring by

(which is rare dudng t-he day).

them unattlactive piaces to sit. The garden

time to explore the water's edges.

Winter Observations: The garden maintains its sculptutal qualities in winter. The

black stones accent strongly against the white snow revealing inter.esting patterns.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: The water 1s circulated by a swimming pool type
pump with a sand filter. The filter is 'backwashed' once per month. Each spring each

Water garden displây from viewed f¡om seâting areå.
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black shale slab is removed, washed, and

replaced. This operation takes two people

three days. The water surface is cleaned

manually with a skimming net each week.

Remarks Râting: **1/2
The garden functions primarily as a large ;j¡

th¡ee-dimensional art work which is best seen

from above. Its reflective qualities are fij
wasted slightly as there is little to reflect save

for the immediate site elements. The
garden's annuals also look ourof-place.
More junipels and other omamental sh

may give a better sense of balance to the

garden. Dark slâte and snow contrast meaúng mosaic

The black rock slabs cause a ;:^ì,, "!' ":-'--

great deal of extra work for
maintenance by catching

debris, salt, and sand and

having to be removed,

washed, and leplaced every

yeaf.

Slâte on the pool bottom gives depth and cha¡acter to wâter and

reflections.

Sou¡ce: Interview wit¡ Jack Street & Don Verway, City of \ryinnipeg parks, Winnipeg, Manitoba,

August 11, 1994.

Site Vísits: Nùmerous visits, 1993-94.

;:..:,.
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f,'ountain Name: Webb Lane rùy'all Fountain
Location: Webb Lane, North Portage Development

Designer: Llewellin Simon Associates; UMA Engineering, Engineers and Planners

Client: NoÍh Ponage Development Corporalion

Dâte of Construction: 1988 Cost of Construction:
Typology: Wall fountain Water Forms: Spring, cascade, bubbler jets

Basin Form: Semi-circular (3m2) Function: Visual conlrast, focal point

Site Characteristics: The wall fountain

takes up a circular area 2m in diameter and is

set within a long, high (2m) concrete planter'

wall. The wall is located on the north side of

Webb Lane across from high-r'ise apartments.

Behind the wall is ân older hotel and a

parking lot. The wall mafts the notthern

edge of the North Portage Development alea.

Dedications & History: The fountain
was designed as one of foul outdoor

fountains to grace the street developments of
fhe North Portage Development. Of the three

tbuntains constructed, only two remain, the

WalI Fountain and the Acrobat's Fountain, Both founta:ns have quietly bubbled and

cascaded every summer since 1988. The third fountaln was a source fountain which was

removed when the ISM Building was constructed.

Symbolism & Design Concept: The wall was needed to provide 'closure' for Webb

Lane and a buffer from the hotel parking lot. It was also to give the lane a lesidential

quality bringìng sound to the street and making it a more 'human' place. Since the wall is

quite long, the fountain would also provide a tbcal point. The intent was to make the wall
into a 'place' which people would recognize as a valuable and attractive element in the area.

Fountain Design, Materials & Water Assessment: The wall and fountain are

conslructed using thlee componenls. These include the wall, plantings within the wall, and

Site plan. n.t,s.
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water. The wall is constructed of
rcinforccd concrete with a semi-

exposed finish. Blue and wine

coloured trles are set into the concrete

in va¡ious geometrical patfems.

Fountain displây

The flowing water brings the wall to

life. The fountâin has three levels.

The top level is set into the wall as a

concave semi-circle. It is less than

0.3m in width, about 0.5m in depth,

and 2m in length along ils outside

circumfelence. Water wells up from this

reservoir and falls in a sheet along the entire

inside edge of the semi-circle into another

curved basin 1m below. Water pours out of
the second basin in the same manner as the

first along a curved edge about 0.5m in

length. The water then gushes 0.3m ìnto a

lower basìn. The convex cuwe of the lower

basin actually completes the circular lbrm of
the uppemost basin. In plan, the fountain

iooks like two concenlric pools of water

sliced in half. Thlee bubble jets 0.2m high,

are ìocated in the bottom basin.

Human Use: Webb Lane rs seidom

frequented. It functions primarily as a nicely

landscaped back alley. It is used for

deliveries and by the odd shopper trying to

find a parking spot. Some people use the

connectlng sidewalk from Ellice to the Acrobat's Fountain, but head east towâ-rds the mall

entrance and away from the wall fountarn. It can be seen f¡om many apallments in the

toweÌs to the south.

B ubbler j et detåil.
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winter observations: The fountain does provide a good sculptural quality to the wall
because of its many curves and th¡ee-dimensional qualities which contrast sharply with the
lineal wall planters. The bright blue and wine cotoured tiles also help to animate a dreary
lane of dirty snow and ice.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: The
spring and fall operatìons involve the

installation and removal of a submer.sible

pump, nozzles, and lights. Each operation
takes two wotkers about 4 hours. The
maintenance is done by a private contlactor
who maintains the founlain as problems

arise. On average. two mainEnance visits alc

made pel month. The most common
problems are due to a malfunotioning lloat
valve which causes the fountaìn to overflow.
A metal grate protects the ìntake pipe
preventtng large debris from clogging the
pump.

The fountain suffers û'om vandalism every

winter. The heads ale protected by a wire
cage which is sûepped on and broken. The

damage, howevet, is reiatively easy to fix. The

materials and has held up well.

Remarks Râting: *** 1/2

The fountain does create a point of interest 1n a pretty dismal area. But it ìs seldom
appleciated and is certainly unknown by most winnipegers. This fountain, a10ng with its
sister, the Acrobat's Fountain, is one of Winnipeg's many lost fountarns.

Source: f . interview with Alf Simon, professor, University of Manitob4 Winnipeg, Manitob4 June

10,7994.

2. interview by telephone with David Stones, p.Eng., project Marager, Norfh portage

Devclopment corporaúon, Winnipeg, Manitob4 September 21, 1994.

Site Visits: Numerous visits, 1993-94.

Algae cmsted walls in winfer.

rest of the fountain ìs conslructed of sturdy
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Fountain Name: Acrobat's Fountain
Location: Webb Lane, Portage Place

Designer: Lleweliin Simon Associates, landscape architects; UMA Engineering

Client: North Ponage Development Corporation

Date of Construction: 1988

Typology: Sculpture fountaln Water Forms: Bubbler jers, cascade, pool

Basin Form: Circular (7m2) Function: Sculptural focal point

Site Charâcteristics: The fountain is
located at the intersection of a pedestrian

thoroughfare connecting Ellice Avenue to

Webb Lane, a pedestrian/vehicle lane. The

back corner of the Information Systems

Management Corporatìon (ISM) building
imposes itself on the fountain sitc.

Apartment towers are located across Webb

Lane to the south. A retaining wall
suppofting the 'Wall Fountain', runs from

the Acrobat's fountain westward. The

overall impression of the area is one of
concrete, paving stones, metal and gIâss.

The apafiment towers 10 the south are

dominating fèaturcs. Site plân. n.t.s.

Dedications & History: The Acrobat's sculpture was originally created by George

Swinton for the Polo Part mall. The sculpture was removed during the mall's remodeling

and donated to the North Portage Development Corporatlon. The sculpture was then

incorporated into a fountain element.

Symbolism & Design Concept: The fountain was designed and built based on

pragmatrc considerations of the site and to accommodate programmatic requirements.

There wele thrce issues which affected the placement and design of the fountaln. First, it
was to act as an axial terminus for a legally desrgnated pedestrian lane which extended liom

Ellice Avenue south to Webb Lane. The pedestnan lane was to provide a visual

contlnuation of Edmonton Street. Second, the location was also the point of juncture

between trvo differcnt struclural features, one being an underground car park. Tlus meant
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that the basin had to be placed in response to

the underground 1èatures. The juncture also

dictated the shape of the basin. The final

issue was to incorporate the Acrobat's

Sculpture as an element in the fountaìn

design.

Fountain Design & Materials: The 3m

dìameter circular basin has two leve1s with

the split through the centre. The outer edge

of the south half of the basin sits 0.5m above

ground level while the north half sits

apploximately 0.1m above ground level. The

basin is concrete with a line of imbedded blue

and red ti1e. A stainless steel edge ìs located

on the inner lip of the upper half oT the basin,

where water falls into the lower halt of the

basin. The large blocky sculpture stands on a cìr-cular pedestal in the basin's centre

Water Assessment: Three bubbler jets, approximately 0.2m in height, are located

within each half of the

basin. Watel falls in two

sleady cascades on elther

side of the sculpture from

the upper basin into the

lower basin.

Human Use & Winter
Observations: T h e

fountain is little known as

it is hidden in a seldom

fiequented area. Thc

occasional pedestrian will
stroll by on their way to or

tiom the liquor store or mall- The fountain is not located in a public area so it is not used.

It wrnter, the sculpture stands gray and silent and its basin is used as a snow dump.

Acrobat's Fouìtain sculptule and water display

Bubblerjet and casc¿de display detâil
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Operation, Maintenance
& Costs: The sprrng and

fall operations rnvolve the

installation and removal of a
pump. nozzles. and lights.

Each operation takes two

workers about 4 hours. The

maintenance is done by a

private contraclor who

maintains the fountain as

problems arise. On àvetage,

two maintenance visits are

made per month. The most

common problems are due to

a malfinctiotung float valve which causes the fountain 10 overflow. The submersible pump

has been replaced twice in six years. Pump failure has occuned as a result of clogging
fiom debris ånd dirt. The submersible recycling pump is a p-3, Flygt Model 8-2050 wittr
a capacity of 5 L/s at 8.0 metros of head with a 3600 rpm motor ratcd af Z.5hp.

Remarks Rating: * t' *

The appropriateness for the placement of the fountain was lost when the pedestrian axrs to

Ellice Avenue was removed and the ISM building extended into the zone. The fountain can

no longer be seen from Edmonton Strcet and thus fails in its functron as a tying element.

The fountain's visibility is furttrer reduced as it cannot be seen very well fi'om either end of
'Webb Lane. Howevet, the modest '¡,/ater element is well executed and the fountain and

sculptule a well balanced composition. Thc fountain ties in well with the wall fountain a

few metels away.

Sou¡ce: 1. lnterview with Alf Simon, professor, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MarÌitoba Jùne

70, 1994.

2. Interview by telephone with David Stones, P.Eng., Project Manager, North portage

Development corporation, Winnipeg, Manitobâ, Septembcr 21, 1994.

Site Visits: Nùmerous visits, 1993-94,

Basin and piping in winter



Date of Construction: 1990

Typology: Jet fountain

Basin Form: Circular (9.6m2)
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Fountain Name: Joseph Royal Park Fountain
Location: Joseph Royal Park, Provencher Bridge & Avenue Tache

Designer: Ralph Schilling, architecr Client: Ciry of Winnipeg

Cost of Construction:

Water Forms: Cascade jet, pool

Function: Histodcal monument

Site Ch aracteristics: The
fountain and circular plaza are tucked

behind the Provencher Blidge along

the Red River. Two paved pathways

leave the Avenue Tachc sidewalk at

both ends oT the small park and slope

down to a circular plaza, 14m ìn

diameter, and enclosed by a sholt

retaining wa1i. The plaza and

pathways ale placed on an axis which

is almost perpendicular the bridge.

Tyndall limestone and concrete are the

two major construction materials.

Pavcd surfaces include asphalt, red

and gray pre-cast pavers, and

exposed aggrcgate. Four limestone

clad columns back the plaza. The

lbuntain basrn is located at the centre

oI the plaza.

Dedications & History: The

pzu'k and fountain were constr'ì]cted

as pal't of the 'Core Area Initiative

Prognm'. There are three plaques in the park. The one plaque located in t¡e plaza is

dedicated to Joseph Roya] (1837-1902): "A lawyer and joumalisr, Royal came to Manitobâ

in 1870. The foliowing year he founded Le Metis, a newspaper which spoke eloquently

for the French Canadians and Metis of Manitoba and the Northwest until 1881. Royal, as a

member lbr St. Francois Xavier, served successively as Speaker of the Legislative
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Site plan. n.t.s
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Assembly I87 l-'7 2,

Provincial Secretary 18'72-'7 4,

Minister of Public Works

I8'7 4-'l 6, and Attourney

General 187 6-7 8. From

1879-1808 he represented

Provencher in the House of

Commons; in the latter year

was appointed Lieutenant

Governor of the Northwest

Terdtories. In 1893, Royal

rctumed to Montreal to

resume his career in

Joumalism. The Historic

Sites Advisory Board of Manitoba." A second plaque describing the Broadway and

Provencher Bridges is located below the plaza. The third plaque is located at the noÍh end

of the park and describes thc history of the St. Boniface Woollen Mills which wele located

near Avenue Tache and Rue de Notre Dame.

Fountain Design & Materials:
The concrete basin is 3.5m in
diameter and 0.5m in height. It is
faced with Tyndall limestone from the

plaza floor to within 0.1m of the lip

of the basin. The lip is concrete and

joins seamlessly to the inner face of

the basin. The lip and inner basin are

painted blue. A small concrete disc,

which holds the fountain nozzle, is

locared in ihe cenuc of thc basin.

Water Assessment: A single geyser jet, located in the centte of the basin, reaches a

height of lm. The jet height was controlled with a wind sensor but the device worked

inconectly. The pool water reaches to within 0.05m from the top of the basir lip. The

water is clean and the lbuntarn well maintained.

Fountain display as seen from north entry to plâzà

Fountain display âs viewed from east entry



Human Use: The fountain plaza provides a quiet

and pdvâ¡e place for people to relax. It appears to be

"off the beaten path" however, and may not be

frequented often. The plaques on srte offer
inæresting histories for the immediate area.

Rating: * + 1/2

Bubblerjel. derâil.

Source: Intcrview by telephone with Ralph Schilling, r innipeg, Mânitoba, _ 1994

Sitc Visits: J]g¡,J,e 25. 7994.
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Fountain Name: Kennedy Street Floor Fountain
Location: Kennedy Street and Assiniboine Avenue

Designer: Scatliff & Assocrates Landscape AÌchitects Inc. Client: City of Winnìpeg

Dâte of Construction: 1990

Typology: Source fountain

Cost of Construction: $5 000 (approximate)

Water Forms: Cascade jet, pool

Basin Form: cilcular (metal grate) Function: Axial focal point

Site Ch aracteris tics: The
fountain is pÌaced on cenÍe with the

southern culmination of Kennedy

Street along a long axis to Portage

Place Mall. The site is dominared by

the Legislative grounds, which lie a
hall block to the northwest. A

Riverwalk

History & Design Concept: The

Kennedy Street plaza and fountain

were designed as part of the

Assiniboine Riverwalk to announce a

pedestdan enü ance to the Riverwalk from Kennedy Street. It was also designed to

represent a dramatic link between the upper bank and Riverwalk below. The lbuntarn was

to draw atlention to the river behaving as a "window" to the river from the sÍeet. The

0.5m to 2m high jet was to be heav y lit ar nighr ro give the allusion of a flame.

Fountain Design & Materials: The small plaza is roughly 5m square. It is surfaced

with concrcte which is inset with black bricks and cut limestone blocks. The inset pattern

frames the edge of the space and outlines the cilcular galvanized metal grate. The grate is

painted black while the metal fencing and seating is painted dark green.

Water Assessment: A single jet bubbles water 0.5m to 1.2m straight up from the cenlre

of the metal grate. The water tumbles staight down upon itsell, splashes on the grate and

disappeals.
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Site plan. n.t.s.
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Human Use: The atea is
ideal as a rest stop for
walkers. It also functions as a

connecting node between the

Assiniboine Riverwalk and

street level. Seating is
plovided by two metal wire

benches from which one may

look at the bubbling fountain,

look over the river, or view

the Legislature grounds. The

small area is also wheelchair

accessible from Kennedy

Street.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: The fountain uses a small submersible pump.
when i¡ operation, the filter had to be clea¡red out daily. Even when the cascade was less

rhan 0.5m in height a significant amount of spray and splash occuned making the nearby
stairs wet and slippery. The concem for fhe danger to pedestrians led the city's parks and
rccreation depaftment to stop operating the fountatn in 1994.

Rating: * + *

sou¡ce: Interview by telephone with Mike Scatliff, scatliff & Associates Ltd, winnipeg, Manitoba,

August 12, 1994.

Site Visits: Numerous visits, 1993-94.

The fount¿in did not operate in 1994
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Fountain Name: Winnipeg Art Gallery Rooftop Fountain
Location: Winnipeg Art Gallery, 300 Memorial Boulevard

Designer: Da Roza (?), alchitect

Date of Construction: 1972

Client: Winnipeg Art Gallery

Typology: Spray fountain

Function: Visuâl contrast, focal point

t'.Lh*

Water Forms: 4 multiple finger jers, spray jet, reflecting pool

Basin Form: Recrangular (88m2)

Site Ch aracteristics: The fountain is
located on the southeast corner of a triangular

rooäop plaza fi'amed by 3m concrete v,/alls to

the northeast and northwest and by a

restaurant and gailery on the south. The

plaza contains several sculptures and planter

boxes. Two sets of staircases divide the

plaza info thrce sections. The finish of all
concrel.e is paÍially exposed aggregate.

Dedications & History: A few attempts

at placing 1ìsh in the fountain have been

made- Goldfish wele used for a lèw yeals.

They were attacked by gulls and then frozen

when they werc not removed one winter. A
few

yeaïs later, several attempts to put minnows

in the pond endcd rn disaster. They all died.
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Fountain Design & Materials: The basin measures 8m by 1lm and is constructed of
reinforced concrete. It's edge is 0.5m above the plaza level. The coping is 0.5m wide

along the 1 1m sides and lm wide on the noÍh end. The face slopes outward 0.2m. A
semicircular sþlight for the room below frames the basin's south side. The interior of the

basrn is coated with tar and su¡laced with loose pea gravel. Sevetal river boulders with an

average size of 0.4m by 0.3m by 0.2m lay on the basin bottom in two groupings. More

than half the boulders break the water surface. Volunteer water reeds grow in the norlh end

of the basin. A 15 year old, 2 hp (electric 3 phase 220V) submersible pump drives the four

fountain jels and is located in a sunken well at the north end of the basin. The well is

accessed tl]l'ough the top of the coping. A metal mesh basket and solid metal

Site plan. n.t.s
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strainer are iocated at the

water inuke at the basin's

north edge. The PumP is

also equipped with a filter.

A 75mm (3in) PVC piPe

extends from the PumP

housing into thc basin and

sits on the surface. The

piping, which is covered

by pea gravel, extends to

the south hall of the basin

to supply four j ets

an'anged in a squarc,

2.5m apat. A small

island, less than 1m in

diameter frames a pail with a small pine and ground covers in the norlheast colrler of the

basin. The pail is framed by dark gray rocks.

Water Assessment: The

pool waler is approximatelY

0.15m in depth. There are

four spray nozzles. Two

nozzles incorporate multiple

finger jets which fire to a 3m

height as weìl as a ìow arcing

circle of spray which reaches

a 2.5m diamcter. The othcr

two nozzlcs crcalc a similar

effect but use a continuous

sheet flow for the acing

circle.

Human Use: The plaza is used for several functions including concerts and weddings.

The fountain becomes the focus of odd human activities dudng some of thesc events,

maklng chlorinaúon even more essential.

Fountain display
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operation' Maintenance & costs: The pool is creaned twice a week using a hand
skimmer. The algae growth is kept down with chlorine pucks. The piping, nozzles, and
pump are removed each fall and reinstalled in the spring. The nozi¿les are cleaned once
each month.

The fountain operates

trom June to September.

The pool takes about one

day to fill with a 12mm

(1l2in) hose which
connects to an outlet
several meters away. The

basin's drain is only
19mm (3/4in) in diameter

and takes an entire day to

empty. The drain clogs

easily. Pool with protruding nozzles viewed fÍom southwest

Remarks Rating: * 1/2

This is a poorty designed fountain when considedng the water source ând ùainage. Itis
maintained with a minimum of effort and looks it. The pool will eventually reach such a
degraded stale that it'rvill have to be removed.

Sou¡ces: 1. Inr.erview witrr'warter sparks, Building Maintenance Engineer, winnipeg Art Garlery,

Winnipeg, Manitoba, August 4, 1994.

2. lnterview with Brenr MircheU, Building Maintenance, Wiûìipeg Art Gallery, Winnipeg,

Manitoba, Augusr 4, 1994.

S.ite Visits: Augìlst 4, 1994.

,!i.i¡'.
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Fountain Name: Sony Place Fountain
Location: 1370 Sony Place, on McGillivray Boulevard

Designer:

Date of Construction:

Typology: Jet fountain

Basin Form: Rectangular (425m2)

Client:

Cost of Construction:

Water Forms: 3 cascade jets, pool

Function: Focal point

Site Characteristics:
The fountain is located on

the grounds between thc

main entrance of the Sony

building and the service

road parallel with
McGillivray Boulevard.

The grounds âre

characterized by closely

pruned shrubs and trees

and mowcd grass.

Symbolism & Design Concept: The fountain, in the corporate setting, is a symbol of

power and indlcates that the company has attained a relatively high status and lalge size.

Fountain Design &
Materials: The basrn is

5m by 8.5m and 1m deep.

The east and west ends of
the basin extend outwalds

allowing for one bench on

each end to run the entire

width of the poo1. The

basin and benches are

finishcd with white
pebbled terrazzo-style

concrete. The basin sits

0-5m above ground level

The bâsin is seen here with a dangerously low water level.

Fountain is placed in a ga¡den area and on axis with tlìe main entrânce
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and has a lm lip along the north and south sides. Four rows of spaced

0.3m2 paving blocks frame the basin on three sides. A solid concrete
surface ties the south side of the basi¡ to the curb facing the building,s main
entrance. The interror face of the basin is paìnted blue.

Water Assessment: Three cascade jets (0.lm in diameter) are located in
a line parallel to the basin length and in the centre ofthe basin. The aerated

sprays reach a height of 3m and have a 0.6m spread. Droplet size is lal.ge.

Human Use: The benches give an opportunity for sitling and lunches and

coffee breaks may be enjoyed by employces during rhe week. During the

evenings and weekends, however, there is no one near the site.

Rating: x r' *

Site Visits: June 10, 1994, severaì visits. 1994.
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Fountain Name: King's Park Waterfall

Location: King's Park, on Klng's Ddve, Fort Rlchmond

Designer: Jantna Skucynska, City Parks Department Client: City of Winnipeg

Date of Construction: 1919 -80

Typotogy:Waterfall(L)WaterForms:spring,waterfall,rapids'retentionpond
Basin Form: Retentíon pond Function: Focal point

Site Characteristics: King's Park ís a

multipurpose outdoor area with many

walkìng and bicycling pathways' open

grassed areas, woods, and playíng fíelds

One portion of the patk features an area with

a pond, an island with a pagoda and brìdges,

and a high berm with a waterfall. The

watelfall feature starts at the top of a

constructed berm and flows in a straight

westward path to a retention pond. Several

pathways cut across the berm to intelsect

with the wâterlall. The area is planted with a

varìety of junipers, perennials, glound

covers, and deciduous and coniferous shrubs

and trees.

Fountain Design &

Materials: T h e

waterf all and

surrounding Plantings

plesent a vision of a

süeam gushing down

a steep mountain side.

The waler s ource

appears to flow from

the base of boulders

placed 7m above and

23m east of a

retention Pond. The
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Site plan. n.t.s.

Vicw ftom above waterfall at source.
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water collects in a small oval poo1, about 3.5m by 4.5m. It then falls over a 1.3m drop and

tumbles down small rapìds for 1lm and crashes over a second lm high waûerfall. A
stepping stone path cuts through the rapids just below the second waterfall. Two metres

past the steppìng stones, a final lm high falls sends the water into the retention pond. The

entre water course is framed by black boulders of varying sizes.

Water Assessment: The falls can be seen and heald from a good distance. The waler

which gushes down the falls is from the Red River and is quite muddy in colour. The

visual quality of the fountain could be greatly enhanced if the water was cleaner. Its

crashìng and bubbling is something quite foreign to the praü'ics. The pond is shallow and

filled with cattails and water reeds. Algal

bloom is present but is controlled âs the

waterfall provides a good source of
oxygenated water.

Human Use & Winter ObserYâtions:

The entire water feature acts as a magnet lbl
everyone. Children are especially atfracted to

the'dangerous' looking water. More

attractions await with the pond where frogs

and other animals lìve. People will walk to

the falls and sit by it or explore its forms.

Seating on cither side irf the 'spring' provides

a great view of the park. The watelfall and

paths disappeal in the snow and the area is

not used for tobogganing or other winter

activities.

Operation, Maintenance, & Costs: Water is drawn from the Red River through a

150mm (6in) pipe by a 20 hp (?) pump placed within the hillside. A weir in the pond

regulâtes the water height. The pump is removed each fall and reinstalled in the spring.

Each operaúon t¿kes two wolkers a full day.

Rating: +++ll2

Sou¡ce: 1. Interview with Jack Street & Don Verway, City of Winnipeg Parks, Winnipeg, Marritoba,

August 11, i994.

Site Visits: Numerous visits, 1993-94.

Waterfall as seen from foot bridge
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Fountain Name: Kildonan Park Pool Fountains
Location: Kildonan Park, central pavilion

Designer: Gunter Schoch, Winnipeg Pzuks, landscape archltect

Client: Metropolitan Winnipeg Parks Board

Date of Construction: 1964 Cost of Construction: $200 000 for pavilion & pond

Typology: Pond Water Forms: Calyx jets, spill & splash, pool
Basin Form: Curvilinear (500m2¡ f,'unction: Focal point, skating rìnk

SifÊ Charæbrislics:

The pond features two

small spray fountains

and a pre-cast
sculpture fountain and

is bordered to the west

by the Peguis
Pavilion. The pond .f
takes up a sunken ur"u ffi
within an old creek

bed and is surrounded

by steep banks of
grass, shrubs, and trees.

Palhways circle the pond.

'-.,:i¡l:

Simple ard gentle display at south end of pond

History, Design Concept, & Operation: The
original water supply for the pond came from the

small creek which flows through the swale.

Especially after rains, the polluled water caused alga1

blooms and carrred high quantities of garbage into

the pond. The problem was alleviated when a

100mm (4in) PVC pipe was installed connecting the

upper end of the stream to its lower end bypassing

the pond. Extra runoff flows through this pipe. The

pond is also 'shocked' periodically. The spray

nozzles were made on site and are simply connected

to a regular water t¿p.

Delâil of golden bird bath on island.
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Fountain Design & Materials: The pond itself measures about 80m in length. A

small island lies in the southem half of the pond. It is about 8m across at its nalrowest

point and 30m across at 1ts widest point. watef is contarned by a plastic liner. The pond

edge is constructed of rough hewn hmestone blocks. Grass grows between the blocks.

The two spray fountains consist of piumbing pipe, which extend 1.25m above the water

suúace, and are fitted i
with a single nozzle.

Each fountain is
located at either end of

the pond. A gold

coloured pre-cast

umbrella fountain sits

on a small island in the

centre of the pond.

Water Assessment:

The pond's calyx jets

are small, reaching

less than 1.4m in

height and 2m in spread. The water is clear and breaks into droplets quite quickly- when

the water hits the pond surt'ace it sounds like gentle rain. The golden umbrella fountain is

a pre-cast residential style.

Water bubbles out liom thc

top of the umbrella and

splashes in dlopÌets alound it.

Human Use: Many PeoPie

stop at the pool, mostlY as

singles and couples. PeoPle

wili sit on seating provided in

several locations as retainìng

walls, boulders, and benches.

Activiúes observed tncluded

rcading, talking, eating lunch,

and just looking at the Pond

elements. The area is Peaceful

Pond in winter becomes a skating rink.

and quiet.

Displây at north end of pool



Winter Observations: The fountains are

removed and the pond is frozen and

maintained as a skating rink during the

winter- A rubber surlàced plaza extends

from rhe Peguis Pavilion to the ice edge for i

skaters.

Rating: x i'

Display detâil.

Sou¡ce: 1. Interview wit.h Jack SÍeer & Don Verway, City of lryinnipeg parks, Winnipeg, Manitoba,

August 11, 1994.

Site Visits: September 18, 1993, J:tir;re 25, 1994.
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Fountain Name: Lily Coodin
Location: Kildonan Park

Designer:

Date of Construcfion: 1982

Typology: Drinking fountain

Basin Form: None

Memorial Drinking Fountain

Client: Family of Lily Coodin

Cost of Construction: $1 500

Water Forms: Spout jet

Function: Memorial

tocated just off the exit driveway Uy ttre :7
Site Characteristics: The fountain is

Peguis Pavilion. A 2m wide sidewalk of
interlocking pavers surrounds the fountain

and links it to the driveway. A historical

information stand is located next to the

fountain which stands alone in its setting.

Dedications & History: The drinking
fountain was given to Kildonan Park by the

children of Lily Coodin. The fountain is

dedicated to Mrs. Coodin who walked

around the park everyday for fifteen yeat's

aà.\Xe.,n-¿|-

Site plan. n.t.s.
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before she died at the age of cighty-two in 1982- The fountain is

located near the pavilion where she palked her car. A bronze plaque

on the fountain leads: "This fountain

dedicated/ to the memory of our mother/ Lily
Coodin/ 1900-1982/ who fbr many years

enjoyed this beautiful park/ Erected by her

family"

Fountain Design & Materials: The
fountaln is a standard design for drinking

fountains in Winnipeg parks. It is

constructed with an exposed aggregate base

(1m high) with a smooth concrete cap (0.05m

thick). A squale stainless sreel dish with a

comer ddnking head is placed within the cap.
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A bronze plaque is placed on the front face oI
the base.

Drinkirg fountain with memoriaÌ plaque.

Source: lUinnipeg Free Press, July 6, 1983, p6 by VaJ Werier

Site Visits: July 8, 1994.

':.1.:
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Fountâin Name: Assiniboine Palk Duck Pond

Location: Assiniborne Park

Designer: Client: City of Winnipeg

Cost of Construction:Dâte of Construction:

Typology: Pond

Basin Form: curvilinear

Water Forms: Pond, geysel

Function: Focal point, skating rink

Site Châracteristics: The

duck pond is located just

soùth of the English Garden

and nofthwest of the central

pavilion. It is largely
sunounded by thick plantings

of aspen and oak. 'Windows'

to the pond have been cut out

at various poirts. The pond is

sumounded by a walking path

which wrnds its way through

the 'forest'.

Fountâin Design & Materials: The shallow pond has been dug out of the llar land. It

is loughly 60m long and varies from 25m to 10m in width. Two small islands are located

at the north and south ends. The ouûer pool edge and the islands ale defined by a concrete

edge.

Water Assessment: The

6m high aerated spray is
released by a nozzle 1n the

middle of the pond. The fine

mlst calries quite far in the

wind.

Human Use: The pond

area is a safe haven for ducks

and geese. Two clipped

swans live in the enclosed

Founcain as viewed from north.

Fine misty displây in centre of pond
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pond. The area around the pond is fenced to
protect the birds. The fence is only 1.3m

high and allows for uninterrupted viewing of
the area.

Winter Observations: In wìnter. the pond

is maintained as a skating rink. A nearby

picnic pavilion provides sheiter lbr people to

change their skates.

Rating: * 1/2

Sil.e Visits: Numerous visits. 1993-94.

Site plan
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Fountain Name: Royal Canadian Mint
Location: 520 Lagimodiere Boulevard, at Marion Stleet

Designer: Gaboury Lussier Sigurdson, architects; Lombard North Group
Client: Canadian Federal Government

Date of Construction: 1976 Cost

Typology: Spray fountaln, water course

Water Forms: Calyx jet, waterfall, pool,

Basin Form: Polygon (77m2), Retention

of Construction:

letention pond

pond Function: Focal point

n.t.s.

Site Ch aracteristics: The area is h"
chaiacterized by expansive glounds ol'large
sodded berms surrounding a central building.

Tight plantings exist near the building. The

fountain is placed along the visitors cnrlance

and is framed by the tall tliangular glass

sûrcture of the mint and by heavy ornamental

tree and shrub plantings. It is visible and

accessible from its south cdge (entrance

sidewalk).

Symbolism & Design Concept: The
site was required to collect its own water

runoff to prevent overloading of the City's

stofm sev,/er system. To accommodate

drainage for the 40 acre site a storm drainage

retention lake was construcfed. The lake

curves a¡ound the building supporting the

idea o1' a fortifìed factory. The mint was constructed to accomnodate a combinatron of a
high security industrial plant arìd a public building. The grounds \¡,/ere 10 reflecr this dual

purpose as well.

Fountâin Design & Materials: The basin and surrounding structures are constructed

of reinfoiced conclete. The small plaza along the south edge of the fount¿in basin is

surfaced with brick.

¿2 -\t<f c.r<
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Wâter Assessm€nt: Th e

nozzle fires a lalge statíc calyx

spray 1.5m in height and

2.5m in diameter. The water

film breaks into fine to

medium droplets. A

\üaterfall, 3.5m in height,

drops lrom the 0.75m deep

fountain basin into a long

wide canal. The lip of the

waterfall is about 4m across.

The water, which is

circulated fi'om the pond

through the fountain,

originates from a ground well

Protruding nozzle ând empty basin overlook calal

and from storm runoff-

Human Use: Several steps frame the south edge of the fountain dropping about 1m from

the sidewalk level. Most people just walk by the fountain on the way to the building

enÍance. Employees do not use the area at all as their breaks must be taken in the back of

rhe buíiding.

Operation, Maintenânce

& Costs: Algae buildup is

the largest maintenance

problem. This is caused by

the large body of shallow still

water on the site. There have

been no major rcpair ilems.

Remarks Rating: * 1/2

The design has great potential

but fails. The iarge waterfall,

which is the most impressive

part of the water teature, faces the wrong direcúon for viewing and cannot be observed

from any place other than a small sunken plaza. The fountain is located in a spol that is

Westem edge ofbasin with thick background plaltings
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shady for most of the day. The

splashrng water loses i1s luster

without the ref-lection of sunshine. It
also cools an alrcady cool a¡ea.

The fountain cân be seen from Fermo¡ Avenue.

Sou¡ce: Interview by telephone with Bill we¡sch, Royal canadian Minq \ryinnipeg, Manitoba, Augusr
4, 1994.

Site Visits; August 4, 1994.
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Fountain Name: Winnipeg Taxation Centre Northeast FountainlT6

Location: 66 Stapon Road

Designer: 

-
Dâte of Construction: 1994

Typology: 

-
Basin Form: Circular (20m2)

Client: Federal Govemment

Site Characteristics: The

pârtially constructed structure

ís located on axis and 5m in

front of a newly constructed

entranceway. It is sufrounded

by a parking lot and framed

by concrete walls and a

planter'. The smaìl Plaza area

is surfaced with brick Pavers.

Fountain Design &

Materials: The fountain

Cost of Construction:

Water Forms:

Function:

Basin with surrounding seating at new entranceway

,.:::::

,t:
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basin is constructed of

reinforced concrete.

The walls are 150mm

thick and over 1m in

height with about one-

third of the structule

above the plaza floor

level. Six rectangular

holes are cut through

the basin walls to the

plaza floor 1evel,

presumably to drain

the plaza during lains.

A stainless steel bench

W

Basin detail.

lT6pountain not included in some statistical analysis
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encircles the basin. PVC piping, lffimm (4in) in diameter is

laid in the bottom of the basin for the water display. A 2hp

submersible electric pump and drain are located in a 0.75m

diametel hole in the center of the basin.

Site Visits: August 6, 1994.
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Fountain Name: Fountain House Apartments Fountaln

Location: Fountain House Apartments, 300 Roslyn Road, Osborne Village

Designer: 

-

Client: Fountain House Apartments

Date of Construction: Unknown (1950-60?) Cost of Construction: 

-
Typology: Spring

Basin Form: Oval (3.6m2)

Site Ch a racteristics: The
fountain is located at the parking lot

entrancc ol an apartment tower in an

area characteúzed by single detached

dwellings and aPar'trnent towers.

Fountain Design & Materials

The fountain was consü'ucted to help

enforce the imagerY imPlied bY the

name of the apartment block. The

basm is constructed of reinforced

concrete. It sits in an oblong shaped

planter basm which leaches a height of one metre. The fountain structure has three tiers,

including the planter basin. The top two tiels aÏe oval in shape The upper most tier is lm

long,0.4mwide,and0.4mhighwithsteeplyslopingsidesltsitswithi¡thesecondlier

which is 3m long, 1.2m wide' and 0.5m high' A narrow canal llows alound the base

of the second tier. The

troughs are Painted bright

light blue. Glavel and small

shrubs fill the concrete base.

Water Assessment: Water

welis up from the uppel tier

¿urd flows over its entire wall

. -. .-. surface, as a trickling cascade,

$ into the trough of Lhe sccond

tìer where it flows out the

liont and back sides mto

another trough. It is collected

Water Forms: Water wall, sPring

Function: Symbolic, focal Point

The fountain fùnctions as a traffic bollard and sign post
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through a screen in the bottom oT the

trough and pumped back to the upper

tier. The walls glisten in the sun but

the water is otherwise almost

invisible. The fountain whispers and

cannot be heard from a fairly close

distance.

Human Use: People drive and

walk by the structure on their way to

and tiom the tower. It appears to be

largely ignored.

Remarks Rating: *

The tbunrain has very limited visual

appeal and cannot be distinguished as

a fountain from any distance. It looks

more like a concrete traffic median

than anything else. It is well
mainfained.

Site Visits: June 72, 1994, June 28, 1994.
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F ountain Name: Kenaston Village Water Feature

Location: Kenaston Village Condominiums, 516 Kenaston Boulevard

Designer: Lombard North Group (?) Client:

Dâte of Construction: mid 1970's (?)

Typology: Spray

Basin Form: Polygon (700m2)

Cost of Construction:

Water Forms: Finger jets, pool

Function: Focal point

Site Chârâcteristics: The water tèature is located within a rectangulal arca fi'amed by

townhouses roughly 80m by 40m. It is located in a depression roughly 3.5m below grade

at the east end and 2m below grade at the west end. A paved path ci¡cles the featurc at the

top of its bank and connects to the backyards of the townhouse units. The plants ale

chalacterized by mature poplar, a few Colorado blue spruce, and sod. Retaining walls and

steps are constructed of 150mm X 150mm (6in X 6in) timbers. Paving matedals include

0.5m wide concrete sidewalk blocks, concrete sidewalks, and asphalt sidewalks. The

townhouse units are finished with stained wood siding-

site plan. n,t.s.

Design Concept & Fountain materials: The water f'eature was designed as a selling

feature for the townhouse community. The pool, which measures 18m across and 50m in

Iength, is framed by wood timbels. The pool follows a compound polygonal form but

gencrally remains roughly rectangular. All comers are 90". The pool contails thee
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fountain elements, each conüained in an octagonai metal basin 0.5m in diametÊr. A
'polyethylene' liner is most Likely used to contain the water.

Water Assessment:

The three fountain

features are identical.

Each feature has four

nozr.les which fire
non-aerated 3mm
( 1/8in) diameter
strings 3 to 4m high.

The stings break apart

before apex and fall as

medium to large

droplets. Little

attention has been

given to the string

heights, dilection, or water volume. The sprays ale also barely noticeable.

The water appeals 10 be circulated.

Human Use: The quiet area is equipped with three pìcnic tables and quite

a bit of seating. The primary activilies promoted by the design are passive

(sitting, walking). Ducks enjoy the murty water. A fenced-in outdoor

swimming pool is locaûed dilecdy to the east and above the feafiire.

Remarks Rating: * t/z
The pool appears to be poorly maintained and the water is dirty which

detracts from the âttractiveness of the site significantly. The fountain

features appeu simple to maintain with screw off nozzles for cleanìng. The

timber beams have rotted away showing that'rvood is a poor malerial for use

as a water edger.

Site Visirs j August 4, 1994.

Pond with almost invisible wâter displays
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Fountain

Location:

Designer:

Date of Construction:

Typology: Cooling station

Basin Form: Rectangular

Client: Winnipeg Hydro

Water Forms: CaIYX jets, Pool

Function: Hydroelectric cooling station

Name: Grant Avenue Winnipeg Hydro Cooling Station

Grant Avenue & Stafford Street

site characteristics: The site is located on the noftheast corner of Grant Avenue and

Srafford Street kitty-comer to the hydroelectric station on the southwest corner of Grant

Avenue and Stafford street. A children's daycare is located immediately to the east of the

site and small residential homes are located across Scotland Avenue to the north. The lot is

fenced with 2.5m high chain link with barbed-wire capping. The basin is located in the

western hall of the lot. The land is flat and sodded with a few sparsely planted shrubs

growing on the east half of the site.

Fountain Design &
Materials: T h e

fountain is purely

functional as it is

designed to release

heat from the water

which cools the

transformers across

the street. The thick

concrete basin reaches

just above ground

level and is

approximately 2m

deep. Pipes extend to

the centre of the basin from the west edge and faced in opposite direcúons where they

terminate with four nozzles.

water Assessment: The water sptays upwards as a calyx from four nozzles and drops

into the pool. The nozzles are placed at staggercd heights. The water 'rains' into the lalge

pool below where it is retumed to the hydroelectric statìon.

11

Displây as seen from Scodand Avenuc
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Human use & winter observations: peopre are rocked out of the
dangerous site and only allowed to look in through a fence. In winter, the
fountain is occasionally turned on. Steam and mist from the fountain clings
to the chain link fences creating an ice wail. The display can be quite
spectacular.

Remarks Rating: x<

The cooling station presents and unrealized opportunity as it has great
potential to be a community fountain. without too much difficulty, the site
could be turned into a park and the cooling station converted into a public
fountain while still accomplishing its functional task. The ice wall is a

fascinating feature and worth further exploration.

Site Visits: Numerous visits, 1993-94.
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Fountain Name: Lakeview Square Garden
Location: Lakeview Square, between 155 Cariton Square & 175 Cartton Steel

Designer: Brian Duncan, St. Mary's Nursery Client: _
Date of Construction: Early 1970's Cost of Construction:
Typology: Water course

Basin Form: Curvilinear (20m2)

Water Forms: Brook, pool, cascade

Function: Cultural reference, visual conl.rast

\!n

Site Characteristics & Desi gn

Concept: The quiet squale is located in a

pocket between two office towers, an

apa ment tower, and the Convention Centre.

The area is dominatcd by noise from the

building ventilation fans. The water feature

rs located within a raised rectangular area

33m long and 21m wide. The square is

protected by stone walls and is surrounded

on three sides by shade trees. The

rectangular area is designed as an oliental

style garden. A path cuts from thê northeast

corner to the southwest corner. The water

element originates as a small spring and

cascade in the southeast corner and flows to a

larger pond in the northwest comer. A variefy

of shrub and tlee plantings occupy the area.

Sevelal small boulders are placed randomly throughout the siæ.

Fountain Design, Materials & Wâter Àssessment: The source

pool is 2m by 2.5m and emptied by a small lm high watcrfaìi. The stream,

which runs 16m to â pond 5m by 3m, is 0.5m wrde and filled with gravel.

Large boulders are placed randomly throughout the pond. ,4 small

circulating pump pushes a small volume of water through the system. The

water murmurs as it flows along its tny path. It is also hidden by the

plantings from many points of view.

f{'
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Human Use, Operation,

Maintenance & Costs:

The square provides no Place

for seating and the walking

path is hidden from view.

The square is maintained bY

city marntenance crews who

spend about one hour Pel

week at the site. The feature

has not worked properly for

several years and water tends

to leak into ûhe underglound

parking lot below.

Remarks Rating: *

The area offers little interesr

for pedestrians. However, its

green exteriol offers a nice

contrasl to the surlounding

glass and concrcte.

Source: Interview with Jack Strcct

& Don Verway, City of WinniPcg

Parks, Winnipeg, Manitoba,

August 11, 1994.

Site Visits: August 6, 1994,

Stone bridge at centre of site.
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Fountain Name: Southdale Community Pond Fountain
Location: Lakewood Park, Lakewood Boulevard, Southdale

Designer: ID Engineering Canada Inc. Client: LADCO
Date of Construction: Cost of Construction:
Typology: Floatrng founrain

Basin Form: Retention pond

Water Forms: Geyser jet, retenton pond

Function: Focal point

Site Characteristics: The Lakewood
Pond is one of several constructed lakes for a

residential development in s outheas t
Winnipeg, The western edge of the pond is

framed by an open park adjacent to a school

yard. All other lands adjacent to the pond are

private residential lots. In the park, sod

gtows to the water's edge. The pond is

about 45m wide and 500m long.

Fountain Design & Materials: About
35m from the west end of the pond is a

lloating fountain with a submersible pump.

The fountain has six nozzles located on a
circulu pipe. A single nozzle is located in the

cente.

Water Assessment: The central geyser

reaches a height of 5m while the six

encircling geysers rcach a height of
approximately 2m. The spray is quite lìne and is easily caught by the wind.

Human Use: The lbuntain functions primarily as a sculptulal element. There is little
recreational value for thc pond as wading and swimming are not permitted.

Rating: * 1/2

Site Visirsi

Community fountain viewed f¡om

Lâkewood Park to northwest
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Fountain Name: Whyte Ridge Floating Fountain
Location: Scurfield Park, Whyte Ridge Community, access from Columbia Drive
Designer: UMA Engineering Client: _ (developer)

Date of Construction: 1985-86 Cost of Construction: $90 000
Typology: Floating fountain Water Forms: plume jet, retention pond

Basin Form: Retention pond Function: Focal point for retention pond

Site Characteristics: The fountarn is located about 30m

off shore on the east end of a kidney-shaped residentiâl

community retaining pond. The pond is roughly 200m by

100m. It is fi'amed by part land on the east and west edges

while residential lots extend to the water's edge along the

north and south. Views to the fountain, lake, and adjacent

residences are open from the Columbia Drive access. A
conclete ramp [uns from the southeast corner of the access to

the fountain for servicing.

Fountain Design & Materials: The fountain was

designed to create a "big splash". It was to be an eye-

catchìng water display to enhance the visual appeal and

status of the neighbourhood. The fountain also serves a

secondary purpose as a water aerator and circulalor. The

floating lountain is chained to the bottom of the pond. It
employs multiple brass aerating nozzles. The pumps are

anached to thc fountain feanrre.

Water Assessment: The spray pattern originates in a

tight circular fo n. The highly aerated sprays are set at

staggered heights with the outermost being the lowest and

the centre ones the highesl. The sprays are angled slightly
outward reachìng a diameter of about 3m. The tallest spray

reaches about 6m to 7m.

Human Use & Winter Observations: The fountain's main use is as a focal point
within the iarge flat area of the lake for those dnving by and for residents with lots adjacent

to the lake. Two viewing platfo¡ms, connected by a paved pathway, are located along the

Ø
øaUtt

Detâil plan. n.t.s.

Site plan. n.t.s,
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east end of the lake. These are supplied

with benches which face to\'r'ard the
fountain. The water is lowered and the

founrain rcmoved in thc fall via a ramp

which extends fi'om the southeast corner
of rhe site to the fountaln position. In the

spring the fountarn is replaced.

Remarks Rating: x *

The floating fbuntain is similar to several

throughout the prairies and the rest of
North America which have been installed

in suburban development retention
ponds.

Fountain display.

Sou¡ce: Interview with Don Hester, UMA Engineering, Winnipeg, Manifob4 June 2, 1994

Site Visits: J]Ùl,;le 25, 1994, July 8, 1994.
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Fountâin Name: Linden Woods Gate Fountains
Location: Van Walleghem Park pond, Linden Woods

Designer: UMA Engineenng Date of Construction: 1985 (?)

Typology: Sculpture l-ountain

Water Forms: Inverted finger jets forming a cuÍaìn spray

Basin Form: Retentron pond Function: Focal poin¡

Site Characteristics: Two identical fountains are located at opposite ends of a femut-

shaped lake approximately 400m in lengrh and running along a nofh-south axis. The

extremities of the lake edge

bordel palk land which rise

away fi'om the lake in large

berms. On these berms are

hilltop pavilions which almost

align with the axis crcated by

the fountains. Along the

wesl-em edge of the lake is a
part land area butïering

parallel rcsidential lots. On

the east side of the lake, lalge

prìvate lots extend to the water's edge

Symbolism & Design Concept

grain elevators near St.

Petersburg, Russia. The silo

shapes of the fountarns allude

to thc agricultural base of

Canadian prairies, serving as

a reminder to both the area's

cultural and physic al

landscapes.

Formhin Design & lVfaferials:

The fountains are identical.

Each is constructed of a

rcinforced concrete ü/all

The form of the structures is derived from the outhne of

1 ì81.=-?
)---o':: - [

Site plan. n.t.s.

No¡t¡ Gate Founlain and display
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which extends 7.5m above the water level. It is abour 6.5m in width and 0.3m in depth. A
heavy square meul frame, 0.2m on each side, cncircles the wall and minors the silo-
shaped cut-out in it's centre.

Water Assessment: Water is sprayed in
single streams (finger jets) from several small

heads iocated along the upper inside edges of
the metal frame outlining the silo shape. The

streams cross one another to form a

crisscrossed water curtain and then fall to the

lake surface as a thick downpour. The effect
is best seen when skies are sunny.

Human Use & Winter Observations:
The fountains are used as sculptural tbcal
points and also provide a base for orientation.

They could be quite fun to canoe under on a

hot day but the lake water is not quite suitable

fo¡ human contact. The light blue of the

metal looks cold and lifeless in winter and on

cloudy days. The paint has not held up well
and rusting has occuned.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: The pumps for the
lountains are located on the shore and lines run out to the fountain.
This makes maintenance much easier than it would be if the pumps

were located at the fountaìn sites. The pumps are less than 12 hp

each.

Remarks Rating: * * *

The fountarns look much better. with the water running. A different
colour may have been more appropriate for the metal. perhaps

'Conen Stcel' would have been morc effecrive. The fountains are

very blocky in stance but they are quite appropriate when looking at

the surrounding box-Iike monoliths which pass as houses.

Display detaü



The gate fountains have been ct'lticized by many residents but they

do provide a strong sculptural element and serve as unitrng features

on a very large site. They are also unique to fountain design on the

Canadian prarries.

Source: Interview with Don Hester, llMA Engineering, Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Il:¡e 2, 1994.

Site Visits: June 10, 1994, June 25, 1994.
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Fountain Name: Royalwood Fountain
Location: Shoreline Drive, Royalwood Suburban Community
Designer: UMA Engineering Client: LADCO Company Ltd.
Date of Construction: 1993 Cost of Construction: $150 000 -$160 000
Typology: Geyser fountain Water Forms: Columnar jels, cascades, retention pond
Function: Focal point Basin Form: Circular pedestal li0m2t in retenrion pond

Site Ch aracteristics: The fountain is
located at the east end of a c-shaped retention

pond within a partiaily built subdivision. The

entire pond appears to be surrounded by land

reserved for park land. The first 6m alound

the pond are steeply sloped wirh closely
mowed sod.

Symbolism & Design Concept: The
pl'ototype for the fountain is in Lucerne,

Switzerland and is 10 resemble a bowl of
flames at nìght. The fountain is intended to

serve as the cenû al focal point for the

subdivision. It is used as a selling feature for
lots and also as a status svmbol for the

ncighbourhood.

Fountain Design & Materials: The
fountain is constructed of teinforced concrcte

and consists of two major parts, a cylindrical
pedestal which rises 2.5m above water level

and a l.2m high bowl-shaped basin which

sils on the pedestal. The diarneter of the

pedestal is approximalely 6.5m while the

bæin reaches 6m in diameter.

l*"
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Site plan. n.t.s

Water Assessment: The fountain has several aeration heads which fire water vertically
to a height of 6m to 8m. The heads are placed in a circle on a diameter about 1m in from

lhe basin edge. Water spills out of the bowl from eight rounded grooves in rhe basin lip,

Elevaúon detail
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crashing onro rhe pedestal.

The water sprays in
fluctuating patterns on a ten

minute repeating'dance'
paltern.

Operation, Maintenance
& Costs: The fountaìn uses

two large 30 kW pumps.

Float controls are used to
maintain water levels and

spray heights are cont¡olled

by a wind sensor.

Rating: x * +

Sou¡ce: Itte¡view with Don Hester

Site Visits: I]une 25, 1994.

UMA Engineeriug, Winnipeg, Manitob A Jvne 2, 1994
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Fountain Name: Lookout Fountain (Whidden park Fountain)
Location: Whidden Par-k, Linden Woods, access from Lindenwood D¡ive
Designer: UMA Engìneering Date of Construction: 1987

Typology: Jet lbuntain

Wâter Forms: Arching columnar jets, cascades, retention pond

Basin Form: Eye-shaped (8m2¡ Function: Axial focal poinr

Site Characteristics: The fountain is located on the

westem end of a 300m long, east-west oriented, man-made

lake whìch connects at its eastern end to the 'Gate Fountains,

1ake. A small park bordering Lindenwood

fl Drive extends to the lake edge

where the lbuntain basin sits

lm above water level. A
pavilion withìn the park and

the fountain align with the

i..,N northern 'Gate Founlain'. A

irt t ttt'-. unir paver watk connecrs rhe

l:¡,.\< \
'.:'. . . .\\,,

allgn vvrth t

lfr. asphalt pathway also enters Deråil plan. n.r.s.

the plaza creating a 'T' intemection.

Symbolism & Design Concept: The fountarn was developed as a uniting element in
the park and lake landscape of Linden Woods. Ir is meant to be a highlight for fhe lake,
especially at night.

Fountain Design & Materials: The fountain is located on a shelf lm above the lake
Ievel and 2m below the plaza level. A tnple curved brick-faced wall enfolds rhe fountain
basin in its central culve. The fountain is separated from people by the wall. Thirteen large
brick, cement capped posts with metal railings between them run a-long the wa1l. Lighting
is located within the fountam basin. As well, overhead lighting is provided from four
lamps.

Water Assessment: The water element includes five pipe jets. Each pipe is located

along the outer edge of the basin. The two end jets have a diameter of 0.05m (at the

f,

Site plarì. n.t.s.



îozzle) and fire the water in a low
0.7m high arc towards the centre of
the pool and against úe retaining
wall. The three innerjets are 0.025m

in diameter (at fhe nozzle head) and

fire 2.5m high ar.cs a distance of
1.5m. The water collects in thc
shallow basin (0.1m depth) and flows
over wei¡s into the lake as cascades.
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Human Use: There is no opportunity
to physically engage the fountain waters.

This is an asset as the water.quality ìs

very poor.

Operâtion, Maintenance & Costs:
To reduce spray from the wind, the

nozzles have been adjusted to spray inLo

the protected alcove of the fountain wall.
A wind gauge conrrols the heights of the

spray. The pump is less than 12 hp.

Remarks Rating: * 1/2

The fountain is presented oddly as rts
prìme viewrng localion is from [he middle

of ùe rercnúon pond or flom ùe private

lols along the pond while the fountain's

'back' is to the park. T}l1s situation

Fountain as scen from south banl of ¡etention pond.

limits the strength of the fountain's presenÞtion. The 2m wall hídes most of the water
liom the park side view. A morc prominent plesentation wourd have been better since a
'hidden' fountarn does not really work in this location.

Sou¡ce: Interview with Don Hester, UMA Engineering, Winnipeg, Manitob4 lute 2, 1994.

Site Visits: June 25, 1994.
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Fountâin Name: Whyte Ridge West Lake Fountain (phase Eight Founrarn)
Location: Whyæ Ridge West Lake, access fi.om Vanderbuilt Ddve
Designer: UMA Engineering Client: _
Date of Construction: 1990 Cost of Construction: $130 000
Typology: Jet"/ geyser founrain

Water Forms: 8 arching columnar jets, 1 geyser jet, 8 cascades, retention pond

Basin Form: Retention pond Function: Focal point for retention pond

Site Characteristics: The West Lake Fountain is

located towards the middle of a roughly boomelang

shaped pond about 250m in length. Two viewing
platforms, connected by a paved pathway, overlook

the fountain from the east end of the pond.

Symbolism & Design Concept: The fountain

was designed to calch attention. The 12m geyser.

accomplishes this as it can be seen from quite a
distance. The fountain offers a landmalk for the

community and provides a status symbol.

Site plân, n,t.s.

Fountain Design & Materials: The fountain is constructed on a concrete pedestal,

3.5m in diamcter, which extends fi'om the pond bottom 4.5m and above the water level
1.5m- The above water portion of the pedestal consists ofa selies of 18 altemating chutes

and raised blocks which frame its circumference. At its center is a plaform for the cental
geyser. The exterior wall of the above water portion of the pedestal is detailed with deep

concrete súiations.

Water Assessment: Six jets fire a continuous sÍeam of watet from every third raised

block of the bæi¡ in a 3m high arch towards the centre of the pedestal (2m widrh). From

the central pedeslâl a geysel shoots stralght upward. The heights of the water from all of
the jets change wilhin a conhnuous 3 minute cycle. Water flows out of the chutes in a clear

arched cascade to the pond 1m below. It is an att¡active display which dominales the

sun ounding landscape.
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Human Use & Winter Observations:
The fountain's main use is as a focal point

within the largc flat area of the lake for those

ddving by and lbr residents with lots adjacenr

to the lake. It is used as a selling featute for
lots in the area. Residents can v,/atch the

varying water display from their homes. The

chutes were designed to accommodate seaûng

for skaters during the winter but they have

not been used for this function.

Operation, Maintenance & Costs: The
fountain employs two pumps, one 7.5 hp,

and the other 10 hp. The pedestal

ircorporates a modified wet well and

underwater lighting as well.

Rating: ++'N 712

Source: Interview with Don Hester, UMA Engineering, Winnipeg, M anitoba, Jtne 2, 1994

Site Visirs: J]'lne 25, 1994, July 8. 1994.

Fountain display.
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Fountain Name: Merle Guberman Park Retention Pond Fountain

Location: Merie Guberman Park, West Taylor Boulevard' South Tuxedo

Designer: Date of Construction: Late 1980's (?)

Typology: Floating fountain Water Forms: Geyser jet, retention pond

Basin Form: Relention pond Function: Focal point

Site Characteristics: A floating fountain

sits in the centre of an indented oval retention

pond. There are [wo small public accesses to

the pond. The rest of the lake is fi'amed by

private residential lots (about 20). The

fountain provides a focal point for the pond.

Dedications & HistorY: A Plaque on a

boulder in the palk reads: "Merle Guberman

Parlc/ In memory of Merle Guberm an (192'7 -

1986)/ An acúve par-ticipant in issues

affecting the environment and quality of life

forthepeopleofwinnipeg/electedbyúìeCityofwinnipeg/Parks&Recreation
¡ departrnent, August nrenty fífth, nineteen

cighty nine"

Water Assessment: Thc spray is fired

from a single no zzle and reaches a height

of 4m. It falls outward from its apex ard

falls as medium 1o small droPlets.

Rating: *

Site Visits: July 8, 1994

Site plan. n.t.s.

Fountain display



Fountain Name: Kids Slide Mountain
Location: Vimy Ridge Park, Portage Avenue & Ethelbert Street

Designer: Lomba¡d North Group; Gary So1ar, Fort Rouge Community Parks &

Recrealion Branch

Client: City of Winnipeg Parks & Recreation

Date of Construction: 1984

Typology: Waler slide & play pool Water Forms: Pools, complex cascade

Basin Form: Curvilinear (150m2) Function: Children's water slide

Site Châracteristics: The

water slide is located on the

s ou thwest corner of a

multipurpose public pak. The

area is surrounded by mature

plantngs of elm, oak, and ash.

Fountain Design &
Materials: The slide and

pools are constructed of
concrete and painted light blue.

The oval upper pool is about

0.6m deep and 4m by 2.5m. lt
drains into four curved concrete

slides which drop 2m ovel a

distance of 6m to a large wadtng

pool 0.5m deep. Two pumps

(2hp and 3hp) circulate water

through the slìde and pools.

The pumps are located in a in a

separate pump house. Liquid

chlorine is added automatically

to the system. A 150mm (6in)

drain empties the lower pool

and a 75mm 13in) ù'ain empiies

the upper pool.

View of slide fÍom lower wading pool

þp-

%q

Wading pool at top of slide.
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operation, Maintenance & Cosrs: ,r. l] 
*jåg>" 

Y*r-
ï:],'il-'îîi *"*,å"äiîHîï I i,#,Éfg*N )

Human Use: During high season, the pool attracts 150 to 300 children per day. The
palk is a populal family attraction. There are few injuries. Most involve stubbed toes and
scratches.

minutes. Debris are collected in two baskel

filters attached to the pumps. The filters a¡e

cleaned once or twice each day. Thr.ee

lifeguards work at the pool 7 days per week
from July 2 to Mid August.

Rating: * *

Sou¡ce: lnterview with Ch¡is Dash, rec¡eation

technician, Winnipeg, Manitob4 August

4, t994.

Site Visirs: Augusr 4, 1994.

sË

sf ¿¿¡"*-î
¿n".- PÁ

o

d.t*,.u+r\

Site plan. n.t.s
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Fountain Name: Magnus Eliason Recreation Centre Wading Pool
Location: Magnus Eliason Recreation Centre, 430 Largside Street

Designer: Catalogue design Client: City of Winnipeg Parks & Recreation

Date of Construction: 1994 Cost of Construction:

Typology: Play pooU fountain Water Forms: Finger jets, spray jets, pool

Basin Form: Circular (8m2) Function: Play pool

Site Characteristics: The play pool is

located in a small community park rn an older

lcsidcntial alca. Thc pool area occupies

about 1/3 of the site. The rest of the area is

sodded with walking paths, informal tree and

shlub plantings, a basketball court. swings.

and a tot play centre. The entire park was

constructed at the same time.

Fountain Design & Materials: Thc
water play area measures about 16m in

diameter withrn the fenced area. The pool

area measures about 10m acloss. It is a

shallow dish-shaped concrete sulfàoe with

1c-+
"rl'u-?td,,l

¿,JTAd

;f&tl^,
p a-L

Æ

four dìflèrent elements placed rn separate quarters. Three orange and green parnted 4m

high metal palm trees arc spaced 2m apa-rt in a straight line on the southwest quarter of the

pooi; a 2m diametel red coil

is located on the northwest

quarter; three floor jets are

located on the northeas t

quarter; and a multi-coloufed

plastic slide is located on the

soulheast quarter. The dish-

shaped basìn is painted white.

\{ater Assessment: Each

element is accompanied by a

post with a 'touch pad'.

When the touch pad is pushed

Site plan. n,t.s

Coil spray display is activated by touch pads.
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water jeß are activated in each feature. water sprays from the top leaves of the palm nees
and falls as rain; a thick misry spray encircles the intenor of the coil; finger jets shoot up
lrom the floor; or water flows down the slide for each activatcd ,touch pad,. Each spray
tasts about 20 scconds when activated. The poor reaches a depth of 0.6m at its centre.

Palrn tree disptay.
{-

Floor jet displây.

Human Use: The pool is open for about six weeks during July and
August, seven days a week for. 7 hours each day if weather permits. The
pool is designed for childr.en ages 5 to 12. Ten to sixty children may use
the pool each hour. Injures have included a few sctapes (2 or 3 band_aides
given out each day).

Operation, Mâintenance & Costs: A 2hp Jac,ltzzi pump circulates the
pool water while fresh water is added to the system through the ,touch pad,
sprays. The pool is drained every day. Draining takes 45 minutes and
filling the pool takes 40 minutes. Liquid chlorine is added to the system
automatícally. A bæket filter attached to the pump is emptied once per day.



Remarks Rating: U2

The design is a bit simple and srale. A chltd i
would probably get tired of the pool in a l
fa ly short time. The use of this catalogue ll
dcsign shows liLLle thoughr, respeci. or '

.44.,.:,,::

understanding of the context or people of .lÇ
Winnipeg

Floor jet nozzle detåil.

Sou¡ce: Interview with Craig Clifford, recreation technician, Winnipeg, Manitob4 Aùgust 4, 1994

Site Visits: August 4, 1994.
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Fountain Name: Dakota Waterplay Park
Location: Dakota Park, St. Vitai
Designer: Cataloguedesign

Date of Construction: 1994

Typology: Play pooU fountain

Basin Form: Culvilinear

Client: City of Winnipeg Parks & Recreation

Cost of Construction:

Water Forms: Finger jets, pool, spray jets

Function: Play pool

Site Characteristics: The waterplay park is located in a suburban park and school

yard. It is framed by a parking lot, school yard, and a mature oak forest. The pool area

also includes a single building with wash¡ooms and a pump room.

Fountain Design &
Materials: The t'eâtures are

much the same as those in the

Magnus Eliason Recteation

Centre wading pool bur rhe

Dakota Watcrplay park offers

m;lny more fcatures on a pool

which is roughly twice the

size. About eight separate

water features are spaced

thfoughout the dísh-shaped

pool area.

Water Assessment: Th e

water elements are activated

by 'touch pads'. Each

element sprays lor 20 ro 30

seconds after the 'touch pad'

is actìvated. The pool also

features two wate[ cannons as

well as spray and finger jet

devices.

Human Use: The park is

open seven days a week for

:...:il't. .'

Play park in morning before opening.

Slide det¿il,



six weeks from July to August. It is

designed lor children from ages 5 to 12 but
the area accommodates a family for the

afternoon.

Rating: U2

Site Visits: August 5, 1994.

Site plan. n.t.s.
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Fountain Name: Boy With the Boot (also Boy With Leakìng Boot)

Location: English Garden, Assiniboine Park

Designer: Unknown Client: City of Winnipeg

Date of Construction: Presented to the City of Winnipeg, 1897

Typology: Sculpture fountain Water Forms: Spout jet, pool

Basin Form: Assiniboine Park basin: curvili¡ea¡ (inegulal bowl) (3m2)

Function: Historical monument, focal poìnt

Site Characteristics: The fountain and

pool were placed at the marn enttance to the

English Garden. They were located in a

circle surrounded by a pathway which led to

the Garden gate. The area is characterized by

river bottom and oak forest. Parking is

located immediately to the south. The

circular area is surrounded by a low chain

link tènce Within the fence are two ovals

planted with perennials. The area outside the

ovals is planted with grass. The smaller

south-most oval contains a plaque, the other

contains the pool.

r
.lfw

I
¿,, I

,t-

Site plan, n,t.s.

Dedications & History: The "Boy With the Boot" was originally presented in 1897 to

the City of Winnipeg fol its new city hall by the Young Peoples' Chrislian Endeavor

Society. The fountain was to

be placed "in front of City

Hall as a medium through

which they (YPCES) can

silently proclaim theìr

principles through all the

coming ycars". The statue

was part of a larger fountain

which honored Queen Vtctoria

and remained at city hall until

1953. The Boy With The

Boot, however, was removedBoy rüith the Boot before its disappearance in 1993.
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in 1913, and placed near the Duck Pond where it was almost lost from site. In1953,the
fountain was moved to the entrance of the new English Garden at Assiniboine Park. The

English Gar den was funded by the Order of Rotary Intemational Fellowship. A plaque

nearby reads: "This circular approach to the/ IntemationaV Goodwill Garden/ Dedicated

June 15, 1953/ Given and

maintained by the Order of

Rotary International
Fellowship". The 'Boy'

remarned at the site until its

odd disappearance in
September, 1993. Its theft

was not recognized for three

months. It was also stolen

twice in 1985, found
abandoned, and replaced.

The 'boot' of the fountain has

also been stolen many ttmes.

The origin of the original cast

of the bronze ståtue is not clear.

foundry and donated to citles in

Sculpn[e detail.

It is believed to have been one of ten cast in an Italian

North Amedca. There are several identical statues which

grace other cities in North

America. In 1961 ìt was

thought that twenty-three

existed around the world.

Only sixteen still stood in

1961, most of which were in

North Amedca.

Symbolism, Fountain
Design & Materials: The

fountain is a humorous

portrayal of a young boy

gravely watching a sueam of Site as it appeared without strtue in 1994.
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water pouring from the toe of one of his boots.l77 The cast statue is

construcled of bronze. Its present concrete basin is an iuegular culvilinear
shape with sloping edges and approximately 2m in diameter. Water plants

and goldfish live in the pool.

Water Assessment & Human Use: Water dribbled out of the boot of
the statue into a small pool which still contains water plants and gotd fish.

The fountain was a quiet sculptural oddity in the park and offered a

humorous det¿il.

Rating: * x x

Sources: l. Winnipeg Free Press, Júe 17, 1994, by Paul Wiecek, p_.
2. Winnipeg Free Press, June 28, 1988, p17.

3. Winnipeg Free Press, June 26, 1965, p_.
4, llinnipeg Free Press, November 9, 1985, arricle by Barry Mullin, p_.
5. AÌex Fleck, 1959. "The Most Mysrerious Statue in rlìe World,'. Legislatute Library, Filc:

Monuments.

6. Alex Fleck, 1961. "Boy Wittr Boot Has Brorhers Acloss Narion Depicting Saga of

Changing America." Legislature Library, File: Monuments.

7. Plìotost Universiry of Manitoba Archives, Augusr 28, 1964: 78-272-j0, l8-Z7Z-j7.

Site Visirs: Numerous visits, 1993-94.

177 p.lr1 Wiecek, lrllnnipeg Free press June 1,7, 1994.
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Fountain Name: Queen Victoria Fountain
Location: Old City Hall (1897-1962), James Avenue (1962-1967), English Garden,

Assiniboine Park (1967- present)

Designer: Client: City of Winnipeg

Date of Construction: City Hail, 1897, dismantled 1961; bust relocated to Main Street

& James Avenue in 1962; bust relocated to Assiniboine Park in 1967

Cost of Construction: City Hall, $1500; James Avenue, $38 000

Typology: Monument fountain (dismantled) Water Forms: Finger jets, pool

Basin Form: City Hall, Octagonal; James Avenue, N/A; Assiniboine Park, none

Function: Memodal, historical monument, focal point

Site Characteristics: The bust of Queen

Victoria is located at the north end of thc

Englìsh Garden rn Assiniboine Park. It is
backed by trees and accessed by a sod path

framed by annuals.

Dedications & History: The fountain

was built with Winnìpeg's new city hall in
1897. It commemorated the iong reign of

Queen Victoria and was donated by the

Young Peoples' Christian Endeavor Society.

The group raised the money for the fountain

by collecting 30 000 nickels. When the city

ha1l was demolished in 1962, the fountain

was dismantled and briefly put in storage

before being placed at the corner of Main

Street and James Avenue at a cost of $38

000.178 It stood a1 the corner until 1967.

when the fountain was demolished and the

bust moved to the English Garden in

Assiniboine Pa¡k. A plaque beneath the

fountain reads: "This stâtue was given by the Young Peoples'/ Chrisúan Endeavor Society

to Commemorate/ Queen Victoda's Diamond Jubilee in 1897./ The busr of Queen Victorìa

118 winnipeg Free Press, April 3, L962 in Winnipeg city Ha1l (o1d) file
at centennial Library.

Fountain âs it appeâ¡ed ât city tìâIl in 1897.
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and the "Boy With the Boot" once formed a single/ Fountain-Statue which
was unveiled in froní of the Old City Hall on Main Street in 1998./ Thc
"Boy With the Boot" was moved in 1913 to Assiniboine park. Afier fifty-
four ycars/ this bust of Queen Victoria has at long lasl rejoined its partrer in
the English Ga¡dens./ The Honourable Judy Lamond, Secretary/ of State,

officially rededicated the statue/ on Thursday, May 181h, 1967, Canada,s

Centennial year".

Bust as it appeared in Assiniboine Park in 1994. Statue derâil.

Fountâin Design & Materials: The basin at rhe Old City Hall was

4.5m (16') in diameter with a central pedestal and column on which sat the

bust of Queen Victoria. The bust was carved out of native stone.

Sou¡ces: l. Winnipeg Free Press, Ap 27,1897,p3.

2. Winnipeg Free Press, Apnl3, 1962, p_.

Site visirs: July 8, 1994.

....,,,.;t/rill{.
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Fountâin Name: Lions Manor Fountain
Location: 320 Sherbrook Steet, on the corner of Portage Avenue

Designer: Denis Wilkinson, landscape archirect Client: Lions Club of Winnipeg

Dâte of Construction: 1963-64

Typology: Sculpture fountain (planter) Water Forms: Bubbler jet, 4 cascades, pool

Basin Form: Circular' (33m2; Function: Sculptural focal point

Site Characteristics: The fountain sits on

the northwest comer of Sherbrook Street and

Poltage Avenue in an open plaza area. Red

brick pavers encircle the basin and extend to

the roadside sidewalks. The plaza is backed

by a hedge to the north and a flowel bed to

the west. The fountain is overshadowed by

the tall building on site but its singularity and

dominance over the site remains .

Symbolism & Design Concept: The

fountain was designed to be both a sculpture

and an exciting water form. It is the first of
two almost identical fountains designed by Wilkinson. The other is strll operating outside

the Vetednary College at the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon.

Fountain Design &
Materials: The basin and

sculpture are constructed of
concfete. The basin stands

0.6m high and has a diameter

of 6.5m. The sculpture rs

located in the centre of the

basin and stands 2.5m in
height. The sculpture is a

deeply riveted concrete form

with lour double wings
protruding outward from the

circular top. Between each

Site plm. n.t.s.

Sculpture ând plantings viewed from east.
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pair of wings is a water chute. pansies,

mangolds, geraniums, and spikes are planted in
ordered rows in the basin. Annuals are also

growing from the top of the sculpture.

Human Use: The modified fountain now
serves as a colourfully decolated sculpture whose

original intent remains obvious. No benches are

located on the fountain's plaza but the basin,s

coping is wide enough and at the conect height
for comfortable sitting.

Rating: * * * 1/2 (if water was flowing)

Site Visils: Ilurr,e 25, 1994, July 8, 1994.

Sculpture detâil.
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Fountain Name: Solar Cone Sculpture Fountain
Location: Winnipeg Intemational Airport, Ail Conrrollers Building

Designer: Gerald Gladstone, sculptor Ctient: Winnipeg Intemational Airport

Date of Construction: 1963 Cost of Construction: $9 000

Typology: Sculpture fountain (destroyed 1990)

Water Forms: Spout jets, spill & splash, pool

Basin Form: Square (6.5m2) Function: Scuiptural focal point

Site Characteristics: Thc sculpture was located in a 6.5m2 (75ft2) courtyard wel1. The

squale courlyard is open to the pa.rkìng lot on one side at the first floor level but the

building wraps around all four sides of the courtyard from the second floor up.

Dedications & History: The sculpture

fountain was constructed by sculptor Gerald

Gladstone, one of several artists
commissioned to plovide various works of
aÍ for the newly built Winnipcg Intemational

Airpon. It also had a prestigious start as one

of the selected works for the National Art
Gallery. Unfortunately, the sculpture was a

hazard fraught with many ploblems

throughout ils existence. The plumbing for

the water element ruptuled quìte often and

fixing the ruptures was a dangcrous operation

as the 'cold welds' of the sculpture's bronze

pieces would break periodically and large

pieces of metal would fall off. By 1980,

workers refused to go near the fragile

sculpture for fear of injury. Before

renovations to the court area in 1985, the

sculpture was offered to the National Art

Gallely but was refused and subsequently

removed liom the Ga-llery's listing. It was

then removed from íts courtyard location to an airplane hangal by helicopter and stored

until 1989. Dudng its time in storage it was sold to the Westem Canada Aviation Museum

for $200. The museum planned to place the sculpture near its flont entrance. However, it

Solar Cone sculpture as it appeared in 1963
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\Àias in such poor condition that it was destroyed and the bronze melteci

down. Some of the metal was sold and some was made into tools and parts

for the museum's airplane reburlding program.

Concept, Design & Materials: The sculptur.e was an exploration of
technologies of scicnce which affected "sense of object relationships, of
space, and of time". The one-ton welded bronze fountain was 8m (2611)

high and made entirely of materials from the air.craft industry. It stood in
the middle of a squale basin. The basin was later converted to a gravel and

sidewalk block open area.

Sources: 7. Winnipeg Trì.bune, Angnst 17. 1963, 'Few can hold â torclì to his hot art", p_,
2. Winnipeg Free Press, Augusr 17, 1963, "Sculpror pleases lìimself', p_.
3. University of Mânitoba Archives photo, Ocrober 8, 1963, 18-6332-71.

4. Deparfiient of Transport Press release No. 58-63, December 1963. "Six a¡tists

conh-ibuting to flne ârt for Winnipeg afu terminal." University of Manitoba A¡chives.

5. Interview by telephone witlì Barry Seller, Winnipeg Intemational Airport, Winnipeg,

Manitoba, September 21, 1994.

6. Interview by telephone .lvith George Ellio! Westem Cânada Aviaúon Museùm, Winnipeg,

Manitoba Seprember 21, 1994.

Site Visits: Iulv I, 1994.
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Fountain Name: The Village West Fountains

Location: Westwood Avenue, one block south oT Portage Avenue

Designer: Denis Wilkínson, landscape architect Date of Construction: L964-69

Typology: Sculplure fountain (planter, parking) Basin Form: Square (20m2)

W¡ter Forms: Cascade, bubbler jet, pool Function: Sculptural focal Point

Si te Characteristics:
Three sholt, narrow lanes

extend eastward from

Westwood Avenue into 'Thc

Village West' condominium

development. The ìanes cnd

as cul-de-sacs and are planted

with various deciduous and

conifelous trees and sht ubs.

The plant material is well

maintamed. Two of the cul-

de-sacs have four-car parking

spots located within the tum-

about island. The third cul-de-sac has a plante<l tum-about island \4/ith a sculpture in its

centre.

Dedications & History: The Village West Condominium development was

constucted in stages over a few years. The first sectíon built v/as the showcase fol the

other two. This was located at the southem end of the development. A sculptural fountain

was constructed at the centre

of each island of the cul-de-

sacs. The project suffered

from funding shortfalls and

the last two islands wete

apparently constructed with

less care than the first. The

north and central founlains

failed to work relatively soon

after constmction and were

rcmoved. The soulhern-most

.J <,,rf ".¡s--{ À ".-.-lr.r¿-

Site plan. n.t.s

South island sculpture(l) is súll intåct
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cul-de-sac retained its
sculpture fountain but it no

longer functions. 11 is now

surrounded by junipers and

two Coiorado blue spruce and

geraniums are planted in the

sculpture's upper basin. The

central and northern cul-de-

sacs now have small planting

areas which incorporate fout

parking spaces each. The last

parting lot was constructed

in 1994.

Fountain Design &
Materials: The one

rcmaining sculptural element

is constructed of relnforced

conclete. It is circular and

capped with a double dish.

The outer dish is 1.5m in

diameter. The 0.8m diameter'

inner dish is placed upon The

lalger dish. Foul double

walled wings extend from the

inner dìsh and 0.2m past the

outer dish. The sculpture stands 2m high and is painted dark brown.

Remarks Rating: * *

The form of the rcmaining sculpture is very similar to two of Wilkinson's other fountains,

the Lions Manor fountai¡ (lilinnipeg) and the School of Veærinary Medicine fountain
(Saskatoon).

Site Visits: JDly 4, 1994.

The cenûal fountain site was converted into â parking lot

The north fountâin sitc was converted into a parking lot.
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Fountain Name: Village Square Fountain
Location: Village Square Condominium Development, Rouge Road & Byrd Avenue

Designer: Garry Hrlderman Client: Michael Nozik

Dâte of Construction: 1974-75 (removed)

Typology: Sculpture fountain Wâter Forms: Bubbler jet, pool

Basin Form: Polygon Function: Focal point

Site Characteristics & Ilistory: The fountain was located in a sunken plaza in the

centre of an open space in a condominium development. The plaza was framed by wooden

timbers and hidden from view by surrounding plantings. It was accessed by wide

sweeping timber steps from the south and norlhwest. A pathway thleaded through the

plaza area leading to seating incorpolated into the sunken walls and a¡ound a fountåm.

Today, the sunken plaza still exists but its entte lloor is grass, the fountain has been

removed, and the plantings are matule and unpluned.

Symbolism & Desi gn

Concept: The fountain was

designed as a selling feature

for the condominium
development and was used as

only one component of the

plaza space.

Fountain Design &
Materials: The basin

incorporated a plastic liner

which disintegrated. The

fountain and basin werc quite

small. The submersible pump was housed in a pit neâr the plaza.

Human Use: The alea was designed as a quiet, passive lecreation area.

Sou¡ce: Interview with Garry Hüderman, Hilderman Witty Crosby Halna & Associates, Winnípeg,
Manitoba, July 5, 1994.

Site Visits: J]0.ly 4, 1994.
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Fountain Name: St. James Bridge Fountain (1970)
Location: St. James Blidge & Portage Avenue Interchange

Designer: Client: City of Winnipeg

Date of Construction: 1969 (?) Cost of Construction:
Typology: Spray Fountain Water Forms: 3 fìnger jets, pool

Function: Focal point

Site
Characteristics:
The small fountain

was iocated in a traffic

island green space

with mature Bun Oak,

closely mown sod,

and shrub beds.

Benches were placed

along a pathway

which weaved through

the park.

Dedications &
History: The only

rccord lound of the

fountarn was a

Basin tr'orm: Curvilinear (kidney-shaped) (21m2)

photograph in the University of Manitoba archival library.

Source: UofM Archives ph oto 18 6241-72-

Site visirs: N/A

Fountâin as it appea¡ed in 1912
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Fountâin Name: 530 Kenaston Boulevard Fountain
Location: 530 Kenaston Boulevard & Grant Avenue, soulhwes! comer of building

Designer: Client:

Date of Construction: Cost of Construction:
Typology: Jet fountain (planter) Water Forms: Columnar jets, cascade, pool

Function: Focal point Basin Form: Two-tiered trapezoid (30m2)

Site Characteristics: The fountain sits on an

open comer at a busy traffic intersection. It is
located at the soulhwest corner of a three flool
commercial and office building.

Fountain Design & Materials: The basin is
constructed of reinforced concrete. The walls vary

fi'om 0.3m to 0.5m in width. A smaller upper lbur

sided basin reaches a height of 1.2m. Seven deep

grooves cut along one edge of the basin allowed

water to flow into a larger basin 0.3m high. The

basìns are now lllled with soil and coveled with bark

chips. Plantings include juniper, mugo pine, and

purpie leaf sandcherry.

Water Assessment: The fountain display was

apparently quite simple. It had some columnar jets in

the upper basin and water poured through the

grooves into the lower basin.

Remarks Rating: * 1/2

The fountain did not have any apparent role. Its
location may have been adequate if its design were

more showy. It sits along a pedestrian pathway but

iandscaping does not allow for any further activities.

The fountain is also located on a very windy comer,

which may have caused problems when the fountarn

was wolkrng.

ì
,!rl
q

'l

Detail plan. n.t.s

Elevation detâil. n.t.s.



Basin now functions as a planter (19940.

Site Visits: August ó, 1994.
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Fountain Name: Osborne Village Square Fountain
Location: Osbome Street & River Avenue, Osborne Village
Designer: _
Date of Construction:

Typology: Jet fountaln (dismantled) Water Forms: Bubble jet, pool

Basin Form: Circular (4.9m2) Function: Symbolic, focal point

Site Characteristics: The former fountain is located on the northeast comer of Osborne

Strcet and River Avenue. It was desrgned as par1 of an open plaza development. The plàz a

is characterized by open spaces framed by lm high concrete planters and 1.3m high

concrele walls. The plaza is paved with pre-cast interlocking pavers. The basin is located

within a circular coufl lramed by a concrete wall on the norúrwest and a concrete plantrer

box to the southeast. The space opens at the noÍheast and southwest pedmeters. Benches

face the basin fi'om the entire lcngth of the wall and planter box.

Fountain Design &
Materials: T h e

concrete basin is 2.5m

in diameter and 0.4m

in height. The lip of
the basin is
approximately 0.3m

wide. Thc basin is

currently filled and

s u r f a c e d w i th
interlocking pavers

which run flush with

the basin lip-

n¡*-

Human Use: The corner recerves busy pedestnan and vehicular traffic throughout the

day and night. The former fountain area is a popular stopping point for pedestrians. It is
an especially favodte stop for teenagets. The fountain basin has taken on the aspect of a

stage for buskers and for impromptu 'acts' by teenagers. Skateboarding is a common

scene in the plaza. The close-by restaurants and shops also promote a vadefy of uses for
the plaza.

Client: _
Cost of Construction:

Plzu a with infilled basin
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Remarks Rating: N/A
The fountain is located in a good location and provided a valuable

function for the area. Perhaps it was not realized that maintenance

requirements for a fountain in such a popular location would be very

high.

Site Visits: Numerous visits, 1993-94.
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Fountain Name: Fort Garry Florists Fountain

Location: 1214 Pembina Highway, Fort Garry

Designer: 

- 

(building architect) Client: Fort Garry Florists

Date of Construction: 1959

Typology: Tri-dish (not operating) Water Forms: Bubbler jet, spill & splash

Basin Form: Circutar' (0.5m2) Function: Focal point

Site Characteristics & History: The fountain ìs

located at the front entrance of the florist's shop on

the corner of a raised brick plantel along one of the

busiest highways in Winnipeg. The feature never

worked properly and has been unused for at least 25

yeats. It is no longer connected to a water supply.

Fountain Design, Materials, & Water: The

fountain is constructed of non-rusting circulal metal

Irames with cement intenors. The thee dish-shaped

bowls lange from 0.4m to 0.7m in diameter, the

smallest at the top and the largest at the bottom. The

watel bubbled out of the top dish and flowed through

metal holes placed in one side, pouring into the next

dish 0.lm below. The water then flowed inlo the

latgest dish in the same manner. Water drained tnto

the middle of the bottom dish and into the pumping mechanism withil the planter suucture.

Human Use: The dlshes

are almost invisible to

motorists t[aveling al ong

Pembina Highway. Their

simple and unattractive

appearance may draw only a

curious glance from a

pedestrian. The element

serves no function other than

providing a history marker lor

the building.

N"

Site plan. n.t.s

Dishes with planter ând plaza.



Remarks Rating: * 1/2

The florist shop fountain is a
good idea. Lots of imagery is

produced in one's mind when

the two powerful visìons of
llowing water and colourful
flowers combine. However.

this imagery is not. realized

with the Fort Gany Florists

lbuntain.

Site Visits: July 8, 1994. Dish detail.
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Fountain Name: St. James Collegiate Centennial Fountain

Location: St. James Collegiate Institute, Portage Avenue

Designer: W.O. Griffith Client: St. James Collegiate students

Date of Construction: 1967

Typology: Spray fountain (plânter) Water Forms: Watercastle jet, pool

Basin Form: Circular (I Im2) Function: Plantel. historical referencc. focal point

Site Characteristics: The basin ìs 
."-"" ''"'"'.r

locâted in a cenlral position on lhe 2",;;,.. ,,,.,;.",,,..:,

fi'ont lawns of 51. James Collegiate 
'.-;;;;.'*'

Institute along the south side of

Portage Avenue. The immedìate area

is chalacterized by open grass, except

fol a tew conifers, which have been

planted within the past few years.

Dedications & History: Each

school in Winnipeg was gtven

money for a project honouring

Canada's Centennial. The students at

St. James Collegiate decided to have a small fountain built on the front lawns. A plaque on

the nolth side of the basin reads: "Dedicated by the Students of St. James Collegiate

Institute to Canada's Centennial JuIy 1, 1967." The fountain worked for two years but the

polyethylene liner was

repeatedly damaged through

acts of vandalìsm. Because of

the damage, the school board

decided to convert the

fountâin into a planter.

Fountain Design,
Materials, & Water
Assessment: The basin

consisted of a concrete ring

3.7m in diameter, 0.3m wide,

and lm deep. A hewn stone

Fountain as it appenedin 1967

Basin as it appeared in summer of 1994.
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ând mortar curb was placed on the curb to a height of 0.5m.

The cen@r of the basin had a sand base with a polyethylene

Iiner. The water level came to the edge of the concrete ring.

A submersible pump was placed in the centre of the pool

where it fi¡ed a vulcan style spray to a 2m height.

Sou¡ce: Interview by telephone with George Waters, St. James areâ resident, 268 Sharp Boulevard,

lvinnipeg, Manitoba September 1ó, 1994.

Site Visits: lune 25, 7994.
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F. Fountains Not Included In The Inventorv

Several fountains within the study area v/ere not documented because they were not

discovered until too late in the inventory process or were missed entirely. To help complete

the inventory you are invited to note any fountain, its ciry, iß address, date of
constructeion, designer, builder, or any other inlormation you may have if it is not listed in
this text.

Louis Riel Monument Fountain, Winnipeg

2 Higt 1*u"t P^Í^*'g"""r*H*tgtt**Ur.P{m.9lrl_o*

Auto Plaza

bounded by Osborne St. and Kennedv St.
ffií,@t .-

9

l0

11

T2

I3
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t4

t5

1ó

Comments
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